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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

1. This corresponrlence, and any subsequent work-group meeting(s) to which it may 
give rise, is intended to provide a preparatory ~ocus on this subject prior to 
a transnational meeting on social innovation: World Forum on Social Innovation, 
which is being planned for 1976 or 1977 in the Paris area by the newly created 
International Foundation for Social Innovation. 

This meeting is expected to emphasise the consequences for the development of 
the person and society of conceptual and attitudinal changes and of the introd
uction and interrelationship of organisational, technology, building complex, 
financial, legal and information system innovations. 

Without giving attention to any particular method of personal development, it 
would therefore seem desirable to come to an awareness of the variety of meanings 
associated with personal or human development, and to identify those characteristics 
of the physical end social environments which may be expected to hinder or 
facilitate such development. 

Particular reference will need to be given to the design of centres and networks 
within and through which such growth processes may be enhanced. It is also 
necessary to draw attention to the manner in which personal development itself 
leads to social change by altering perceptions, increasing tolerance of complexity 
and variety, decreasing tolerance of inequity, developing recognition of a. 
broader spectrum of future alternatives, etc. 

2. The following subsidiary themes are therefore offered as indicators of aspects 
seeming to require particular clarification and further attention: 

a. Personal or human development as a continuing process: A measure of written 
agreemerif is sought on an exp.lanation of those features of this process which 
would be meaningful to non-specialists designing programmes in which the 
personal development dimension should be taken into consideration. The exercise 
of attempting to produce such a statement, partly on the basis of a wide variety. 
of conceptions of human development, should help to clarify the distinction 
between personal development as a process of self-fulfillment and personal devel
opement in its more limited socio-economic sense. 

b. The design of the environment or centre in which such processes may be facilitat~ 
The concern here is firstly with the characteristics of the physical environment 
which may facilitate (or hinder) personal development, namely the design of 
physical spaces, natural environment setting, decor, etc. Just as a minimum 
standard has been developed in many countries for the design of the physical 
environments in which individuals should live and work, it would seem helpful 

I to attempt to identify standards for the design of physical environments wh~ch 
are conducive to a sense of psychological well-being as distinct from the more 
limited considerations of physical comfort. Secondly, the characteristics of 
the psycho-social environment conducive to a sesne of psychological well-being 
should receive consideration, particularly as distinct from the more limited 
concern for adequate motivatfon. 
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c. Networks of such centres and their sirnificance: In this case, it is hoped that I 
some insight into the value of such networks (over and above that of single ! 
centres) will emerge, as an indication of how to offer alternative experiential. I 
opportunities to individuals who have been restricted to the style of one centre:I 
how to allow for the release of excessive tension in any one centre before this I 
becomes manifest as destructive action; and how the existence of such networks I 
may be otherwise supportive of the efforts of single centres. It is hoped that 
through an exchange of views between individuals possessing well-developed 
perceptions into the structure and functioning of different types of network, 
elaboration of a general insight into such networks will prove possible. 

d. Complementary activities required to render such centres economically and I 
psycho1ogicallY viable: The success of such centres as integrative environments J 

is in oart dependent on the opportunity they offer for creative expression result 
ing in a service or a product of value to the external society. It is hoped that 
some indication of the variety of possible activities will emerge. 



INVITATION TO COMMENT 

Participants in the Postal Symposium were invited to contribute papers which 
attempted to clarify the concepts associated with the "design of facilitative 
environments for personal development" (see the following Explanatory Note). 

The papers received, together with some complementary material, are reproduced 
here. 

Participants, and others who have occasion to examine this document, are 
invited to comment on the papers -- possibly in relation to the themes 
in the Explanatory Note. The comments should preferably be sent to Mankind 
2000 (1 rue aux laines, 1000 Brussels, Belgium) in order that follow-up 
action, if any, may be considered. An exchange of comments with and between 
participants is also encouraged (addresses are given on the Contents page). 

Mankind 2000 would particularly welcome comments (whether supportive or critical) 
which help, on the basis of the material reproduced here, to sharpen the focus 
on the options for action in this area. For example: 

what concepts need further clarification ? 

should further action take the form of: 

publication of a book or reader ? 

discussion within the framework of a symposium ? 

major focus on these matters within a large conference ? 

-- are existing bodies and planned meetings covering adequately the 
aspects of personal development stressed here ? 

Your comments will be much appreciated. 



DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION IN A NEW ERA 

Fred J H Blum 

The purpose of this paper is: 

to contribute to an understanding of conceptual and 
attitudinal changes characterizing our time by visualizing 
them in a broad historical perspective 

to provide a background to assess potentialities for innovation 
and for developing a strategy for innovation. 

Though only a few key issues can be touched on in a summary shorthand 
manner, I will attempt to outline a coherent picture. 

I The key for an understanding of the present situation is the 
realization that we live at the end of an epoch in history ·which 
began with the Renaissance and that we are witnessing the birth
pangs of a new era. 

The passing era \AJas characterized by a conception of reality as 
consisting essentially of objects (rather than of human beings) having 
extension in a three-dimensional space in which they moved according 
to clock-time. These objects were understood in terms of a 
rationality (devoid of the symbolic and of feeling) which found its 
highest expression in mathematical sign-language. The colour, 
fragrance, form and meaning of these objects as well as the whole 
psychic life were relegated to "secondary" or "tertiary" phenomena 
which were not part of the reality which "mattered". 

Such a conception of reality implied a division of life into separate 
realms and spheres along the following lines: 

sign symbol 

form substance 

quantity quality 

thought emotions 

rationality irrationality 

object subject 

outer inner 

matter spirit 

body psyche (or soul) 

facts values 

science faith 

world religion 

j 
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II The new era is characterized by a widening and deepening of 
awareness accompanied by a corresponding transformation of 
perceptual processes. 

Typical features of the new consciousness are: 

To illustrate: 

universality 

central relatedness to the truly human 
(true-self relatedness) 

multidimensional unity 

openness 

new experience of space-time 

new unity of the feminine and the masculine 

new unity of "East" and "West" 

Space travel is an expression of the widening of our horizon and the 
discovery of outer space. At the same time doors to our inner space 
are being opened, deepening our awareness and perception. The range 
of inner exploration stretches from group dynamics to encounter groups, 
from psycho-analysis to psycho synthesis, from drugs to meditative 
practices. 

As we penetrate more deeply into an understanding of these processes 
we notice that they amount to a new experience of space and time -
fundamental categories in any mode of consciousness. Both in 
outer and in inner space we are confronted with dimensions of time 
which can no longer be comprehended exclusively in terms of a 
quantitatively measured linear clock-time. We are rediscovering a 
qualitative time dimension which is expressed (1) in all truly human 
experience (2) in growth processes in general and (3) in the laws 
guiding the sequence of stages which we can observe in all develop
mental processes. (We do not deal here with parallel radical changes 
in the conception of time underlying modern physics and finding a concrete 
application in the exploration of outer space.) 

As we grow in our experience of inner and outer space, of quantitative 
clock time and of qualitative growth and life time, we discover that time 
and space, inner and outer are not separate realms. We thus enter 
a new reality - a world in which space, time, inner and outer are 
dimensions of a universe which has a unity. In this universe we 
discover objective universal laws whose operation we experience in 
our "subjective" inner world. Hence we realize that the "inner" and 
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the "outer" are dynamically interrelated. We also realize 
that while the time as measured by the clock passes with 
majestic disregard of the nature and meaning of human experience, 
there is an aspect of time which has substance and meaning -
time which "lasts" and which at depth relates us to an 
enduring universal reality. 

The new awareness is expressed in a quest for developing our 
true self and becoming whole. We can observe a search to overcome 
the separations and divisions typical of our time and to live from 
our own true centre in many phenomena ranging from the wish to do 
"one's own thing" to experiments with communal living, attempts 
to overcome the separations characterizing the present "division 
of labour" and to find new ways of organizing work, etc . The 
search for wholeness, in turn, is accompanied by an openness 
to different ways of life and "alien" cultures; an openness to 
other faiths and world views, a search to become free of doctrines 
and to find what is universally human. 

As we examine the emerging new consciousness in the light of 
the universal laws of growth and development we can understand 
the nature and significance of present-day attitudinal and conceptual 
changes more cleary. 

These laws are: 

the law of differentiation 

the law of integration 

the law of balance 

the law of centroversion. 

The first three laws operate in all life processes though their 
operation is more complex the more complex the organism in which 
they operate. The fourth law is observable only in human beings. 

The law of differentiation signifies a tendency to divide originally 
unified wholes or to create more refined patterns. It may also be 
called the law of complexification (Teilhard de Chardin). 

The law of integration denotes a tendency to unify what has been 
separated into a new (higher, more complex and more comprehensive) 
oneness. 

3 
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The law of balance not only relates the tendency to differentiate 
and integrate to each other but operates wherever opposites or 
polarities exist. At early stages of developmental processes 
(that is when there is little differentiation and low levels of 
integration) the law of balance operates in a mechanical-reactive 
way. At higher stages of development the law of balance operates 
in a dialectic-synthesizing-transcending way. 

The law of centroversion can come into operation as a tendency 
to move towards our true centre as well as a tendency towards 
convergence of different world views. It denotes so to speak the 
central tendency of the law of balance. 

To illustrate: 

One way in which the law of integration operates is through our 
becoming aware of formerly neglected aspects of reality - in the 
present historical situation of those aspects of reality listed in the 
right hand column in our diagramme on p. Once we realize 
(1) that these aspects are as real as those on the left hand column 
and (2) that the two columns are interrelated (as regards right and 
left hand column as well as interrelations within ea ch column) we 
enter a new world - a world of multidimensional unity and wholeness. 
It is a world in which the "quality" of life is taken seriously. This 
is only possible as the potentialities of the new consciousness 
outlined here become a reality. 

The new world is much more differentiated and complex than was the 
case in the era which is now passing (1) because it is more inclusive 
and (2) because the law of ,differentiation operates in such a way as 
to bring about new differentiations. Of decisive importance is the 
ability to differentiate between universal forces and forces typical 
of a given society or culture (instead of "universalizing" or 
"sacralizing" historically unique situations and thus thwarting 
creative potr::ntialities). The experience and understanding of 
a universal reality as a field of forces which has a lawfulness of 
its own while interacting with culturally or historically unique 
forces is the key for the understanding of the newly emerging consciousness. 
Such a differentiation makes possible a new relationship to the (universal) 
source of creativity and spontaneity (or the source of innovation for our 
becoming truly and centrally human (rather than being primarily members 
of a specific culture and/or living in a world of "object-relations"). 
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The finer differentiation and more complex integration typical 
of the new era make it possible for the law of balance to operate 
as a dialectic-synthesizing-transcending rather than as a 
mechanical-reactive law. This creates a basis for transforming 
destructive tensions and conflicts (which are bound to arise when 
the law of balance operates in a mechanical way) into constructive 
tensions and conflicts. It is also the precondition for the operation 
of the law of centroversion. The activation of this law creates the 
possibility for true-self-centred development of both people and 
soc ia 1 institutions. 

IV True self development means the development of those attitudes, 
capabilities and potentialities which are unique for a particular 
person in a true relatedness to life. It signifies the development 
of our perceptual, sensation, feeling, intellectual, manual, artistic, 
etc. abilities, of our creative potentialities, of our "vocation". 

Once a firm foundation for true-self development has been laid 
(during the first ten to fifteen years of our lives) various stages 
of growth open up. First there is a concentration on developing 
one's own unique capabilities and potentialities. Since relatedness 
to our true seif and relatedness to others are inseparable, we also 
become creatively related to other people. As the process of true-self 
realization proceeds we become more and more aware of the necessity 
to sacrifice the lower to the higher ("to lose our self"; the term 
self denoting aspects of our personality which are not essential for 
true-self development) in order "to find our true-self". In this 
process we become more directly and more strongly related to the 
source of creativity and spontaneity which also contains the nergy for 
growth and transformation. 

The true-self is three-dimensional or even multi-dimensional. It 
relates us (1) to our own unique capabilities and potentialities, 
(2) to the "other" and (3) to a deeper reality of life. Since each of 
these dimensions consists of various sub-dimensions, the true self 
may also be designated as multi-dimensional. Our own capacities 
and potentialities are manifold. "The other" refers not only to 
face-to-face relationships with other people but also to our 
relationship to others within social institutions or organizations. 
Relatedness to a deeper reality of life encompasses the unfathomable 
depth of a "timeless" universal reality - the ground of our being -
as well as its concrete manifestation in creativity, in symbolic 
representations - and in the uni versa! laws of growth and development. 
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V In the new era the differentiation and integration of consciousness 
will be such as to make possible the activation of forces moving 
the centre of consciousness as well as the central values of society 
towards the true-self. True-self centredness is indeed a key for 
an understanding of the newly emerging consciousness as well as 
the newly emerging social order. 

Consciousness and society are intimately interrelated. It is true 
that the nature of their interaction is different at different stages 
of the evolutionary process and in different historical situations. 
It is also true that in the new era people will be able to have the 
kind of relationships to a universal reality which will enable them 
to be creative agents of transformation rather than being either mere 
products of their society or merely be able to reject it (to react 
against it). But changes in consciousness, to be lasting, must be 
reflected in changes in the organization of society - and vice versa. 

Such a mode of consciousness opens far-reaching potentialities for the 
development of a new social order. To be brief: it signifies the end 
of hierarchy as we know it. Instead of a linear-hierarchical sub
ordination and superordination exemplified in the pyramid, the 
model of social organization of the new era will be a planetary 
system consisting of spheres (representing groups of people or 
functional units) which combine in manifold ways in the most diverse 
constellations. The concepts of "above" and "below" will be 
replaced by the concept of centricity both in an "inner" sense of 
relatedness to one's own true centre and in an "outer" sense of 
relatedness to that sphere or those spheres (functional centres) 
through and in which a person can make his or her unique contribution 
to the community while fulfilling him- or her-self. Implicit in such 
a concept of centricity is the central importance of true human values 
in all decision-making processes (in the decisions as to the nature 
of the organization as well as the decisions of daily life). True 
values are those which foster growth and development towards the 
true self (and which are most clearly articulated in the universal 
laws mentioned above). True values are inseparable from true 
power which is rooted in a person's unique experience, knowledge, 
capabilities, etc. rather than in power of command. 

In a society organized on the basis of these principles technology 
can be subordinated to human values and markets to human beings 
(thus reversing the situation prevailing at present). Technology, 
furthermore, will also be multidimensional including various forms 
of "appropriate" or "intermediary" technology. Forms of ownership 
will change as the identity of people becomes rooted in "being" 
(in their true self) rather than in "having" and exercising power over 
other people. Various communal forms of ownership will arise as 
people enter into a mutual relationship of self development in view 
of a shared p.Jrpose. 
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The foundation of such a new social order will be new modes 
of differentiation and. integration concretely expressed in radically 
new ways of "dividing" labour and forming "integral" work tasks 
(the direction of this development is illustrated by job-enlargement 
or job-enrichment). A decisive consequence of the new potentialities 
of differentiation of consciousness is the ability to differentiate 
between true needs (that is needs fostering true-self development) 
and false needs (that is needs not essential for true growth and 
development). Only such a differentiation of consciousness will 
enable people to replace quantitative growth (more and more consumer 
goods) with qualitative growth (more and more true-self development) 
while becoming free human beings. The transformation of social 
institutions (particularly the organization of markets) will be as 
radical as the transformations of consciousness following from the 
new modes of differentiation and integration. 

VI The foregoing comments about the direction of the evolutionary process 
and the potentialities opened by it indicate the scope of those changes 
which are necessary if we are to cope with the present-day human 
situation as true innovators. To become such innovators we must 
have a knowledge (1) of the way in which the universal laws operate 
in the historical process and (2) of the way in which we can activate 
the creative forces expressed in these laws. We can not disregard 
these laws any more than we can disregard the law of gravity. Whenever 
we violate them we have to pay a price (such as pollution if we disregard 
the law of balance). It is, therefore, important to work with the 
creative forces expressed in these laws to become effective innovators. 

As regards the strategy for change the recognition of the integral 
nature of the basic problems arising at a time of radical transformation 
(that is transformation going to the roots) is decisive. By "integral 
nature" I mean the interrelatedness of the various dimensions of these 
problems, particularly the interrelatedness of personal change and 
social change. To neglect either one is to court failure if not disaster. 
Experiments with new forms of industrial organization, for example, 
have failed in their purpose (if not completely) in both capitalist and 
socialist countries whenever they failed to transform attitudes and 
values. On the other hand changes in consciousness which are not 
reflected in active involvement in changing social structures are in 
danger of remaining esoteric. 

Given an awareness of the interrelationship of strategic dimensions 
of life (which is an aspect of the new awareness of the multidimensional 
unity of life), we can indicate the requirements for actualizina the new 
potentialities of development: 

(1) a vision of a new order 

(2) a 'concretization' of the vision in terms of the actual 
problem situation 

(3) the development of new modes of thinking, feeling, 
acting etc. (that is new ways of relating to ourselves, 
to the "other" and to life in general) 

(4) the corresponding development of social institutions. 

7 
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Innovation must be applied to al 1 these. In a world of manifold 
personal, social and cultural ways of life the specific ways of 
initiating innovation are manifold. There is room for varied 
approaches and there is a need for specialization. But the latter 
will be of a very different kind than the presently prevailing 
specialization which leads to knowing more and more about less 
and less. We must specialize in a segment of a circle while 
being able to relate our knowledge and action to the whole circle 
and making a contribution which is relevant to the whole understood 
as an integrated (multidimensional) unity. The development of an 
integral framework is, therefore, a task of primary importance. The 
ontological (and methodological) foundation of such a framework 
is indicated in the world view of the new era. A scientific approach 
based on this world view leads to a new science of life which has 
the following characteristics: 

(1) it overcomes the traditional separation of "facts" 
and "values" (which implies a reduction of time to 
a moment of quantitatively measured time) and 
recognizes that every-thing and every-body has a 
factual and a value dirriension. 

(2) it overcomes the traditional separation of "thought" 
and "action" (whose ontological basis is an acceptance -
in principle - of the status quo) replacing it by 
scientifically developed change-experiments. 

(3) it is based on an understanding of a uni versa 1-objective 
lawfulness (an understanding which is continually refined, 
qualified, developed etc.) which has clean-cut value 
implications for true-self centred growth and development. 

(4) at the same time it recognizes the uniqueness of each 
person - the law of our own true being - thus minimizing 
the danger of becoming an instrument of manipulation if 
not oppression. 

(5) while recognizing a degree of autonomy for the social order, 
the new life science recognizes that there are universal 
forces and laws (forming what may be called the human 
order) which underlie the lawfulness of given social 
order and .have a greater energy charge than the forces 
(and iaws) of the latter. 
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VII To realize the new potentialities, action in all spheres of life is 
imperative. We as individual persons and as members of groups 
must become true-self centred change-agents, participating 
creatively in the interrelated process of personal and social 
transformation within an integral framework expressing the new 
unity of life. To some extent this process can - and must -
be fostered from within existing institutions. To some extent 
new centres of experimentation, experience, in-search and re-search 
are necessary to create the leverage for transformation. Indeed 
many centres with different tasks appealing to different people are 
necessary. Yet a twofold common search may - and in my opinion 
should - link such centres: (1) a struggle to live now the new 
consciousness and social order as much as this is humanly possible, 
and (2) a struggle to penetrate to the universal core of our own 
personally, culturally, "religiously" unique approach (and in this 
way strive towards convergence). 

Such a common purpose implies a new quality of relatedness to 
"the other" (including social institutions), as well as to a deeper 
reality of life. It makes a living link between differer1t cer1tres 
highly desirable. Such a link is also desirable if not outright 
necessary because of the partial nature of the task of each Centre. 
Centres particularly close in the task which they have set themselves 
may develop more intimate links with each other than they do with 
other centres. But some form of communication is desirable between 
all Centres recognizing a common dimension in their purpose. 

Such links and modes of communication will be the more fruitful, 
the more there is a common ground in the way the problems of 
developing a new consciousness and social order are understood 
and experienced within a shared integrative framework. Or, to put 
this differently, these links will be the more fruitful the more 
comprehensive and integral the framework is and the more divergent 
(even opposed) approaches can be systematically related to each 
other within such a framework (the latter means that we are able 
to develop hypotheses which can be scientifically explored in such 
a way that the possible contributions of different approaches can 
be tested.) 

In this connection I wC?nt to make a final point: one of the most 
urgent tasks of our time is the development of a living "model" 
community in which new ways of life are explored experientiaiiy and 
experimentally. Such a community does not have to be very large 
but large enough to have a wide variety of work opportunities 
ranging from agricultural to commercial activities, from crafts to 
the most modern technology. Family life, education, the organization 
for work, community life, indeed the whole way of life of such a 
model community should be developed experimentally in a constant 
process of innovation. It will be like a systematic change experiment 
exploring and testing the many open - and controversial - questions 
which arise as we are committed to move into the new era. Such a 
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community will neither be like a city nor like a village in the 
traditional sense of these words. It will be as different from 
the presently prevailing lay-out of a city or of "the country" 
as 1t will be different in its architecture. Analogous to the 
cathedral centre of the media val town and the business-centred 
"modem" city, the new city will have a unique combination of 
communal creative-recreative centres (workshop, meditation, 
"education", consciousness development, body-culture, etc. etc. 
at its centre. 

Various centres, appropriately linked, could make an important 
contribution to the development of such a model community. The 
latter, in turn, would be vital for centres which aim to be focal 
points of a new order. "Mankind 2000" has a decisive role to 
play in such a development. 

/{) 
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APPENDIX 

Here is a brief account of a centre which is coming into being -
the New Era Centre. During the past six years the foundation for 
this Centre has been laid and it will be "launched" as a "going operation" 
within the coming year. 

The laying of the foundation consisted of: 

research on new developments in the organization of work as 
well as research on the experience of society and religion 
using as much as possible methods of action-research. 

clinical work of an intensive nature to deepen the understanding 
of problems of~development of consciousness. 

work with groups to apply the understanding thus gained and 
obtain new insights. 

systematic development of meditative practices exploring both 
Yoga and Zen approaches and elaborating integrative methods 
whose purpose it is to use the energy of a deeper universal 
reality for personal and social transformation. 

publication of some of the first results of our research; 
of a manuscript which is the basis of our future work. 
manuscript is entitled "The End of Secular Man". 

completion 
This 

On the basis of these preparations we are now in the final stage of preparing 
the following: 

workshops concentrating on the development of a new consciousness 
(using meditation, active-imagination, drawing and other ways of 
developing perception and awareness) 

groups concerned with specific "problem areas". Theses dealing 
with the following areas have been prepared: 

*development of a new consciousness 

*organization of work 

*church and society 

*theology and the social sciences 

We hope to initiate systematic research in these problem areas. 

JI 
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this enumeration shows that our work has a "religious" 
inspiration and foundation. Being Christ-centred in a 
cosmic-universal sense, we also want to help initiate a 
Christian-Jewish dialogue to transcend traditional boundaries 
and to open the way for a deeper understanding and experience 
of a universal-cosmic Christ. 

last but not least we shall bring out a series of occasional 
papers relating to the "problem areas" listed above. 

These offerings will be interrelated as much as possible. They will 
also be related to the daily activities and the involvement in social 
change of those who participate in the workshops and/or groups. 

I Z. 
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HUMAN ADAPTATION IN A PROGRAMMED ENVIRONMENT 

Robert Cancro, M.D., Med. D. Sc. 
University of Connecticut Health Center 

McCook Hospital 
2 Holcomb Street 

Hartford, Connecticut 06112 

Long before the college campuses became concerned about the survival 

of the planet and its occupants, environmental scientists were deeply aware 

of the negative consequences of overpopulation and the massive industrial 

growth that sustained such an ecologically unsound number of people. The 

extraordinarily broad scope of the environmental sciences necessitated a 

relatively exclusive concentration on physical issues. Considerations of 

the health consequences of the environment also tended to focus on the 

physical. It is not a criticism of the environmental sciences to recognize 

their neglect of individual and group psychologic health. It is only 

relatively recently that even the behavioral sciences have begun to recognize 

and study these relationships. Despite the legitimacy of the various 

factors, historical and otherwise, which have precluded a significant com-

mitment of creative resources to the study of environmental-psychologic 

relationships, it is now necessary to improve these efforts. We must 

understand better ·the role of the environment--both physical and social--

in ~etermining the quality of a population's mental health. 

The distinction between psychologic and physical has served science 

well but as with all cognitive devices, it is not an accurate approximation 

of reality and~ therefore, suffers from the danger of reification. We 

shall, in this paper, speak of adaptation in a manner that de-emphasizes 

1 This paper is based on a talk given before the New York Academy of Sciences 
on May.15, 1974. 
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this seperation while returning to it later. In this way, we shall attempt 

to obtain the advantages of the distinction and to avoid the problems of 

overliteralness. Every organism is an improbable patterning of energy which 

exists in a nonequilibrium relationship to its environment on a transitory 

basis, i.e., its lifetime. It is advisable to think of this relationship 

in thermodynamic terms so as to work towards the goal of making behavioral 

models compatible with those used by other disciplines. Adaptation is the 

process whereby an organism achieves a dynamic steady-state with its environ

ment which permits it to survive in that environment. Since all living 

creatures tend to revert to a patternless random state of matter, life can 

be defined as the struggle against and postponement of the return to this 

nonorderly condition. The regulation of mass-energy exchanges and the 

reduction of entropy serve to determine the effectiveness of any given 

dynamic steady-state. There are limitations inherent in this general form

ulation of man's adaptation to his environment. Clearly, it is applicable 

merely in a broad system sense in which individual details are obscured 

and only a general picture of the state of the system emerges. 

If we accept the formulation that man lives in a dynamic steady-state 

with his environment, then disease and health can be operationally defined 

in terms of that steady-state. A relatively narrow range of the possible 

steady-states is considered health. Within this range, the adaptation of 

the organism to the environment is equally well optimized for a number of 

variables including, but not restricted to, those crucial for survival. 

Illness, from this point of view, consists of those dynamic steady-states 

outside this range wherein one or more important variables are no longer 

optimized but which are not inimicable to continued life. If the organism 
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cannot establish a new steady-state within this larger range, equilibrium 

with the environment and death ensues. This formulation, at least in its 

major components, holds equally for psychologic or physiologic adaptation 

and leads us to conclude that the symptoms of disease are nothing more 

than the associated phenomena of a new steady-state. The new steady-state 

is an attempt to guarantee the continuation of the organism but at some 

cost. From this point of view, the so-called illness is both adaptive 

and maladaptive since it sustains the existence of the organism in a new 

challenge situation while it reduces the efficiency of the adaptation in 

other ways. Illness can be viewed as a compromise in which the short~term 

existence of the organism takes precedence over the long-term quality or 

efficiency of that existence. We can view the ~cute phase of an illness 

as the period during which a new steady-state is being sought and the 

chronic phase as the period in which it has been achieved. 

Man differs from other animals in the degree to which he is aware of 

the adaptive process. This does not mean to imply that he consciously 

experiences the homeostatic adjustments of the concentration of various 

body substances. Rather, it means that he has some recognition of whether 

living is particularly difficult or easy at a given time. Even here his 

unique ability for self-deception tends to complicate matters. It is 

commonplace to find an awareness of the true degree of difficulty only 

afterwards when the stressful situation is over. This is particularly 

true of organismic adjustments that are made in response to gradual environ

mental changes. A sudden dramatic alteration of the environment with the 

concomitant necessity to find a new steady-state is almost always perceived 

as stressful, particularly if it must be done quickly and/or radically. 
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The quality of any human being's psychologic adaptation is a function 

not only of his individual, group, and social resources but the nature of 

the environment to which he must adapt. The term. environment will be used 

hereafter to include both physical and nonphysical variables unless 

specified otherwise. The same person who functions effectively in on~ 

environment may decompensate in another. We have all had the opportunity 

to observe individuals go through difficult demands quite successfully and 

not be able to cope with a set of circumstances of approximately equal 

duress at a different time. What makes the matter even more complex is an 

environment that is noxious for one person is not for another. Despite 

these individual differences, there are valid--albeit limited generaliza

tions--that can be made. To put it another way, it is accurate to say 

there are environments to which most people can adapt successfully and 

there are environments to which virtually no one can adapt successfully, 

Every environment falls some place on this spectrum of adaptational dif

ficulty for the modal individual. It is biologically reasonable to assume 

that environments which are similar to those in which man evolved are likely 

to be more suitable for his present adaptation. Man developed historically 

in a relatively constant environment. His environment was constant not 

only in the pattern of sensory information being fed into his nervous system, 

but in a variety of other ways including seasonal variations, levels of phys

ical activity, dangers, stability of social institutions, etc, This historic 

environment is _radically different from today's. 

We know very little about the effects of the physical environment on 

mental functioning. Yet, what we know suggests it plays an important role. 

There are a variety of physical factors which either can or do affect 
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psychologic adaptation. There have been dramatic changes over time in the 

sensory environment. The range of sounds, for example, impinging on the 

tympanic membrane of contemporary man bears little resemblance both in 

kind and intensity to the past. The experiments on sensory deprivation 

and more recently on sensory overload are suggestive that man's mental 

adaptation can be influenced through manipulation of sensory input to the 

nervous system. The presence or absence of trace minerals in the water 

supply can affect the prevalence of mania. The periodicity of day and 

night produces regular variations in both physiologic and psychologic 

activity. Vitamin levels in the available food supply, climatic effects 

on the endocrine system, and a host of other physical variables can con-

tribute to the psychologic character and health of a given people. 

Obviously, as between-population physical environmental differences are 

reduced and populations become more geographically mobile, these effects 

will diminish in long-term importance. Nevertheless, over the short term, 

the physical differences may 

capacity of the population. 

be more extensive than the health range 
£Hve f'O ,v l'\'t.VT 

The changes in the physical may also occur 
f\. 

more rapidly than the organism's compensatory mechanisms and produce, 

thereby, a situation in which health range steady-states are difficult to 

achieve. 

In addition to the obvious physical parameters of the environment such 

as the kind, duration, frequency, and intensity of sensory stimuli, we must 

also consider man's confidence in the physical environment. The reality of 

the environment is complicated by man's abstract reasoning capacity, He 

adapts in part to his conception of the environment, which conception bears 

a variable resemblance to it in fact. If he strongly believes the physical 

environment to be noxious and perceives it as such, his adaptation will be 

I 
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influenced by this belief. When people are told that their food is adulter-

ated by unseen chemical additives and their air and water are polluted by 

a variety of harmful agents, their confidence and trust in the environment 

is diminished. This kind of distrust and pervasive anxiety does not enhance 

the quality of human adaptation. The sense of helplessness in the face of 

these invisible and uncontrollable "dangers"is also psychologically injurious. 

Even if these environmental "dangers" were to be spurious in nature, this 

would not protect the population from the negative consequences of distrust 

and helplessness, but merely add a touch of irony. Obviously, the existence 

of man's abstract reasoning complicates his adaptive efforts beyond that found 

in simpler organisms. Yet, this important consideration is often ignored and 

not included in our thinking. This realization leaves us with the possibility 

that the 

changing for an individual or a population. Certainly, many of the psychologic 

behaviors of mentally ill patients are quite appropriate to their perception 

of the social environment. 

There are other environmental considerations that do not fit neatly 

into a physical-psychologic division. We shall, for purposes of this 

paper, consider certain characteristics that describe the human population 

as environmental variables. It may be particularly useful to conceptualize 

population characteristics as environmental variables since man has so 

outbred his ecologically-appropriate niche. From the point of view of the 

stability of the biosphere, species diversification is the most desirable 

plan. Man has successfully disrupted this pattern and, thereby, contributed 

to the considerable threat that presently faces the planet. The current 

large number of homo sapiens is ecologically imbalanced. This source of 

disturbance to the biosphere only increases the necessity of our understand-

ing population characteristics as environmental variables. The density 
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characteristic of population has received considerable attention. The 

broad spacing of a population is one of nature's major ways of reducing 

intraspecies conflict and increasing species diversification. This improves 

the stability of the biosphere by increasing ·the variety of populations to 

be found in any particular area and giving different subsets of each species 

slightly different microenvironments in which to adapt. Animal studies 

clearly demonstrate the importance of population density as an environmental 

variable. This line of research has related the density of a population to 

a variety of socially-maladaptive behaviors including social withdrawal and 

violence. The work has been criticized on the interesting grounds that men 

are not mere animals. While it is wise to generalize carefully from animal 

models, it is unwise to reject their relevance in toto. Interestingly, this 

is something we only do when the finding displeases us. There are certain 

human experiences, however, which parallel the animal studies. Refugee camp 

experiences clearly suggest under that type of stress which includes crowd-

ing, the veneer of civilization peels away quite quickly for some people. 

Every warden knows of the negative effect of overcrowding on selected 

prisoners. There is much evidence to suggest that population density is an 

important variable in determining the quality of the adaptation that man makes 

to his environment. Man is not likely to be able to adapt successfully to 

every possible population density without paying an excessive price. Obviously, 

the rate as well as the degree of density change will determine the severity 

of the stress to man's adaptive resources. 

While this particular population variable has been the most researched 

and publicized, there are many others that are significant as well. Some of 

the important characteristics include the proportion of youth, the male-female 
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ratio, the ratio of producers to consumers, the proportion of urban to 

rural, and the percent of the population who are aged or infirm. All of 

these characteristics and others not listed are important features of 

the psychophysical environment to which man must adapt. These variables 

also play an important role in the establishment of his social organizations. 

The quality of the mental adaptation made by an individual or group to the 

environment is likely to be significantly altered by such population char

acteristics as those already cited. 

The complete study of man's psychologic relationship to his environment 

must include the social environment as well. Man adapts to the group of 

which he is a member and its social institutions. The expectations, rewards, 

and values of his culture all make demands on his adaptive resources. The 

social environment is, however, unique in the sense that it requires and 

supports adaptive efforts simultaneously. Psychologic adaptation to the 

social environment involves not only the intrapersonal resources of the 

individual but is supplemented by the psychosocial institutions which the 

group develops. These psychosocial institutions, therefore, serve to support 

man's individual adaptive resources although they also constitute part of the 

environment to which man must adapt. Once established, these social organ

izations and institutions are transmitted through that society's culture. 

Culture changes slowly and, therefore, social organizations tend to remain 

operative for long periods of time in any given society. We shall make an assump

tion concerning_the role of genetic factors in the development of psychosocial 

institutions. We are hypothesizing that the behaviors required by particular 

institutions and social organizations have a biologic as well as psychologic 

origin. In other words, between-population differences in the choice of 
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particular social organizations are in part because of genetic differences. 

If this is true, then each of these populations represents a unique bio

behavioral experiment in which the environment operates upon the genetic 

characteristics of that population not only to develop individual behavioral 

traits which are adaptive but also to develop social organizations consisting 

of a set of such behaviors which then become transmitted and reinforced 

through culture. Clearly, if the environment were to change rapidly and 

make these particular organizations obsolete, we could easily find that 

culture would perpetuate the now no longer adaptive organizations. A new 

class of problems emerges when the feedback from the environment stops acting 

as a selective mechanism. In this case, the genetic heterogeneity of the 

population for a variety of behavioral traits is increased without an asso

ciated diminution in the cultural transmission of the formerly adaptive 

organizations. Any adaptive individual behavior or social organization 

which has survival value and it both genetically loaded and culturally sup

ported suffers from this potential difficulty if selective feedback is 

interrupted. As the behavior or social organization diminishes in adaptive 

value, the population becomes genetically more heterogeneous for that trait. 

Meanwhile, the culture supports the trait as if it were still adaptive. The 

resuJ.t is social pressure· for conformity in the face of biobehavioral diversity. 

There have been several important. points in the history of man when we 

can assume that selective feedback from the environment was markedly diminished. 

The development of agriculture was probably the first of these. With the 

advent of agriculture and the resulting increase in the stabilization of food 

production, man's numbers rose sharply. Social organization had to change 

drastically as well. The valuable behaviors of an agricultural people are 

quite different from those of a migratory hunting and food gathering people, 
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Agriculture also led to a more stable but less varied diet. The tending of crops 

and domesticated animals required a different kind of population than did the pre-

vious way of life. Many of the behavioral traits--including aggressiveness--which 

had survival value in the older society were maladaptive in the new. The lessons 

of this transitional period are of even greater importance for contemporary man. 

More recen~ly, the technology developed during the Industrial Revolution has 

led to powerful controls over death, infectious disease, and the environment. 

Technology and science have radically disrupted the balance that existed between 

man and his environment. The increased mobility and density of the population 

have led to a marked increase in genetic diversity. A far greater variety of 

individuals are available as breeding partners. Relatively small, geographically-

isolated tribes had far less opportunity to breed outwards than does modern man. 

Geographic mobility and the richness of opportunity for mate selection have 

produced remarkable genetic diversity. While this diversity is the biologic hope 

for man's future it does tend to undermine the validity of traditional social 

organizations. 

Contemporary man is the product of an age-old process of selection, While 

it is apparent that evolution selects the present representatives of a species 

in such a manner as to equip them best for adaptation to an environment most sim-

ilar to that which was operative during the selection procedure, this does not 

mean that we must return to the pre~istoric jungle to survive. It does mean, 

however, that as our environment differs increasingly from earlier ones, we are 

likely to find our traditional social organizations and institutions less effec-

tive incomplementing man's individual reserves for satisfactory psychologic 

adaptation. Social organizations are quite effective so long as the environment 

of the next generation remains reasonably similar to the environment of the former. 

An example may help to clarify this argument. The family is a ubiquitous 

social organization that has been found in all known human societies from the 
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most primitive to the most advanced. It has been remarkably effective in 

preserving the species. Through the family, man has protected and reared 

the young successfully. Through the differentiation of specialized roles, 

adult males and females have traditionally been able to take care of the 

psychologic and physical requirements -of their offspring. The family is 

an effective medium for transmitting culture. With the advancement of 

technology,' many of the historic functions of the family have been eroded. 

Formal education is now almost exclusively handled by professionals outside 

of the family group. Health care is increasingly the domain of other pro-

fessionals who are again outside of the core family. Much of the enter-

tainment and interpersonal sustenance of children derives from nonfamilial 

The complaint of some middlJclass. suburbanite parents that they 
" -

sources. 

have been reduced to chauffers is not a total distortion. The increasing 

complexity of the society in which we live and the development of strangers 

to perform specialized and vital functions have weakened the validity of the 

family as a social mechanism for species survival. This does not mean that 

the family does not have other useful and even necessary functions, but 

simply that its historic role is changing. This example also allows us to 

examine the problem of increasing genetic diversity. As the survival value 

of particular-social organizations such as the family diminishes, the cor-

rective feedback from the environment is removed. Returning to our earlier 

assumption of a genetic factor in some social organizations, we can argue 

then that genetic diversity relating to family formation is being encouraged. 

In other words, we should anticipate that there are an increasing number of 

individuals who are not disposed towards traditional family organization 

because of biologic as well as social factors. This in itself would not be 

a problem but for the fact that experimentation in substitute forms of social 
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organization are poorly tolerated by the dominant culture and often labeled 

as illness. 

In looking to the future, we can anticipate that computer-based 

automation will represent a quantum jump from industrialization. In the 

past,·technologic change has been at a sufficiently slow rate that man has 

had time, although limited, to somewhat accommodate himself psychologically 

to the changes. Automation does not promise to allow us this luxury. 

Another major consequence of automation is that it must, to an unprecedented 

degree, reshape society in its own image. In the past, technology has both 

followed man as the model and included him in its efforts. Tools were direct 

extensions of man and technology often took what a man did by hand as its 

guiding principle. A power shovel digs a hole in precisely the same way as 

a man does with his hand. Up until very recently, it was even constructed 

in a manner that was quite similar to the anatomical joint structure of 

the human arm. The future of automation is such that man will no longer 

be the paradigm for and even may have to be designed out of the process. 

The machine's ways, of necessity, must at times be shown preference over 

the ways of man. The problem of hand-wired circuits in electronic data 

processing is a clear example of this preference. The need for inexpensive, 

rellable, mass-produced wired circuits presented an important technical 

problem. Circuits had previously been hand wired but this process was 

slow, costly, and produced oversized devices. The engineering approach 

to the problem was not to design a machine which automatically wired cir

cuits as men do, but rather to design something which wired circuits as 

only a machine could. 

Once the engineers set aside the conceptual restraints imposed by using 

hand wiring as a model and the further constraints of including man in the 
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activity, they were free to use their technology in a truly imaginative 

way. The elaborate soldering machines used by men were replaced by the 

product of this new approach--the printed circuit. Printed circuits have 

had a major impact on a variety of industries. Ultimately, more important 
' 

than the impact is the kind of thinking that went into their development. 

Machines were not designed which simulated or complemented man, but rather 

the engineers examined the problem from the point of view of what would 

be the best machine way of coming up with a device to perform the functions 

of hand-wired circuits. Despite our human pride, printed circuits are 

superior in almost every way. This example is meant to illustrate some 

actual conceptual consequences of automation which tend to distinguish it 

from previous technologic advances. 

There will be a number of effects of automation on the environment in 

which man must adapt. It may be useful, therefore, to study the predicta-

ble effects of progranuned machines on both social institutions and the 

physical environment in order to anticipate their probable consequences 

on man's efforts to adapt psychologically. Elsewhere a scenario has been 

described of the future effects of full-scale automation on work--a single 

social institution, important in psychological adaptation, that will be 

radically altered. Obviously, the study of a single social institution will 

provide very limited insight into a complex problem. Nevertheless, the 

approach can serve as a paradigm for the study of others. There is a need 

to supplement the study of social structures by examining the probable 

effects of automation on energy consumption, pollution, water and air 

quality, population characteristics, etc. Automation threatens to disrupt 

the balance that exists between many people and their work. This balance 
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may well be in need of change. Yet, it seems unlikely that economically 

motivated, psychologically unplanned interventions will be constructive, 

There are obvious inherent limitations to any scenario we can write. Many 

interactions will not be anticipated and others will be estimated incor

rectly. The models we construct will of necessity be inadequate and 

inaccurate but they still are preferable to anything else available. 

The environment to which we must adapt today is bizarre from the point 

of view of evolution. The moment-to-moment sensory data that we process 

has no resemblance to our historic sources of information. The kind, 

frequency, and intensity of stimuli are totally different from the envi

ronment in which the sensory systems developed. In every conceivable way, 

we are unprepared to deal with an environment tpat is remarkably synthetic 

and artificial. Increasingly foreign environments must be adapted to with~ 

out the benefit of millions of years of biologic and social evolutionary 

selection. The more novel the environment, the greater the likelihood 

that there are only a few people who will successfully adapt to it. In a 

real sense, man's technologic success and its environmental impact have 

outstripped his adaptive psychologic reserves. It comes as little surprise 

that many people supplement their adaptive resources with tobacco, alcohol, 

marijuana, tranquilizers, sleeping pills, and such. Man is no longer bio

logically designed by the forces of evolution for a world which he rather 

than evolution has created. It is the success of man's cognitive apparatus 

that has created the problem and this is the only tool man has that may 

solve it as well. We cannot follow the nihilists who recognizing that the 

problems have resulted from thought believe that the solutions must come 

from an absence of thought. There is no substitute for reasoned planning, 

with all its limitations. 
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The key to the improved mental health of the population lies more in 

regulating the environment--both social and physical--in ways that match 

it to man's adaptive resources and less in the hope of delivering ever 

increasing amounts of psychiatric treatment. It is only in this way 

that we can reach the necessary numbers of people and prevent their 

decompensation into less adaptive steady-states. These formulations also 

highlight some important distinctions between the maintenance and the 

restoration of health. There are many factors that contribute to the 

maintenance of good health and these of necessity must center on the 

facilitation of man's adaptation to the erivironment. This facilitation 

can take the form of alterations of the environment or complementing the 

capacity of man in various ways to establish a satisfactory steady-state-

one within the health range. The restoration of health requires its prior 

loss. Psychiatric treatment represents a failure of health maintenance. 

While we must offer adequate levels of treatment, we cannot expect to meet 

the anticipated demand without improved methods of prevention. The only 

effective prevention foreseeable lies in a better understanding and regula

tion of the environment. The environmental sciences with their systems 

approach offer considerable potential for the prevention of human malad

aptation--both physical and mental. Clearly, the very nature of the task 

requires an interdisciplinary effort. Sophistication in the methods of 

various environmental sciences must be supplemented by clinical competence. 

Yet, if man as we know him is to survive, the disciplinary identities that 

separate us must be transcended. Behavioral, social, and environmental 

scientists must collaborate on the development of the necessary expertise 

that will. make informed environmental options available. 
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ANTHRDPDPDLIS: CITY FDR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT l.f 
A very short summary of the basic hypotheses of a book 
by the author bearing the same title 1. 

C. A. Doxiadis 

We cannot save the situation in human settlements unless 

we study them properly, for the same reasons for which we cannot save 

any sick person unless we study the situation in a scientific way 

through medicine, biology etc. In human settlements we do this throuoh 

ekistics, the science of human settlements. Today we can present to 

you one of our recent efforts for a City for Human Development. 

In days gone by, Aristotle had correctly defined the aims of 

+ho ... .;+\/• 
VI fl,,.....o \....-...L V.::J • to provide for its inhubit3nts 

This must always be so, and most civilizations of the past have tried 

to succeed in this effort; today, however these goals alone are not 

sufficient in themselves. The reason for this is that because of the 

colossal explosion of forces in the fields of science, technology, 

energy, population etc., Man (Anthropos) has changed in nature: Man 

(Anthropos) is not what he used to be. It has therefore become impe

rative that Man (Anthropos)a~so should likewise develop, so that he 

may be happy within the new world which we are building. Just as Man 

(Anthropos) was obliged to adapt himself to the new conditions when 

he created the first cities, in a like manner must he adapt himself 

now when he is building dynapolis, which is evolving into megalopolis 

and laying the foundation for Ecumenopolis. 

These are the reasons for which a decision was made for a 

gathering of a few scientists who are interested in the fate of Man 

(Anthropos), in order to discuss whether it is within our ability to 
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create a city which will make Man (Anthropos) both happy and secure, 

as undoubtedly all would want, and which would also help him to 

develop in a more satisfactory manner, as is being envisaged, or 

at least anticipated throughout the world. 

In order to facilitate the discussion a proposal has been 

drawn up which faces this problem only as far as it is conceived by 

a craftsman who builds houses and cities, and who feels the need to 

have our thoughts develop in a responsible manner. So that we will 

not be faced each coming day with some new bright ideas, but will 

know how a group, which represents a variety of sciences ( physics, 

biology, genetics, development, anthropology, medicine, psychology, 

ekistics) is facing this subject, and how this group can help us in 

our progress towards achieving a humane city. 

The report which has been prepared is based on the following 

hypotheses: 

Hypothesis One: We are dealing with a very complex, dynamic 

system of life on the surface of the earth, where every part has an 

influence on the others. These influences follow certain principles 

and laws some of which we know and some we do not because of their 

complexity. But the whole is a dynamically changing system that has 

positive or negative effects on its parts depending on the criteria 

1rJe use. 

Hypothesis Two: Throughout human history Man (Anthropos) has 

been guided by the save five principles in every attempt he makes to 

live normally and survive by creating a settlement which is the 
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physical expression of his system of life. The five. elements are: 

maximization of contacts, minimization of effort, optimization of 

protective space, optimization of relations, optimization in the 

synthesis. 

Hypothesis Three: The most important and most difficult to 

apply of the five principles serving human needs is the fifth one, 

guiding Man (Anthropos) to achieve the proper balance between the 

other four principles. Man's (Anthropos') attention to the whole 

system of life is an indirect one, his main direct interest is his 

own safety, happiness and at times development. Balance, on the 

basis of human satisfaction, is Man's (Anthropos 1 ) ultimate goal 

when dealing with his system of life. Our goal should be to reach 

a new balance between Man (Anthropos) and Nature corresponding to 

the many changes which have occurred as a result of Man's (Anthropos 1 ) 

needs and development; a balance that will not be expressed any more 

at the village scale (this was the goal ten thousand years ago) or at 

the city scale, but at all scales from Man (Anthropos) to the whole 

earth. This means that the system of Man (Anthropos), Nature and 

the other elements will have to change direction with all of them 

moving towards the same goal. 

Hypothesis Four: Human settlements have been created by 

Man (Anthropos) guided by the five principles and have been more 

pUccessful, made their inhabitants happier and live longer when the 

fifth principle of a balance between the other four has been better 

applied. 
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Hypothesis Five: Human settlements will be created in the 

future by Man (Anthropos) guided by his own five principles which should 

not and cannot be changed by anyone. 

Hy~othesis Six: The big city is inevitable; it is already 

grpwing and it is going to grow even more since it is now a multi-speed 

city. Dur task is to discover and understand why the city is changing 

at present and where this continuous change will lead. 

Hypothesis Seven: The future city is going to be much more 

complex in every respect for many reasons; from new technology and 

new dimensions (as we have already seen) to the three forces which 

condition its shape. All these factors taken together lead to a very 

high degree of complexity. 

Hypothesis Eight: The future city is going to grow much 

more than the city of the present because of the growth of population, . 
which will take time to be slowed down, because of the growth of 

income and energy which is needed and demanded by all and because of 

growth of Man's (Anthropos~ mobility . The levelling off of the 

population of the earth is going to be achieved in a few generations 

and of cities some time later. 

Hypothesis Nine: Dur city is in a crisis which is due to 

the lack of balance between its five elements; there are certainly 

many reasons for it but the basic one is the increase in all its 

dimensions (people, area, energy, economy and the change in its 

physical structure all of which are going to lead to an increase 
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of problems. I think that as we have learned from psychiatry that 

anatomy is des±iny for Man (Anthropos), this is also valid for·the 

city: its anatomy is destiny. 

Hypothesis Ten: The inevitable evolution in the structure 

and the dimensions of the city leads to a universal city, Ecumenopolis, 

which once again is going to be a static city like the ancient ones 

and therefore it will inevitably reach a balance of its five elements. 

Hypothesis Eleven: Human development must have as a goal 

first: to help the average person develop to the maximum of his 

potential (as we do now for longevity) anu second: to gradually increase 

the level of this potential to its maximum in order to help humanity 

develop further. 

Hypothesis Twelve: The greatest difference which exists in 

the relationship of Man (Anthropos) and his settlements is the 

difference between people in varying phases of their life. Any grown

up can walk in the street with cars; even if he has not seen one 

before he can adjust to them, but not so a one-year-old child. This 

certainly would be much more difficult for a Man (Anthropos). living 

in a primitive cultural phase but still, he can more easily save 

himself from such a great danger much better than the child can. 

Hypothesis Thirteen: Man (Anthropos) should be given the 

opportunity to move out as far and to as many places as he needs in 

every phase of his development. This, for the average person, means 

to start from the minimum distance -- the body of his mother and 

to expand until he reaches the whole earth or even go beyond it and 
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then, gradually, reduce his movement to the smaller areas corresponding 

to his actual needs and interests. This is an ultimate goal facilitated 

by modern science and technology. 

Hypothesis Fourteen: Man (Anthropos) should be given the 

opportunity to move by himself without any assistance as far out as 

he wishes and in the best possible way for him and in every phase of 

his development. 

Hypothesis Fifteen: A city must guarantee everybody the best 

possible development under conditions of freedom and safety and thus 

it becomes a specific goal to fit the city to Man (Anthropos) in the 

same way that a tailor fits a suit to our body and not vice versa. We 

always have to think how the city can best be built to fit human needs. 

This means that the Man-built (Anthropos-) environment (Shells and 

Networks) should protect Man (Anthropos) physically from adverse 

exposures to his physical environment: this also should apply to 

Nature, with its various aspects, all serving Man (Anthropos) as 

structures and as functions. 

Hypothesis Sixteen: A City for Human Development must 

create a system that can challenge every citizen to enjoy it and 

develop to his maximum and this can only be a system of quality that 

transmits the notion of order. This can be done if it has the proper 

quality at an optimum level, not too low and not too high and intense 

with the larger part of the system representing an order and parts of 

it a disorder. We cannot expect civilization to be created within the 

jungle although a garden can be like a jungle within an orderly system. 

This quality should be related to the natural physical (created by 

Man (Anthropos)) and social environment. 
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Hypothesis Seventeen: Man (Anthropos} always needs to 

maximize his potential contacts with people and minimize the energy 

required, but this has to be accomplished without endangering the 

quality and quantity of his contacts. This requires a gradual 

exposure to the city and its people, with an optimum situation for 

every development phase allowing for the possibility throughout 

Man's (Anthropos') lifetime of exposure to any area with a different 

type and intensity of contacts. 

Hypothesis Eighteen: The task of the city is to help the 

source of energy -- that is the individual -- to respond to all 

challenges and to develop and meet as many new ones as possible. If 

this can be achieved from the individual's first relationship to his 

environment~ then the source of his energy becomes stronger and can 

overcome even more hindrances. Such a well developed source of energy 

will finally be able to conquer the whole space, physical, sensory, 

intellectual which surrounds it, although this does not necessarily 

mean that it can conquer all obstacles within this space. 
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Version #8 

In this paper I am concerned with the problems of health. For whether one is 

concerned with the issues of wellbeing, the quality of life, the opportunity for 

·maximal development, or how one reaches a better society, the questions of health 

seems fully and totally entertwined; indeed, the questions of health become indis

tinguishable from these other areas. 

Quite obviously, my own concern with health is related to my own experience~ It 

ranges from a tremendous amount of concern with the external environment and how 

it impinges upon the individual to increasing preoccupation and return to concerns 

with the internal individual environment. It seems to me that the mediation between 

these two environments creates the Self. This Self, and its health, is not bounded 

py one's individual physical organism, but rather includes all areas where that 

organism impinges upon others and society at large. 

It has become almost a truism by now to state that medical care, though it may play 

a part in health, does not necessarily lead to a healthy person. Indeed, no matter 

how much be preoccupation with medical care, the health of· a family or community 

is more related to other factors; whether they be internal .(psychological, 

spiritual or educational issues), or external ones (such as economics, the social 

system, governance, and the total environment). 

It is quite fashionable to search for a piecemeal answer to the question of health, 

Just as we have thought that medical care would improve health, there are others 

who have focused their concern on various aspects of the external or internal 

environment and THE answer. Among others, they include economic and political 

changes, a new personal psychological state, or educational opportunity. 

Rather than a piecemeal approach, it is my hypothesis that the only way that health 

can be achieved is by a holistic conceptualization, which recognizes the interaction 
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and interdependence of internal and external forces. This does not mean to say 

that certain issues should not be dealt with prior to others, e.g., a developmental 

.sequence, such as proposed by Erickson. Erickson points out that there is a need for 

a process of g~ining individual autonomy and sense of competence before one can 

learn how to trust another. However, that sense of competence can only develop 

within a sense of security which permits taking further .steps. 

It is for this reason that I am trying to pose a relatively simple yet holistic 

model for health. 

Visualize two coordinates on a graph at right angles to each other (see Figure #1). 

The vertical axis is the concern with normal development. Within the concept of 

development there seems to be a variety of levels--physical, psychological, or 

spiritual--which may in fact have developmen~al components in themselves. Kolberg, 

for example, suggests the beginning of such a perceptual model, by pointing to 

various levels of moral and ethical development, leading to changing perceptions 

of the self in relationship to others. In other models; such as in Green and 

Green, as well as much Eastern thought, the individual's concern ranges from the 

physical, to the cognitive, psycholo.gical, and rational to the unconscious, 

collective unconscious, and the universal self of Teilhard de Chardin, Buddhism, 

and other Eastern philosophies. 

Our concern with this individual coordinate (the I) is not that one necessarily 

moves from one of these levels, e.g., physical to psychological, but that there is 

some mediation between various levels of the physical, biological and spiritual. 

In much of our current concern with medicine, we have fragmented our concern for 

the biology to its separate parts, and are only now beginning to mediate (and 

synthesize) a concern between the various aspects of the physical self. 

Others haye had the same concern with the psychological self. Still others are 
struggling to mediate between the two levels of development. 
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1. Within each "level fragmentation exists. Specialists from research and academia 
as well as practitioners ply their wares in these fragments. Holism involves 
defragmenting, or synthesizing within each level, between levels, and between the 
I-US continuums. 

2. Within each level, as well as in the whole, there are developmental concerns (certain 
things preceed others), breakdowns of growth and development, as well as alternative 
developmental pathways. There is no desire to label any process, illness, or bad; 
each form of response is but an attempt to respond to internal and external drives, 
crisis, or "education." 

3. Synthesis or mediation involves the "dialectic"--or working out of relationship. It 
also involves the synchronous and related development in separate levels and areas. 
Problems or illness may only occur when these processes are "out of step" with each 
other, e.g., one area developing at a different rate than another; or where the 
definition of the process is non-synchronous in each areas. 

4. As one moves to the end of the continuum of both coordinates (culture and Collective 
uc, etc.) there is a coming together. 
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On the cognitive rational level, usually left to.areas of "Education" and work, we 

find concerns which are extremely apparently more organized and objective. How 

these issues of cognition and rationality relate to the more psychological and 

physical side of the organism is only s,lowly beginning to emerge. Again, mediation 

between these levels is important. 

It took Freud to make us conscious of the unconscious, though in many so-called 

primitive cultures, the unconscious has always spoken with great clarity. Thus, 

in Laurens van der Post's book on the Kalahari Pigmies (Bushmen), we have one 

culture among many others which uses the unconscious to mediate with the rational, 

the conscious, and even biological behavior. Very little concern in our culture 

has been given to that "unconscious" state. As Jung has pointed out, the concerns 

with intuition and feeling which cannot be rationalized have ofttimes been 

consciously ignored when rational decisions are apparently being made. They are 

considered nonrelevant. 

As one begins to move into deeper, unconscious states, whether it be the collective 

unconscious, the higher states of Eastern psychology and religion, or to the 

universal state, we are concerned with issues that all religions, East and West, 

have been preoccupied with. These are the levels of spirituality. We know little 

about the relationships of these issues to other areas. Again, it becomes critical 

to be concerned with the mediation between these relatively unknown areas and the 

more known biological and rational cognitive ones. (Note that work in areas such 

as biofeedback begin to make these non-rational areas of hypnogogic states rational 

to the scientifically oriented geologist where some can deal with these so-called 

soft areas without standard scienc~ some need bridges such as these.) 

If one returns to what has been called primitive conceptions, or even to the less 

primitive (yet non-scientific) Biblical concerns, we find ourselves faced with 
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issues where concern with the totality of being,. defined either religiously or 

healthwise, take a holistic approach. This holistic approach as manifested by 

the shaman in primitive cultures, or the laying on of hands of the early religious 

healers, suggest the unconscious mediation between the higher states of spiritu-

ality and the more rational, and what we now call scientific (e.g., biological and 

psychological processes). 

The focus of mediation between these various levels is not to sell "a concern with 

a religion or faith healing" as a substitute for more orthodox scientific practice. 

Rather it is to use the concerns of the healer (see Castenada's various books, 

Ropf's Guru)to understand what might be left out of our more scientific rational 

ones. Thus, I am suggesting that a focus on health may be a concern with levels 

of intuition and spirituality as well as with science rationality of the physical 

being. Thus, much of the current concern with areas as diverse as the occult and 

spirituality may be a preoccupation which is simplistic (e.g., that pure faith 

healing by itself will resolve issues of illness and health); nevertheless, there 

* are issues in these non-medical processes which are important. 

My remarks should be considered a call to those concerned in the health field, to 

link to these non-rational levels of concern to assist in understanding and action. 

Briefly then, I am concerned with all aspects of an individual's development, and 

the mediation between them, in order to underst·and its infinite complexity. 

I suggested the word "development" was critical. Within each of these areas, 

whether they be physical or psychological or spiritual, there seem to be normal 

developmental processes. As Anna Freud suggested some years ago that when various 

processes are out of synchrony with each other, illness evolve and are defined. 

If then mediation occurs between various aspects of development and they are 

* In a recent issue of Omega, Journal of Death & Dying, vol. 5, no. 2, Sunnner of 
1974, two papers focusing on parapsychology and witchcraft point to issues which 
we can learn from to understand some aspects of dying. 

1/-o 
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* synchronous , we end up with a more healthy state. 

In each of the areas mentioned is a need fo! critical grounding. Preoccupation 

with certain rational things are critical for the grounding of an individual such 

as basic knowledge in a field. Maslow talks of basic needs being met before 

higher ones. In other cultures this grounding may be with more unconscious 

processes, whether in the Sinai who learn very early to control and deal with 

their dreams, or in our own culture where a basic security comes from the relation-

ship of mother and child as demonstrated by the work of Spitz, Bowlby and others. 

Still other studies have shown that "grounding" requires that in many animals 

the touching of mother and child (see Montague, Touching) is critical for con-

tinuing the physical and psychological development. 

The question before us then, if we are concerned with these multiple areas of 

development, is how to ground, not in one area, but in many. We do not know what 

** grounding may be. It is clear that often we assume that if grounding occurs in 

one particular area, e.g., biological or rational, and others will ipsofacto 

follow and lead to higher forms. Among certain groups there is a belief that 

being grounded in concerns with higher consciousness will lead to more·basic areas 

being.developed. There may be as much fallacy within this notion as the former. 

What may be most important is a balanced development in many areas in which the 

physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual development occur together and in 

synchrony. 

There are few institutions or professions who are concerned with mediation between 

areas. Indeed, within each of the professions, whether they be education or 

* Note the slightly different though related use of synchronicity by Jung. 

** See Centering by 

I/I 
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medicine, law or governance, one tends to remain in one's own area of concern. 

I will return later to a concern with those people who cut across boundaries 

and mediate, not only within areas, but between areas of concern. 

My second big ·area of concern is with the external environment· (the US). Thus, as 

I have suggested earlier, the development of the~Ivof the individual is intimately 

connected with the external environment. It is difficult at some stages, such as 

pregnancy and birth, to separate the external from the internal environment. 

Indeed, in early forms of development and chronological age, the relationship of 

the child to "significant Others" around them, whether they be family or culture, 

is of high order of concern. Indeed, churches and religions of all sorts have 

felt extremely strong about working with children closely during the earliest 

stages of development when external environmental structures and concerns are 

critical. 

Returning for one moment to the individual (the I) and to levels of the collective 

and universal conscious, it is clear that though the process takes place within the 

individual, it is in part a product of the external environment. The constant 

mediation between the external and the internal have produced the myths, rituals 

and preoccupations in our worldwide culture. The similarities that exist in some 

of these myths and rituals throughout the world argue strongly for the commonality 

of external environmental impacts on individual development. 

It is, therefore, my hypothesis that the development of the "I" is. integrally 

related to the development of the "Us." It is the I< > US dialogue which is the 
. ~-

issue. 

The definition of the word "Us" is concern with the external relationships; the 

"significant Other" whether mother, lover, spouse, informal networks of fq.mily or 

colleagues, groups, organizations, institutions, governments on all levels, or 

society and culture. 
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The further we move toward society and culture in our environmental concerns, the 

closer we get to the collective unconscious and universal consciousness of indi

vidual development. 

It is my hypothesis that as one begins to develop, the coherance and mediation 

between the various levels of the external environment are as critically important 

to the creation of the self, as the mediation between the levels in the internal. 

The external environment has, up to recently, been as fragmented in our concerns 

as the internal. We have specialists in many areas. Each of the specialists in 

these areas are only recently recognizing, through our ecological systems problems, 

that they are part of a larger whole. 

How, then, to begin to pull together the various concerns, it is here that we begin 

to face the critical issues of the external environment. As with the internal 

environment, the physical environment provides in large part the hard infrastructure 

(space utilization, roads, rivers, etc.) upon which the rest of the environment is 

created. However, that infrastructure which is formal and hard is integrally tied 

to a "softer," more nonrational infrastructure, concerned with the relationships of 

people to each other through rules, regulations, procedures, and even governance. 

It is that governance of the external environment be concerned with setting up that 

structure which permits mediation between various levels of the environment. At 

the same time, governance must permit a similar mediation in the internal environ

ment. 

One might say that there is a complimentary relationship between the internal and 

external environment, and that development in both these areas are related to each 

other. Thus, formal concern with mediation through the governance of the external 

environment can ofttimes assist the internal structures. Again the I( >us dialectic. 



Dario Zadra has suggested the word mediation. In his work, he is concerned that 

mediation exists in order to permit human wellbeing to be created. He suggests 

that this is the role of religion, though not necessarily the role of official 

religions or the church. It is my hypothesis that mediation occurs through the 

intervention of a large variety of people preoccupied with linking and boundary 

questions. Robert Lifton in his book, "Boundaries," discusses the "Protean Man." 

It is my observation that there exists in each one of our areas of concern people 

who live and are concerned both with that area of concern and with linking and 

mediating to others. Many so concerned with mediation have no awareness of their 

own skills; indeed, the structure of society is such that ofttimes those who 

mediate within and between levels are considered odd, peculiar, and beyond the pale. 

These boundary people come in different forms. Those in science, those that. Thomas 

Kuhn concerns himself with when he is preoccupied with new paradigms. Those 

focusing on levels of unconscious and collective unconscious may very well be also 

spiritual and psychic in their ability to cut across disciplines and mediate between 

them. People in. other areas may find themselves always redefining their areas in 

such a way as not to be acceptable to the current ideas in good currency in their 

own discipline. 

Society tends to oppress people with this deviance and modality. In the process of 

their oppression these people often feel mad, deviant, and incoherent. They have 

not learned to live comfortably with their own skills, because the external world, 

often including their immediate families, says they are not acceptable. The work 

of Laing and others are helpful in understanding the madness these persons feel, 

because in relation to their perceptual see the world is mad, and not themselves. 

It is my perception that neither is the case, and though everyone not like one's 

self can be labelled but rather that these protean mediators are different kinds 

of persons. They can either be created through the developmental process (e.g., 

Kolberg suggests that as one begins to develop, on.e begins to move to new1 more 
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Does this not then mean that many of us have failed in concern with health because, 

in fact, at this moment we really do not understand how to play the "master game?" 

Its infinite complexity forces us into areas of mediation which we have no skill in. 

What I am struck by in mediated processes is that the more one ·utilizes the rational 

areas for these purposes, the more difficult it is to deal with holism; the total 

game. As one enters· and utilizes non-verbal areas and skills, there is the chance 

to focus on issues beyond but incluse of the rational as well. 

There are a variety of techniques ranging from preoccupation with physical activity, 

the joint building of something real, or working hard in a concrete manner on any 

one of a variety of issues. This could be building a road, building a house, or 

.. tilling the fields. Many years ago as an adolescent I went to Camp Rising Sun 

where I was put in touch with work projects ~reating a sense of high and wellbeing 

that could not come out of rational discussion, from the highly motivated and skilled 

high school students that we were. 

But there are other areas besides-~art, music, movement, meditation, dance, or even 

spiritual participations in group meditations and chanting, singing and the like. 

The tools of therapy oriented to a holistic health mentality can fill as vast a 

catalog--from medicine and psychology to Rolfing chiropractor, the Alexander technique, 

chiropractic psychic healing, acupuncture, and the others that are now coming into 

public view. 

What is so striking to me, however, is that each of us has different methods and 

modes by which to achieve those states. I, for one, find it extremely difficult to 

reach those kinds of states in individual meditative moment, unless there is also 

intereaction with significant others. Some of these interactions are intellectual; 

but more often than not there are others participating in the process of creation. 
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For me, the creation of national social programs, the civil rights movements, 

involvement in poverty, Peace Corps, and other issues in which eating, sleeping, 

singing, and being was as important as doing, or the rational processes. 

More often than not many of us are intollerant of the techniques that others use 

to obtain their version of holism. "There are many ways to Rome," and thus, as 

we talk about a holistic set of methods in our Re-Creation Center, it is essential 

to respect the individual differences of people. They start at different places, 

have different patterns of response, and can relate to different techniques in 

different order. 

We need many different forms of Re-Creation Centers in order to meet the different 

·styles of the individual in need. A network of these different centers would permit 

people to move from one to another as chpnges occur in their own and their signi

ficant "Others" developmental processes. At the same time,. we must begin to find 

ways of mediating between these different means of achieving wholeness, resolution, 

and re-creation. 

A Re-Creation Center is a religious experience, though not an official church. In 

.much the same manner that I consider Re-Creation a health and education experience, 

not of the manner of official churches, education, hospitals, or other organized 

institutions. 

The Re-Creation Center is, therefore, a place where "borderline" people exist who do 

not feel completely comfortable in the status quo. This is not to say that there is 

not a need for status quo places in our society. There is a need for places con

cerned with issues that are not re-creative. They are just as important as those 

I am describing. It is the interplay between these established places, teaching 

the standard skills and technologies of the society, with those concerned with the 

holistic aspects. Both are significant for change and development. 
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As the Re-Creation Center is both concerned with the internal and external 

environment, it must also be the headquarters for projects concerned with the 

external world. Thus, it has to be a working rather than an esthetic retreat. 

In no way can we suggest that these centers are inexpensive, either in time or 

money since we have very few experiences about how to put pieces together. There 

will be many slippages in the process since we are not dealing with a rationalized 

institution. Thus, the costs of such a program must be measured. One important 

cost is to permit a "thousand flowers to bloom," recognizing that few have the 

potential for success. 

I have suggested that there is a need for a network of people concerned with the 

problems of Re-Creation. I have also suggested that many people exist on the 

border between fields feeling lonely, isolated, .and quite disconnected from others. 

Their sense of disconnection ofttimes is a feeling of not belonging. 

The invisible colleges described by Derch de Sola Price evolved in the 18th 

century were informal networks of people; each expert in their field but each 

working on the boundaries and deeply involved in social change. It is interesting 

as one looks at groups in the 18th Century and in the present that those involved 

are complex and mediate between many different levels. The very group involved 

with the invisible colleges of London organized the Royal Society, the East India 

Company, the Hudson Bay Society and aided in the American Revolution. They were 

also involved in the black masses in High Wycombe and in religious, occult, 

spiritual, and psychological arenas. In looking at an earlier time, the leaders 

of science--Capernicus and Newton--made the major conceptual leaps not as indivi-

duals, active in science, but who were involved in the other levels that we have 

been concerned with. 

(J 

I 
I 
I 
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There is a need for an informal, invisible colle-ge or perhaps an analogue of a 

religious order to which people concerned with Re-Creation could participate "up 

to their level" of interest. These can be networks of existing networks, each 

focusing on i~sues as diverse as the many areas that we have discussed in this 

paper. It should offer, as does a "floating crap game," an opportunity for 

individuals to get together and go apart, depending upon their particular needs. 

It should assist in the process of recognizing that individuals concerned with 

these areas are different, but at the same time, they have similar qualities: the 

ability to mediate between levels. They are the borderline people who exist on the 

edge of many areas of concern. 

This group of people, recognizing their differences, can slowly come together to 

assist in forming new wholes. I am reminded of a science fiction novel by Thomas 

Sturgeon called "More Than Human" in which individual children, each slightly 

deviant, slowly found each other through struggle. The process of finding each 

other was extremely difficult and painful. Once they found that they could be 

together, things. began to happen in the world. 

I do not suggest that this process will create a super brain. I suggest, rather, 

that this process will permit our s?ciety to deal with the larger issues of whole

ness, while others remain preoccupied with the concerns of particular pieces. It 

is, again, the to and fro process, of "the hedgehog and the fox." The dialectic 

should continue between people preoccupied with connections and that which is 

grounded. 

When each find each other and they say, "You are one of us," more often than not 

they get lost, depressed, and disappear with great pain. Children such as these 

are often found with abilities that are creative and often psychic. Many years ago, 

we found that teachers do not like these kinds of students. Similarly, those who 
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ask these questions on issues such as health are considered oddballs, the 

atypical and the different. 

Thus, one of the purposes of this new invisible college is to find and assist 

people who think and perceive this way to know who and what they are. 

I, too, have had much personal experience constantly redefining issues and 

problems and ways that are not acceptable; feeling outside, lonely, and sometimes 

mad. There are times when others who join me and I find that my concerns are part 

of a new idea in good currently, I then realize that the very essence of what I 

am concerned with has been lost in a new technology. One such example was the band

wagon leap to community psychiatry; another the current leap on holistic or 

,spiritual bandwagon. Doing so loses an essence which is essential. This is a 

danger of which we must be aware. 

Many of the gurus that exist are find people within narrow areas of concern. What 

concerns me is the search for new kinds of gurus concerned with linking and tying 

together many different areas; those who mediate between 111ediators. I do not know 

who most of these are. I personally do not feel that I am one of them. 

What will, indeed, occur? Projections to the future of what is, using all existing 

popular means, seem to offer little hope. It is only in the ~paradigms coming 

from people of this boundary world that the answers may come. 

Our need is to "let a thousand flowers bloom" toward re-creation. We find it in 

many places. What I'd like to see is a society which permits it to occur; that 

sees re-creation as a celebration as important as any commemoration of the past. 

Recreation of individuals, institutions, and of society as a whole. It is a big 

order. 
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Out of light and darkness comes creation; from male and female, and from I and 

us. It is the dialectic search on all levels where the process occurs. 

Of ten times in such conversations as this--concern with change and crisis--we find 

that others have said it well. Laurens van der Post in ."Flamingo Feather"--

"Africa was but the glass wherein darkly I learn to find, 
Vision of your face and reflect of your mind." 

"And there I must leave it. In most lives, and particularly in a life such 
as mine, points of departure inevitably are arbitrary, so are ends, are ends, 
indeed, only of other beginnings. This end, too, which comes down like a 
curtain upon us is the end only of that search which brings a man to the 
threshold of his private and personal task, the task that life demands of 
him day and night in his blood: to live with love out of love; to live the 
vision beyond reason or time which draws him from~he centre of his being 
as the vision of Joan drew me in spite of my fearful, conscious self. To 
serve this vision, to protect it against all plausible substitutes, reason
able approximations and coward compromises is still, I believe, the knightly 
duty of contemporary man. If he shirks it I believe he shall never know 
inner peace. If a man accepts the challenge, however, even if his vision 
is never confirmed, as mine was,' in.flesh and blood, but forever beckons 

·him in a quicksilver reflection of a cause beyond himself, then he has only 
to remain steadfast in pursuit of it and his life will-achieve, as John's 
has done, something which is greater than happiness and unhappiness: and 
that is meaning."* 

Leonard J, Duhl, M.D. 

10/28/74 

* Laurens van der Post, "Flamingo Feather," Penguin Books, 1965. 
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The outer world reflects our inner condition. External crises--inflation, 

environmental degradation, unemployment, rising crime rates, urban decay--

reveal profound internal crises. For example, our ability to increasingly 

control the environment demands a commensurate increase in human responsibility 

and wisdom to insure that we exercise our power wisely. Excessive levels of 

environmental deterioration, in turn, reveal an inner lack of responsibility 

and/or maturity as we literally destroy our own "home." The outer and inner 

solutions, then, become inextricably intertwined. 

This is an unfamiliar notion in America. Although we are well acquainted 

with extensive and rapid external change--new forms of ·transportation, new 

communications technologies, new weapons systems, an increasingly bewildering 

variety of consumer goods, new policies to cope with it all--we are not so 

accustomed to the idea and significance of internal change. Consequently, 

while our power to control nature through our technologies has grown enormously 

over the last half-century, we have not grown commensurately as individuals. 

We have virtually instantaneous communication with any part of the world and 

yet fail to communicate openly and honestly with persons closest to us. We 

have learned to harness the atom and yet threaten ourselves with nuclear de-

struction. We collectively abhor the pollution of our environment and indi-

vidually acquiesce in and contribute to its ruination. We have created a 

technological society to provide us with unprecedented levels of material afflu-

ence; yet, we are prey, through stress-related "dis-ease," to destruction by 

the very urban-industrial system that we created to serve us. In short, as 

Dennis Gabor has so aptly stated, "Till now man has been up against nature; 

from now on he will be up against his own nature." 

(,I 



When we had limited mastery of our environment, we could not do much harm. 

Today with our power enormously magnified, we can do irreparable damage. Un

less we expand our inner learning to match our technological learning, we will 

likely exercise our magnified power unwisely. Indeed, if we are to become the 

creative architects of our own destiny, then there must be interior human 

growth and maturation which is more than commensurate with the enormous exterior 

changes that have taken place over the last century. This degree of inner growth 

is quite feasible since we presently use only a small fraction of the range and 

depth of our full human capacities. 

But how and in what directions must we grow? Our industrial state has 

immense drive but little direction--we have a marvelous capacity for getting 

there but no idea of where we are going. In our rationalized and segmented 

society it becomes increasingly difficult to sort out the durable from the ephem

eral, the significant from the trivial. Our knowledge based society generates 

staggering quantities of information which may, for a time, lull us with a false 

sense of understanding--yet, for many, we are not provided with a satisfying 

penetration into the inner meaning of things. Equally distressing, the guiding 

values of industrial society--material progress, competition, rationalism, aggres

sive individualism--no longer enchant us as thoroughly as in bygone years. 

Largely attained, our industrial goals of efficiency and expanding production 

conspire to frustrate such desirable aims as enriched work, conserved resources, 

and enhanced living environments. In sum, we are compelled to rethink what 

life means,and where we aspire to go. 

Our first frontier was the fabled open land to the west. The challenge 

was to settle a rich but harsh environment. As the first frontier closed, at 

the turn of this century, a second--the industrial or technological--frontier 

opened to replace it. The challenge became one of exploiting the environment 

we had mastered in order to gain an unprecedented level of material affluence. 

With exceptions, that challenge has now been met. Today, with increasing con

cern for the environment and with a growing realization of the limits of world 

resources, we are recognizing--symbolically, at least--the ,closing of this 
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second great frontier. 

Even now, a new, Third Frontier is opening. It is a frontier of social 

and individual change whose exact dimensions are still unclear but whose rough 

outline is discernible. It is the frontier of the person, exploring in community 

with others, the next stage of the human possibility. Challenges along our 

past frontiers were external, in one case mastery of the land and in the second 

manipulation of technology. The challenge of the Third Frontier is primarily 

an internal one--the challenge of realizing our still substantially untapped 

human potentials. 

Accepting the challenge of the Third Frontier neither denies nor turns 

away from the earlier challenges met and mastered; We did not "un-settle" the 

West when we pressed to open the technological frontier. Likewise, we need to 

build upon our technological achievement as we progress into the next American 

frontier. 

For some, the inward-turning implied by this new American frontier could 

be seen as escapism. A growing interest in such things as spiritual experience, 

parapsychological phenomena, and enhanced awareness could be dismissed as merely 

a return to the "superstitions" of a less scientific and more gullible age. 

Likewise, the increasing interest in intuitive and emotional processes might 

be interpreted as an abandonment of the rationalism that undergirds science-

the primary engine of change in our technological era. Like all new frontiers, 

then, there is both hope and despair as different people look upon its possi

bilities. 

If we are to achieve the transition into this Third Frontier and fruitfully 

explore its possibilities, two closely related ethics must emerge. First is 

a Self-Realization Ethic which asserts that each person's proper goal is the 

evolutionary development of his fullest human potential. Accordingly, this Ethic 

insists that social institution provide an environment supportive of that self

realization. Second, we must develop an Ecological Ethic which accepts our 

earth as limited, recognizes the underlying unity of the human race, and perceives 

man as an integral part of the natural environment. 
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These two ethics of the Third Frontier--the Self-Realization Ethic and 

the Ecological Ethic--are two sides of a single coin. Orchestrated with one 

another, they leave room for both cooperation and for wholesome competition, 

for sociality and individuality. Indeed, each serves as a corredtive for pos-

sible excesses or misapplications of the other. 

The foregoing implies a world view strikingly different from that we have 

been immersed within for the last half century in living along the second, in-

dustrial frontier. Consequently, we must look deeper--to the very roots of what 

it means to be human--if we are to perceive the basic rationale of this Third 

Frontier. Self-awareness is possibly the most fundamental characteristic of 

the human species. We are all familiar with different levels of awareness--

deep sleep, dreaming, normally awake, keenly aware as in moments of creativity, 

and so on. By extrapolation, the claims of mystics, artists and others who in-

sist there are many other and much higher dimensions of man's consciousness 

to be explored become plausible. As William James expressed it in Varieties of 

Religious Experience: 

... our normal waking consciousness, rational consciousness as we call 

it, is but one special type of consciousness, whilst all about it, 

parted from it by the filmiest of screens, there lie potential forms 

of consciousness entirely different. We may go through life without 

suspecting their existence, but apply the requisite stimulus, and 

at a touch they are there in all their completeness. 

Metaphorically, it is as though we live and move in one small and cramped room-'-

thinking that this room is our home in its entirety. Yet, if we were only to 

become aware of it, we would find that our house is a mansion with many mag-

nificent rooms. This implies a concept of an unfinished and unfolding man who 

is maturing both individually and collectively. Dr. Jonas Salk, who has 

applied to lessons of biology to man's predicament, thinks that "the future can 

be different and that man's consciousness needs to be enhanced if he is to 

help guide himself individually and collectively toward the better life that 

he constantly seeks." 
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Historically, in our highly rational, technological society, such sugges-

tions of enlarged human possibilities were given scant credence or attention. 

More recently, with the soil of the second frontier providing nurturance for 

seeds of the Third Frontier, science has discovered that .. there are physical cor-

relates to different states of consciousness. Scientific measurements of 

muscle tension, rapid eye movements, brain wave activity, electrical fields 

within and around the body have begun to legitimate the systematic exploration 

of inner spacl'. Paradoxically, then, the tools of science are rapidly confirming 

the existence of higher states of consciousness which the scientific world view 

had either denied or largely ignored. 

In the context of this Third Frontier, then, the purposeful evolution of 

self-awareness in community with others becomes a central motive of existence. 

This is a motivation, however, which is difficult to give expression to in our 

society. First, for most of us, life goes on as always--largely a matter of 

habit with our perceptions and knowledge unconsciously screened by countless 

psychological and cultural filters. Although the significance of human history 

may lie in the unfolding of the human psyche, we brush this possibility aside by 

the consensus of our collective " • tt ignore-ance. Second, although many methods 

exist for enhancing self-awareness--meditation, biofeedback, hypnosis, etc.--

people who successfully employ these methods and thereby serve as models, seldom 

enter the daily life-worlds of most people. Although we may find little under-

standing and support from our larger culture, there is yet reason for not turning 

hastily from this challenging frontier. Other explorers have gone before us. 

We can gather strength and insight from those persons--many from other cultures--

who have explored man's internal frontiers as fully as our society has probed 

_external, technolog_ical. ones. Those who have su-bstantially-penet-rated -behind 

the veil we place before .the human possibility have found dimensions as vast and, 

to us, as incomprehensible as our technological marvels would have seemed to 

those who lived many centuries ago. Indeed, the contemporary survival of man 

may well depend upon the synthesis of these two great historical streams of 

human growth and learning--the one external and predominantly objective, the 

other internal and predominantly subjective. 
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The success of the industrial frontier represents a major step in social 

evolution. This advance has freed many from the struggle for subsistence--

a struggle which, historically, has narrowly bound the expansion of awareness. 

Yet, for many, the substantial evolution of individual consciousness still 

remains a dormant possibility. Instead of using our recently acquired freedom 

from the demands of the exterior aspects of life to explore interior growth, 

we have become slaves to a new form of material "necessity." We have traded 

the age-old fight against real material scarcity for a new struggle--an endless 

cycle of keeping up with the proverbial Joneses as limitless "psychological 

scarcity" expands material wants indefinitely. Behaving much like a child in 

a candy store with his first allowance, or an adolescent with his first adven

tures into sex, or a young-adult with his first experiences with alcohol or 

drugs--we have "over-dosed" on the material possibility of the post-war years. 

Each form of over-consumption has its peculiar penalties--a stomach ache, an 

unwanted child, a hangover. The desperate attempts to buy happiness, likewise, 

has its consequences. By defining our identities through the material goods 

that we consume we limit and distort our human potentials--we are possessed by 

our possessions, consumed by that which we consume. For an increasing number 

of people, this level and style of consumption is accompanied by an inner 

poverty and alienation. Thus, a major theme of social change along the Third 

Frontier becomes manifest. The late Richard Gregg wrote that "voluntary 

simplicity ... the deliberate organization of life with the intention of achieving 

outward simplicity by discarding possessions and activities irrelevant to the 

main purpose," would allow for such internal exploration. Although the degree 

of simplification is a matter for each individual to settle for himself, it 

does imply a partial restraint in one aspect of life in order to secure 

greater abundance in another. An equitable redistribution of wealth would seem 

a precondition for such frugality to be voluntarily assumed by a substantial 

proportion of the population--particularly the poor. Nonetheless, economic neces

sity and evolutionary potential substantially coincide to make the voluntary 

simplicity of the Third Frontier quite practical. Our nation confronts increasing

ly severe ecological constraints, the impact of world famine, chronic resource 
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and energy shortages, and a widening gap between rich and poor nations. In 

this age of "new scarcity," we are indeed compelled to live more frugally. 

Thus, rather than a contradic.tion to the industrial frontier, the exterior 

simplicity and interior richness of the Third Frontier is a rational response 

to a pressing situation. 

Simone de Beauvoir has written, "Life is occupied in both perpetuating 

itself and in surpassing itself; if all it does is maintain itself, then living 

is only not dying." We now have the means to maintain ourselves. It remains 

to be seen whether we can surpass ourselves in the emergent challenge of 

America's Third Frontier. 
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OU VA L'ARCHITECTURE ? 

par Vona Friedman 

Mon sujet est un sujet a la mode dans les mi· 

lieux professionnels de toute couleur (et qui est 
essentiellement le sujet de taus mes livres). II 
s'agit de la crise de l'architecte, de l'urbaniste 

et de tout planificateur. Je traiterai ce sujet sans 
proposer de remedes miracles et sans vouloir 
convaincre ; je ne vous presenterai qu'une serie 
de constatations, constatations que moi, a titre 
personnel, je considere com me evidentes. Si, apres 
cet expose je vous fais reflechir, alors j'estimerai 
que cela valait la peine de gaspiller votre temps 
et le mien. 

Je vais partir de la question suivante: qu'est-ce 
ce qui <<ne va pas» autour de ces metiers (archi· 
tecte, urbaniste et autres planificateurs) ? 

J'essaierai, avant tout, de faire un parcours 
rapide du developpement de ces metiers, com
mem;:ant avec un schema qui a existe avant meme 
que ces metiers existent. !! s'agit d'un retour en 
arriere tres lointain, disons, a l'homme neolithique. 

L'homme neolithique a ete lui-meme son pro
pre artisan, son propre planificateur :·c'est lui· 
meme qui a pris ses decisions pour et comment 
fac;:onner son abri, sa case. Une fois qu'il eut pris 
ces decisions, ii les a «.communiqueeS» (suivant 
ses capacites personnelles) a une matiere premiere 

Le futur 
utilisateur 

(qui porte 
le risque) 

Ouand l'homme neolithique s'est developpe 
{j'ai peur de dire crnodemiseJ) ii a decouvert la 
specialisation. Dans le processus decrit da'.15 le 
schema precedent, un nouveau personnage a alors 
surgi : celui que j'appelle le ctraducteun (car c'est 
lui qui etait assez rnalin pour se prop::iser de ( tra
duire> les preferences et la decision du futur 
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(glaise, bambou, etc ... ). J'utilise ici le terme «com· 
munication» dans un sens tres large, telle qu'est 

possible une «communication» entre une per
sonne et un objet : l'homme fait quelque chose a 
l'objet (par exemple, ii l'emporte) et l'objet 
consent ou oppose (par exemple, par son poids). 

L'homme neolithique qui «communiquait» 
done a un materiau inerte la forme qu'il avait 
imaginee pour sa case, ne savait pas, en meme 
temps, quelle serait la reaction du materiau en 
face de «./'information» qu'il voulait lui trans
mettre, ni meme si la forme qu'il voulait faire 
prendre a ce materiau lui conviendrait pour !'u
sage auquel ii le destinait. Autrement dit, ii ne 
savait pas si sa decision etait «bonne» et ii ne 
pouvait pas le savoir avant d'avoir termine la rea
lisation de sa decision. Si, une fois realise, l'ob
jet le satisfaisait, ii se considerait ban architecte 
OU ban planificateur; Si, par contre, l'objet le de· 
cevait et qu'il ne le trouvait pas utilisable de la 
mariiere qu'il souhaitait, ii savait alors qu'il n'etait 
qu'un pietre planificateur, et qu'il avait gaspille 
son energie pour peu de choses. De toute fac;:on 
(et c'est la la caracteristique importante de ce 
schema) c'etait lui qui portait taus /es risques 
inherents a sa decision. 

decision 

ut i'. :sation 06jet final 

utilisateur d;;'.ls le fian.~::g.:> du rnateriau inerte). 
Bien entenclu. je s:.ip;>ose q..Je ce traducteur, bien 
q~'il ait ete m;;:i'.l, n'a p.2:S e'..J neces:saireme~t de 
mai..-aises in:e"'iti:>ns : il a e'."l;a;e uri cdialogueJ 
avec le futur u:;faa:e:.;r cf:'> ce con'1aitre ses pre
ferences et ses rec:S'o.'.'?S p:>-.ir !es traduire fide
le""lent. 
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Le futur 
uti I isateu r 

Traducteur 

Un dialogue, quand ii s'agit d'une traduction 
de pensees, est toujours long et lent. Le fait 
d'arriver a une comprehension mutuelle, meme si 
la bonne volonte est garantie, demande un certain 
temps : ie «temps d'ajustement». 

utilisation Objet final 

Entin, nous arrivons au creur du probleme : 

sibilite, j'ai eu une discussion en public avec 
Richard Neutra sur ce sujet, et Neutra - au cours 

de la discussion - a estime que pour lui, en tant 
qu'architecte, le «temps d'ajustement» necessaire 
a comprendre son «client» prend environ 6 mois. 
Ma reponse n'a alors ete qu'une question: Com
bien de temps met~riez-vous pour satisfaire dix 
mille client ? ». Jes metiers de l'architecte, de l'urbaniste et autres 

planificateurs, en sont encore maintenanta'J stade 
de ce schema «post-neolithique», alors que le 
nombre des hommes a servir (futurs utilisateurs) 
par contre s' est accru dans des proportions enor· 
mes. Le decalage entre la complexite des decisions 
(et des preferences personnelles) et la pauvrete 
du «langage» utilise pour la «traduction» a encore 
rallonge le. «temps d'ajustement>J. Assurer ce 
«temps d'ajustement» accru pour un tres grand 
nombre de futurs utilisateurs est deveriu absolu
ment impossible, a !'exception du cas ou une 
personne sur trois (par exemple) pourrait etre 
architecte, urbaniste ou planificateur. Je revien· 
drai plus loin sur cette constatation. 

Pour citer un exemple qui illustre cette impos· 

Futurs 
utilisateurs 

------------- --- --

Bien entendu, la reponse a donner fait figure 
de plaisanterie : 10000 fois 6 mois donnent 
60 000 mois, c'est-a-dire 5 000 ans. Satisfaire, en 
tant qu'architecte, dix mille humains en les faisant 
attendre cinq mi lie ans est evidemment impossible. 

Puisqu'un «temps d'ajustement» de cette im· 
portance ne peut pas etre assure, le «traducteur» 
(architecte, urbaniste ou planificateur) fait alors 
sa traduction sans controler si elle ne contient pas 
d'erreurs ou de malentendus. Mais - fait impor
tant - ces erreurs ou ces malentendus n'ont pas 
de facheuses consequences pour le planificateur : 
c'est l'utilisateur futur qui, seul, supporte le risque 
des erreurs et des malentendus des planificateurs ! 

·--------·-------------. 

utilisation I 

ek.c ... 
(qui port.: 
le risqwel 

traductio"l 

util1sat c;-i 
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Realisant qve cette situation n'est pas tres sa
tisfaisante, le «traducteun> a invente une fiction, 
celle de «l'utilisateur moyen». L'homme moyen 
(qui n'existe pas) a done ete la fiction pour la-

Fu tu rs 
util isateurs reels 

( 
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quelle le domaine bati est construit actuellement 
et, evidemment, les utilisateurs individuels reels 
n'en sont pas tres satisfaits. 

utilisation 

utilisateur 
«moyem> 

Nous voila done arrives a definir la crise ac
tuelle de !'architecture, de l'urbanisme et de la 
planification : est-ce que le «traducteur» est 
capable de traduire ? La crise est done une crise 
des competences. 

Si le «traducteun> est incompetent, ii est pre
ferable que le futur utilisateur apprenne le «langa
ge» et fasse sa propre «traduction» lui-meme. Ceci 
est possible a condition que le «langage» soit suf
fisamment simple. 

J'essaierai d'exposer cette proposition, tres 
sommairement. 

II est impossible pour quelqu'un de connaitre 
!es preferences d'une autre personne. A la rigueur, 
ii peut connaitre ses propres preferences, et si 
lui-meme ne les connait pas, al ors personne d'autre 
ne peut, encore moins, !es connaitre. 

Ce qu'on peut connaitre, par contre, - aussi 
etrange que ceia puisse sembier - c'est i'ensernbie 
de toutes /es preferences possibles, ensemble que 
j'appelle le «repertoire». II s'agit de toutes les 
combinaisons possibles des elements des solu
tions : done de toutes les solutions possibles. 

Ouelle que so it la solution preferee par un futur 
util isateur reel et concret, cette solution est neces
sairement contenue dans te· «repertoire». Le pre
mier pas a faire pourfaire un «choiXJ (c'est-a-dire 
faire sa propre ctraduction»). c'est de connaitre 
le crepertoiret. Par exemple, chacun de nous 
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traduction 

) 

traducteur 

connait le rn~pertoire» de la langue qu'il parle, et 
chacun de nous pratique un choix toutes les fois 
qu'il parle. 

Mais connaitre le uepertoire» ne suffit pas 
pour faire son choix : on doit connaitre aussi la 
consequence (le risque) entrainee par !'application 
de la solution choisie. Ainsi, chaque ~.repertoire» 
est necessaire:nent couple avec un «dispositif 
d'avertissement>, dispositif qui informe l'utilisa
teur de ce qu'il doit attendre de son choix. Par 
exemple, le uepertoire» de la langJe est couple 
avec !es «significations> : pour chaque mot con
tenu dans le <repertoire~ une «sign:fication» est 
associee (ou plusie;.m). 

Ainsi done, le «dispositif d' a·. ertisse:nent» 
contient un cr.·ertissement specifique pour chaque 
solution particu!iere contenue dans le <repertoire». 

«Repertoire> et cdispositif d' a. ertissement» 
ne menent pas plus loin que ce que j'appelle 
le cchoix potentielia On connait tousles etements 
necessaires dJ choix, nais on ne l'a pas encore 
effectue. Par exemp!e, dans le cas de la langue 
parlee, si que!q:.i'un co·mait les r-:o:s et !es signi· 
fications de c"la~ue not, i! n'a pas e·x:ore «parle» 
pour autant. 

Pour realise· corcretement un c'":::iix, ii est 
necessaire, en ;:l 1\JS du crepeno··e> et du cdis
positif d'cr.·er:isseme'1t>. d'avo·r a:.;ssi une «infra· 
structure». L'l-t~as:rw:c.;re est :e c s,;pport», 



«l'outil» qui admet la realisation, indifferemment, 
de n'importe quelle solution contenue dans le 
«repertoire», realisation qui peut se faire de telle 
maniere que les consequences entra inees par cette 
realisation correspondent aux predictions du «dis
positif d'avertissement». 

II ne manque plus a notre schema qu'un der
nier element : un deuxieme «dispositif d'avertis
sement». Contrairement au premier dispositlf qui 
ne fonctionnait que pour avertir l'utilisateur indi
viduel des consequences a attendre de ses propres 
decisions et de son choix, le deuxieme dispositif, 
done, sert a avertir l'individu quant aux conse
quences des actes et decisions des «autres». 

« L'infrastructure» c'est, par definition, le 
«support Commun» a toutes les solutions possibles, 
solutions realisees par une collectivite ou par un 
ensemble d'individus. Tout «choix» qui sera rea
lise par un individu, c'est-a-dire realise concrete-
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ment dans «!'infrastructure», entra inera neces
sairement des servitudes pour les «autres». Ces 
«autres» doivent done, avant que ce choix soit 
realise, savoir qu'attendre du choix fait par l'un 
d'entre eux et savoir comment y reagir. 

Pour ilfustrer ces deux elements, « infrastruc
ture» et «avertissement pour 1les autres», repre
nons notre exemple sur la langue parlee : a 
«!'infrastructure» correspondent les organes so
nores et les organes de I' ou ie a I' aide desquels 
un homme est capable de parler (et qui permettent 
de prononcer et d'entendre chaque element du 
«repertoire», element ayant une «signification» 
determine.el. Quant a l'«avertissement pour les 
autres», ii ne sera autre chose que le «discours» 
prononce a l'aide des trois premiers elements 
(repertoire, avertissement, infrastructure) et qui 
sera «compris» par les «autres». 

application I nfrastructµre Futur 
uti I isateur 

Les «autres» 

preference repertoire 

avertissernent 
pour 

l'individu 

Ce schema que je propose ici, pour resoudre 
la crise de !'architecture et de l'urbanisme, est un 
schema tres general : ii est fondamental a toute 
communication qui veut etre faite sans traduc
teur intermediaire (c'est pour cette raison que j'ai 
donne comme exemple celui de la langue parlee). 
Un processus organise suivant ce schema ne con
tient done que les utilisateurs eux-memes et (dans 
le cas de !'architecture et de l'urbanisme) 
« l'objet», le produit fini du processus. De ce fa it, 
ce schema, malgre sa complexite apparente, re
presente un retour au processus neolithique. 

La solution de la crise de l'architecte, suivant 
ce schema. ne serait done pas autre chose que de 
se debarrasser de l'architecte ou de l'urbaniste, en 
tant qu'intermediaires. 
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utilisation 

avertissement 
pour la 

collectivite 

Je vais essayer d'expliquer ce schema, et cer
taines de ses proprietes, en partant d'un autre 
exemple qui, lui aussi, ne ressortit pas a !'archi
tecture : c'est le schema d'un systeme de tele· 
phone. 

Le «Repertoire» d'un systeme de telephone 
(par exemple, aux Etats-Unis) correspond a !'en
semble de tous les nombres de 10 chiffres. 
N'importe quel nombre de 10 chiffres peut etre 
un numero de telephone. Mais. ce «rep.ertoire» 
n'est pas utilisable sans le «dispositif d'avertis
sement», c'est-a-dire, dans ce cas precis, l'indi
cateur du systeme telephonique : l'indicateur c'est 
le livreepais qui contient tousles noms des postes 
de telephone et leurs numeros d'appel. Cet indi
cateur nous permet de savoir qui repondra si nous 



composons un numero particu!ier ; par contre, 
un numero qui n'est pas contenu dans l'indicateur 
represente un numero auquel, une fois compose, 
personne ne repondra. 

II est evident que «!'infrastructure» du systeme 
du telephone, c'est le reseau sur lequel tous les 
appareils sont rattaches. Cette infrastructure 
«tient les promesses» de l'indicateur (de i'«aver
tissement» I et - si le telephone fonctionne nor
malement - c'est le post.e «promis» par l'indi
cateur qui repondra apres que nous ayons compose 
un numero. Enfin, «l'avertissement aux autres» 
peut etre represente par le signal l<OCCUpe» qui 
informe toute personne qui veut m'appeler, du 
fait que «j'occupe !'infrastructure» en parlant 
avec quelqu'un d'autre. 

Dans ce processus, ii n'y a avant tout aucun 
intermediaire : aucune personne autre que l'utili
sateur ne fait de decision «emotionnelle», c'est lui 
qui decide de sa preference. Aucun technicien ne 
peut me dire, quand je parie au teiephone, ce que 
j'ai a dire, quelle langue je dois utiliser, de quoi je 
dois parler, etc ... Le technicien du telephone 
n'intervient dans ma maniere d'utiliser le tele
phone que pour inventer un «code» (numeros, in
dicateur, signaux) et pour construire une infra
structure cvide» - et rien d'autre -. 

En realite, dans ce. processus (telephone, mais 
aussi usage de la langue parlee, ou decision archi
tecturale) ii y a plus d'un technicien, ii y en a, 
en realite, deux : le premier, dont j'ai deja parle 
et que j'appelle le «technicien de niveau univer
sitaire», et le deuxieme qui est l'utilisateur lui-

Technicien de 
niveau primaire 

meme et qui est un «technicien de niveau pri-
maire». Vous me direz que l'utilisateur n'est pas 
un «technicien». Essayez done de faire utiliser 
le telephone par un singe. Le singe imitera tous les 
mouvements de l'utilisateur du telephone, mais 
ii ne comprendra pas le code: ii ne sait pas lire 
l'indicateur, ii ne sait pas composer un numero, 
ii ne comprend pas Jes signaux «sonnerie», 
«occupe», etc ... 

Done, la conclusion a tirer de cet exemple 
c'est que tout processus de communication «non
paternaliste» {c'est-a-dire un processus dans lequel 
la decision est prise par celui meme qui prend le 
risque des .consequ~mces desagreables en cas d'er
reur de decision) necessite : 

a) le remplacement de l'intermediaire par un 
«code», code servant de base au «repertoire», 
aux «dispositifs d'avertissemenu et a «l'infra
structurell ; 

b) la necessite de deux "techniciens», dont l'un 
(celui de niveau universitaire) construit le code, 
sans pour autant intervenir quant a !'usage 
qu'en fa it l'autre ctechnicienll (celui de niveau 
primaire) qui prend to:.ites les decisions suivant 
son raisonnement et ses preferences. 

Ces deux techniciens ne se rencontrent pas, 
ne se connaissent pas. Ce'ui qui est le plus impor
tant, c'est celui du ni•·ea:.i primaire : le systeme 
est construit pour lui et a cause de lui, et s'il ne 
!'utilise pas, le systerre de·;ient dechet. L'autre 
technicien maintient le syste'Tle en marche, et 
l'utilisateur ne realise rrere pa; son existence tant 
que le systeme ma~che bien. 

l 

Techricien de 
r·\'t:au uni\ersitaire 

Q 
A 

. ,avertissementl .. , . _ _ _ _Ja ... ertiss~.e-1 j 
repertoire pour 1nirasuui;tu1e poL.:c 1.= l 

l'individu co::ecti\ :tz ; 
' 

/\ 
] ..__ __ -; __ _.._ ___ ,... __ __. ___ ... ---~--'C-_-_-_ - -- -_ J 

I L----------------~ 

1 _ - - - - - _'-_-_:-_-.::: =---=::. -_-: :-_ -_--= :-_- :-.:: ~: ::i 

Voila, cette image montre ma reponse a la 
crise de I' architecture, de l'urbanisme et de route 
planification : ii faut trouver un ccode> simple 
qui permette meme aux enfants de 8-10 ans de 
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faire leur prop-e p'a~ . .,.i:.a:· ::>"l, et qu'ils puissent 

utiliser ce code iet c '"-'·zs:-.;:::-..:·e> correspon
dantel aussi fa:: e-.e-: c;..:·· s sz,ent ut;liser le 
telephone. 

7z_ 



II n'y a actuellement aucun pays au monde ou 
l'un ou l'autre de ces deux «techniciens» existe ; 
nous n'avons rien d'autre que l'architecte ou f'ur
baniste «paternaliste» et !'habitant «paternalise» : 
l'architecte, actuellement, fait pour les habitants, 
des maisons dans lesquelles lui, l'architecte, pense 
qu'il voudrait habiter, et ii ne sait meme pas 
comment sont les maisons dans lesquelles eux, 
les habitants, voudraient habiter. Ou and je parle 
aux architectes du «technicien au niveau de l'ecole 
primaire», ifs pensent souvent que nous devons 
enseigner aux enfants comment habiter «suivant 
le gout des architectes», bien que ma proposition 
ne soit rien d'autre que d'encourager les enfants 
afin qu'ils sachent qu'ils saventdecider sans archi
tecte, decider suivant leurs preferences person
nelles. N'oublions pas que la profession «d'etre 
habitant» est plus ancienne et plus importante 
que la profession d'etre architecte. 

Nous ne devrions done pas enseigner a cet 
habitant «professionnel» comment habiter, ou 
quoi preterer. la seule chose que nous pouvons 
lui enseigner, c'est une «ecriture», un «code» qui 
lui donne la possibilite de noter et d'analyser, 
pour lui-meme, son plan preterentiel, plan conc;u 
par lui-meme. II est, de plus, tres important que 
ce code soit tres simple, comprehensible par n'im
p9rte qui, par exemple par des enfants de 8-10 ans 

(qui apprennent deja, a cet age, les autres «ecri

tures» ). 

J'ai fait moi·meme une experience avec des 
enfants de cet age-la, enfants qui ont choisi un 
plan de leur « maison preferee», ifs l'ont analysee 
et ils l'ont fait mieux qu'un architecte diplome 
aurait pu le faire pour eux. Je suis convaincu que 
l'architecture et l'urbanisme, comme activites, 
pourraient etre comprises aujourd'hui par n'im
porte qui, et le code qui facilite cette compre
hension devrait etre un sujet d'enseignement a 
l'ecole primaire (pour former le «technicien de 
niveau primaire»). Toutes les sciences deviennent 

des sciences «primaires» apres qu'e!les aient ete 
des disciplines universitaires : ii y a 700 ans, la 
multiplication OU fa division etaient des disciplines 
universitaires, par exemp!e, et aujo:.ird'hui elles 
font partie de l'enseignement primaire. Un autre 
exemple pourrait etre celui de *l'ecrivain public» 
profession aujourd'hui disparue parce que tout le 
monde apprend, deja a l'ecole primaire, a etre 

son prop re «ecrivain public». 

Le principal sujet de cet expose va done etre 
le sommaire, tres condense (parce que vous Jes 
retrouverez dans mon livre sur c !'architecture 
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scientifique»). de la question : comment trouver 
ce code ? Ce code qui aide a construirl;! le «re
pertoire» et les «avertissements» et a concevoir 
«l'infrastructure». 

Pour trouver un code, je dois d'abord detinir 
a quoi ce code doit se rapporter. Autrement dit, 
je dois definir, A f'aide de constatations tre~ 

simples, quelle est f'activite de la pianification 
architecturale ou urbanistique, employee pour 
l'utilisateur futur lui·meme ou employee par son 
«deiegue» : je dois done trouver les axiomes de 
la planification. Dans le sens que j'utilise ici, 
«axiome» veut dire des constatations tres simples, 
a l'aide desquelles le systeme que decrivent des 
axiomes est explicable. Je n'entrerai pas dans les 
details pour expliquer ici pourquoi, mais je vous 
dis (pour l'avoir demontre ailleurs) qu'un systeme 
d'axiomes est generaiement plus facile a construire 
s'il ne contient que trois axiomes. Regardons 
maintenant les trois axtomes que je propose pour 
decrire l'activite architecturale et urbanistique : 
(dans ce qui va suivre j'utiliserai !'expression 
«architecte» pour designer soit l'utilisateur lui
meme, soit son delegue, soit n'importe qui ayant 
les activites decrites par les axiomes) : 

le premier axiome sera : «l'architecte» ne fait 
rien d'autre que des separations dans l'espace. 

Attention, ii ne s'agit pas de la ((Creation» de 
I' es pace, ma is de la separation (par des enveloppes 
ou par des «frontieres», etc ... ) d'une partie de 
l'espace pre-existant (par exemple ·de la bios
phere) : on ne peut pas faire une separation dans 
l'espace sans qu'il ne reste pas un «dehors» ; ce 
« dehors» est la par tie « non·enveloppee » de cet 
espace pre-existant. Done, ii n'est pas possible de 
separer l'espace en moins de deux «enclos». 

Si je regarde, par exemple, un paquet de ciga
rettes, l'enveloppe de ce paquet represente aussi 
une separation de l'espace (separant l'interieur du 
paquet de l'exterieur), mais je ne peux pas le 
considerer comme resultat de l'activite de «l'ar-
chitecte», car je ne peux entrer dans cette enve· 
loppe : elle n'est pas accessible. 

Le de1,1xieme axiome sera done : ces separa· 
tions dans l'espace seront toutes accessibles. 

II ne peut y avoir aucune de ces separations 
dans l'espace sans qu'il existe au moins un chemin 
(direct ou passant par d'autres s6parations de 
l'espace) qui y conduise a partir de n'importe 
quel autre « enclos». 



Mais si je fais une separation dans l'espace, 
les deux (ou plusieurs) parties separees auront, 
certaines proprietes, certaines caracteristiques dif
ferentes (par exemple «dedans» ou «dehors»). 

Le troisieme axiome sera done : ii y aura des 
differences (de quelque sorte qu'elles soient) entre 
les parties separees. 

Vous voyez que ces axiomes sont extremement 
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banais, evidents, et cornprehensibles pour n'irn
porte quel enfant. Mais, je soutiens qu'il n'existe 
aucune reuvre architecturale ou urbanistique qui 
ne soit descriptible a I' aide de ces axiomes. 

Maintenant, enfin, j'arrive au «code». lmagi
nons que j'introduis des symboles tres simples, 
tres lisibles, qui indiquent «!'operation» carac
teristique a chaque axiorne. 

E (exterieur) 
exterieur 

~"@ --7 acces 

t 
ace es 

Ainsi, une separation dans l'espace sera re
presentee par un point. Un acces direct a partir 
d'une separation de l'espace a une autre partie 
de cet espace sera symbolise par une ligne 
liant les points representant ces deux parties 
separees. La difference des caracteristiques entre 
deux separations (troisiemeaxiome) sera exprimee 
a !'aide de deux «etiquettes» (par exemple, cou
leurs ou lettres, ou chiffres, etc ... ). 

Pour celui qui utilise ce code («mapping»), 
une figure, contenant des points etiquetes et relies 
entre eux par des lignes, et dans laquelle ii y a 
toujours au moins un chemin (direct ou indirect) 
entre deux points quelconques, cette figure re
presente, sans possibilite d'erreur, une organi
sation «architecturale» bien determinee. II ne 
pe'ut etre imagine aucune reuvre architecturale 
qui ne puisse etre representee par une telle figure, 

• --+ «enclos» 

) ---+ ace es 

E --t «etiquette» 

(interieur) 
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figure qui s'appelle - dans le langage scientifique 
«officiel» - un «graphe planaire, connexe et 
etiquete». 

Apres ces precisions, nous allons pouvoir avan
cer plus vite. Une fois le «code» accepte, ii devient 
clair que le «repertoire de toutes les solutions 
possibles» n'est autre chose que !'ensemble des 
graphes planaires connexes et etiquetes contenant 
un nornbre de points determine. S'il s'agit, par 
exemple, de toutes les solutions possibles concer
nant des organisations architecturales de 3 enclos 
(l'espace separe en 4 parties : 3 enclos plus l'exte
rieur), ii n'y a que 11 solutions fondamentales. 
Si je presume que chaque enctos peut avoir (a titre 
d'exemple) une, deux, trois formes differentes, 
ceci donnera 297 differentes solutions possibles, 

etc ... 

Les 11 organisations 
possibles 
ce 3 t.enclos» 

• -4 interieur 

o~ exterieur 



Je ne veux pas entrer dans les details et expli
quer comment nous pouvons manier commode
ment des «repertoires» qui peuvent etre tres 
etendus, mais jamais infinis. Je donnerai plutot 
un exemple, applique par des enfants de 8-10 ans. 
Ces enfants, composant des groupes de 3 enfants 
de leur choix, ont rec;u le «repertoire» des solu
tions possibles de 3 enclos ( 11 schemas de liaison). 
lls en ont choisi un, de leur preference. Par 
exemple, Jean, Marie et Pierre ont choisi un de 
ces schemas, pour des raisons aui ne concernent 

qu'eux. lls ont distribue ces encios, puis examine 
ce «plan», pour voir si c'est vraiment celui qu'ils 
voulaient (si les liaisons sont conformes a leurs 
preferences) : si, par example, Jean peut aller chez 
Marie sans sortir dans la cour, et si Pierre ne peut 
entrer chez Marie qu'en passant par l'enclos de 
Jean, etc ... Pourquoi ont-ils prefere ce schema, 
je ne le sais pas et je ne dois pas le savoir. Entin, 
une fois la distribution et !'examen termines, 
chaque enfant a donne a son enclos la forme qu'il 
a preferee. 

Repertoire 

~ /2 fi~, & & r-11-i r-12' 
choix l' __ / (;) 
f :Z ~ -7__JJ , ~MSchOmoo~ ~ . I~ 

Pierre Jean Marie ~ ~ L_ ~ 

«Plan» 

Ainsi, ces enfants ont fait un choix dans le 
«repertoire» tres etendu des solutions, en n'utili
sant pas plus de 11 petits diagrammes et un peu 
de reflexion, et !es plans qu'ifs ont faits ont ete a 
la fois tres individualises et tres logiques (de leurs 
points de vue). et beaucoup plus intelligents que 
s'ils !es avaient faits avec !'aide des professeurs, 

Nous avons pratiquement expose, en principe, 
par cet exemple, ce qu'est le «repertoire», mais 
aussi «l'avertissement» : l'avertissement pour l'uti
lisateur individuel n'est autre chose que !'examen 
des «cheminements» dans le graphe et le choix 
d'un graphe particulier, parce qu'il s'adapte aux 
cheminements individuellernent preteres par les 
enfants. 

Nous arriverons enfin a «!'infrastructure». En 
vertu de notre axiomatique et de notre «Code» 
accepte, «!'infrastructure», autrement dit le sup
port de toutes les solutions possibles, sera repre
sente par n'importe quel reseau. La construction 
physique qui correspond a un reseau (suivant 
notre code) est aussi un reseau (qui s'appelle 
«dual» en langage professionnel) c'est-a-dire une 
ossature vide, ou un assemblage de volumes non
relies (la premiere est le dual d'un reseau connexe, 
la deuxieme le dual d'un reseau compose de points 
non-relies entre eux). 
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II est evident que je peux dessiner n'importe 
quel graphe du repertoire sur n'importe quel re
seau, ceci correspond au fait que, en remplissant 
(materiellement) l'ossature vide avec des volumes 
separes par des cloisons, je peux realiser n'importe 
quelle organisation architecturale contenue dans 
le repertoire. La meme condition est remplie par 
un assemblage de volumes non-relies : par des ou
vertures reliant ces volumes, je peux realiser toutes 
les solutions du repertoire (cette derniere infra
structure est ce que j'appelle «troglodytique», et 
elle a ete utilisee depuis !es temps prehistoriques 
en Afrique, etc ... ). 

Le dernier element du schema non-paternaliste 
reste «l'avertissement aux autres». Jene peux pas 
entrer ici dans les details, faute de temps, mais cet 
avertissement est base sur le meme raisonnement 
que celui concernant l'utilisateur individuel : c'est
a-dire sur les cheminements. Seulement, si dans le 
premier cas (avertissement aux individus) chaque 
individu n'a considere que ses propres chemins, 
dans le cas de «I' avertissement aux autres» ii con
siderera les cheminements des «autres», et les 
consequences de ces chem i nements, consequences 
qui peuvent avoir de !'importance pour lui-meme. 
Par exemple, dans notre exemple des 3 enfants 
qui ant pris une decision commune, ils ont fait 
I' analyse des cheminements avant tout pour cha-
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Reseau (0) Ur graphe arbitrairement choisi Reseau (6) 
I 

, 

• • • • I 

• • • 
• • • • 

• • • exterieur :mt 
• • • • 
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Infrastructure troglodytique 
(dual du reseau 0) 

et le remplissage qui lui correspond 
et qui est realisable dans l'une ou 
I' autre infrastructure. 

Infrastructure du type 
«ossature vide» 
(dual du reseau 6) 

cun d'eux (avertissement individuel), puis consi
derant les autres (avertissement pour la collec
tivite). II existe pour cette analyse de tres simples 
operations mathematiques (que j'ai developpees 
sous le nom «mecanismes urbains1) et qui sont 
expliquees en detail dans mon livre cite plus haut. 
De toute fat;on, pour n'exprimer que l'essentiel, 
je dirai que « l'avertissement pour la collectivite> 
concerne surtout les consequences d'un compor
tement quelconque dans une organisation dans 
l'espace, done represente Jes consequences d'un 
mode d'utilisation. Pour cette meme raison (car 
un mode d'utilisation.est contingent et change de 
jourenjour) cet avertissement doit etre continu 
(etale dans le temps) et ne peut etre fait une fois 

I 

l 
l 

I I 
I I 
: I 

l I 
t 

I 

l i 

' 

I 
i 
I 
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pour to.utes un mode d'utilisation est «auto· 
regulateur». 

Je voudrais donner encore un simple exemple. 
lmaginons une infrastructure, tres simple, et une 
regle utilitaire dans cette infrastructure (celle de 
!'utilisation de la lumiere naturelle directe) qui 
impliquera alors que seulement la moitie des 
maillons de cette infrastructure puisse etre oc
cupee simultanement. (C'est le cas dar.s chaque 
ville actuelle ou passee, ou les cours, passages, 
etc •.. assurent la surface de «respiration» (inter
face) des pieces constru ites). Naturellement, ces 
regles sont plus complexes en realite, je les simpli
fie ici seulement pour faciliter I' explication. 

I 
I 

i i 
I 

I I 
I 

I 

I 



lmaginons maintenant que cette infrastructure 
est vide, inoccupee, et que les futurs utilisateurs 
font la queue pour choisir !'emplacement qu'ils 
voudront occuper. II semble evident que le choix 
du premier sera le plus libre, celui du second 
moins libre, et ainsi de suite jusqu'au dernier. 

En fait, la situation est exactement inverse. Le 
premier qui choisit ne sait pas qui vont etre ses 
voisins, ii choisit a l'aveuglette. Le deuxieme a un 
peu plus de controle de sa propre situation dans 
!'infrastructure : ii peut etre proche du premier 
ou s'en tenir eloigne, le troisieme sera encore plus 
libre (car mieux informe) dans son choix, et ainsi 

Le processus de !'utilisation d'une infra
structure est done possible a corriger par les 
personnes memes qui font cette utilisation : c'est 
leur comportement qui est !'element decisif, et le 
cycle de la correction de ce comportement n' a pas 
de fin. Une ville n'est jamais dans son etat final, a 
!'exception du moment ou elle devient une ruine. 

Je crois que cet exemple explique, tres primi
tivement, pourquoi l'avertissement aux autres est 
necessaire, comment ii s'opere intuitivement et 
comment on peut apprendre (ti un niveau pri
maire) a l'utiliser. 

Je pense qu'apr8s cette critique fondamentale 
de la profession de l'architecte et de l'urbaniste, 
je devrais encore tirer quelques conclusions quant 
a «l'enseignement». Pour ce faire, je do is expliquer 
quelques termes que j'utiliserai : «enseignable» 
et « apprentissable». 

J'appelle «enseignable» un sujet qui peut etre 
examine et analyse par taus. Ainsi l'arithmetique 
est «enseignable» par n'importe quelle methode 
ou moyen. Tout le monde peut contr61er si une 
constatation arithmetique est vraie ou fausse, et 
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de suite. Le dernier qui choisira aura le choix le 
plus grand de tous. 

Mais alors, ii semble que, soit le premier, soit 
le dernier sera toujours quelqu'un de privilegie 
qui a une liberte plus grande que les autres. A 
mon avis, ce n'est pas vrai. Car, apres que le 
dernier ait choisi (avec la plus grande liberte pos· 
sible), celui qui a fait son choix le premier peut 
faire un nouveau choix, puis le deuxieme, et ainsi 
de suite : les «choix d'emplacement» seront done 
corriges tour a tour. C'est d'ailleurs ce qui 'se passe 
quotidiennement dans des «infrastructures» sim
ples comme les sieges d'une salle de spectacle, ou 
d'un wagon de chemin de fer. 

8 alternative choisie par le premier 

alternatives que le deuxieme 
peut choisir 

alternatives que le 
troisieme peut choisir 

ceci meme en utilisant simplement des cailloux. 
Done, dans une connaissance «enseignable», la 
structure de cette connaissance est le fait impor
tant, non pas «celui» qui l'enseigne (qui peut etre 
n'importe qui). 

Par contre, dans le cas d'une connaissance 
«apprentissable», la situation est differente : ici, 
ii s'agit d'imiter fidelement un «maitre» qui lui
m§me ne connait pas la structure de sa connais
sance. 

0 

A 0 

t 

est enseignable par n'importe qui 



« L'apprentissable» 
n'est communicable que par un seul «maftre» 

Ma conclusion est al ors la suivante : on ne peut 
enseigner que ce qui est «enseignable». Ce la a I' air 
tres stupide, mais si je regarde autour de moi, je 
crois que partout on essaie d'enseigner ce qui n'est 
qu'«apprentissable» (et j'estime que c'est absurde). 
Done, l'enseignement de I' architecture ne peut se 
faire qu'en enseignant l'enseignable (par exemple, 
ce schema et ce code dont j'ai parle), et ceci doit 
etre fait a l'age ou les cerveaux ne sont pas encore 
conditionnes, afin de !es defendre de tout condi
tionnement. 

Mais, s'il n'est enseignable que l'enseignable, 
alors, pourquoi avoir des ecoles d'architecture et 
des professeurs d'architecture? Un enregistrement 
sur magnetophone (videotape) suffit pour expli
quer l'enseignable, comme ii sutfit pour enseigner 
une langue (les langues s'apprennent aujourd'hui 
par disques). 

On peut me dire : et les rapports humains ? 

D'accord pour les rapports humains, rnais pour 
les avoir je ne dais pas aller a l'ecole. Si je lis un 
livre, je ne le lis pas pour les rapports humains 
avec son auteur, mais je le lis par curiosite. Je 
discuterai peut-etre de ce livre avec mes am is, et 
dans cette discussion j'aurai taus les rapports hu
mains de la terre. C'est le meme cas en architec
ture: apres que j'aurai connu «l'enseignable» (par 
magnetoscope, par exemple), j'en appliquerai et 
discuterai les applications avec mes am is. Mais je 
ne ferai pas ~a a l'ecole. 

L'architecture ne deviendra pas «enseignable», 
avant la disparition des ecol es d'architecture. Elle 
deviendra «enseignable» quand elle sera enseignee 
a l'ecole primaire. 

Mais, parallelement a cene disparition, quelque 
chose de nouveau pourra appara it re : !es « labo
ratoires de I' architecture». ou on cherchera quel-
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que chose de nouveau, theorie ou application. 
Peut-etre, ces laboratoires seront-ils ce qui rem
placera les ecoles d'architecture d'aujourd'hui. 
lmaginez ces <mouvelles ecoles», OU l'enseignable 
existerait sous forme de «bibliotheque de video
enregistrements». et ou une conference ne serait 
donnee que s'il s'agissait d'une nouvelle decou
verte, ces «ecoles» seraient materiellement ou
vertes a n'importe qui, a partir de l'ecole primaire. 

Je crois que je suis parvenu a faire un parcours 
terriblement sommaire et aride, et peut-etre dif
ficile pour beaucoup d'entre vous qui penseront 
que j'ai parle la d'utopies. C'est peut-etre vrai, 
mais ces vtopies sont des utopies realisables et 
meme elles sont deja (et peut-etre ant ete deja 
depuis longtemps) en cours de realisation. 

Une utopie realisable se cree a partir du me
contentement collectif, a partir d'une technique 
disponible qui pourrait ameliorer la source de ce 
mecontentement, et a partir d'un consentement 
collectif d'utiliser cette technique. Les habitants 
sont aujourd'hui mecontents, ils realisent qu'il 
existe des techniques qui pourraient ameliorer 
leur situation. Le processus est done deja entame, 
et, a mon av is, ii est irreversible. 

Jene veux pas (encore une fois) entrer dans les 
details ici, et je ne peux pas dire si ce changernent 
prendra exactement !'image que je vous en ai 
donnee.Mais je suis sur qu'il suivra les schemas 
que je vous ai presentes. 

Bien entendu, je ne veux pas non plus dire que 
le changement sera necessairement brusque. 11 est 
certain que beaucoup de mes collegues, ceux de 
mon groupe d'age, continueront encore suivant le 
schema actuel. Mais ceux d'entre vous qui sont 
plus jeunes vont se trouver en face d'une nouvelle 
situation, situation qui se rapprochera du sujet 
dont je vous ai parle. Et meme si ce changement 
s'opere en plusieurs generations (ce qui est pro
bable), la prochaine generation,celle desetudiants 
d'aujourd'hui, doit etre preparee a cette nouvelle 
situation. 

Je pense que c'est au niveau des enfants que ce 
changement s'opere. Mais je suis convaincu a titre 
personnel, que ce serait une erreur d'intervenir, 
en influem;;ant ces enfants quant a la direction 
qu'ils devront prendre. La seule chose que nous 
pouvons faire c'est de leur faire comprendre qu'ils 
sont capables de decider par eux-memes, et que 
ce sont eux qui doivent decouvrir ce qu'ils 
veulent decider. 
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Octol;er, 1974 

? a.cl 1 ~ta tl ve Envirori.11..en ts 
Pbr Per2onal Levelo~ment 

i'rJm or:,e concept to another:from "leading lives''to ".soc,:al 
lnno vation11 

~t the request of the President of an important pension 

fund, much consideration has been Given over a period of 

;o;everal years to the problems of the Third A;;e and has led ou 

.small dToup of Con.seillers de Synthese to a number of thought 

Ihe se ere .built around two concepts which seem i.mportant 

with respect to "per.sonal development". 

ite can outline these steps as follows: 

z) }.Jr e. ach Oiv:; oj· there exists a 11 rontlnuum tJ,f 

which elapse E· from blrth until death • But, for a l<'Jng time, 

the reo.lity oj thls continuity, the importance of the 

·,· perBorlal eoolution which it supporte finn~ themselves .. 
I 

·,· cli .sgui .sed • .. For the action period (that whlch we experience 
I 

.. mo st consciously) would di/j'er by virtue of lts very na·ture 
I .. 
I from the biological timespan of life -- to the pain& of .. 
I .. 
I contradictiniJ Uie most apparent aspects. In the agricultural 
I .. 
I and rural civilization which grew out of the LVeoZithi..c .. 
I .. 
I 

the action period was tied to the annual cultlvaUon. .. 
I 

6 TCi_, 
.. 
I .. 
I 1 n addition, the rh~.drv'in of the seasons harmonized .. 
I 

~nd so, contrary 

·,· to .. a life tl:.rzespan whi,ch ha.so i:>eginningJ' an oricntati.on 
I .. 
I and cri end_, thc.t of the acU.on was sensed as an eternal .. 
I .. 
I ret7-<-rn - within th;;; 2hJrt cucle of a year - of the .. 
I .. 
I sarr:e situations_, the same 7.l}orh anti the sc.rne econ.JTr.Ji· .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

.. 
I 

i·h ' 
V1 '.-L· a r; nu u. Z c 11 r: 1 e 



.. 
I 

2 80 .. 
I .(:1ttc12 c:;w.:.> then 7 u10ar.s of lean cows l;ef'Jre the cycle 
.. 
I but without as much u,·oulcZ ctort o?;er a2c:J..,r,, -- (JC t tl ng .. 
I .. 
I 

away from the ldaa of tSme revertlng nor that of the eternal .. 
I .. 
I .. 

. I stcrtlng afre2h oj thinJ~ .. 
I 

·,· iS~noe ~;ettin;; ar.Dc2?J J~rom - 'f.,n terms of actlon - rural .. 
I .. 
1 clvilizaticns in order to head toward an lndustrialized .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
' 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

civtlizatLon, the notion of a short cycle loses its 

realiiy ancl ir,s [.mportance. Tlie action period becomes 

tra.n.slat;;d into project27 or even 11ltfe durations" (that 

·· of a product, a proce ss7 a theory7 an indl vidual_. a 
I .. 
I 

c'Jllectivity). Thus_. the actlon period .finds its direc-.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I l lke a 1 ife time 7 evolves and come .s to -tion, extends and , 
I .. 
I an en,d. 
I .. 
I .. 
I ci tlc: s ar&d states dr~:zo .. 
I .. 
I 

I .. 
' 1De can well imagi,ne that individuals are oleo forcin~r .. 
I .. 
I th.e11:s0l ues to thin\ about their own future~ perhapI::: ecen to .. 
I .. 
I 

plon i,t and to lead their lives tn relation to ot·jecttve::: .. 
I 

I which they haw chose;i and which are ln accordlmce with their .. 
I 

•1• aspirations_, their desires and ttietr means • .. 
I .. 
I 

·,· '1!.l1d yet, tl'ieJ) harcll11 ever do trz.is u;htc1-i tn its·elJ~ r71ay Ce .. 
I .. 
I surprisinu and may even force people into thinking! .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 2) We then perceive that they meet up with two big .. 
I 

== 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

ll.fe to lcc.d Gild i;i choo.::.:ing thr; one (or Otccs) which u.:ould .. 
' .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I - lhe ff .. rst dlfficu.Zt,y is the startinu poi.nt. Inde.:::d, .. 
I 

.. 
I and .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 



.. 01 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

.. 
I .. 
~ y~ar 2JD0i. It goes without sayin~ that our ignorance 
I .. 

. I of· what humar, socie-tie.s will be li.,h;e at that time prevent~? .. 
I-

.. u.s from buildln;;·. life-styles for periods 1.L'hich are so 
I .. 

. I On the contary, when we ta>r;e, for example, .. 
I .. 
I individuals affected ly the retirement age, we picture more .. 
I 

easily what they would have been able to do -Ju.st a few year2 .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I befort;hand- in order to prepare for this period of the lr .. 
I 

·.- li,ves and particularly not .be cruelly shocked by the .. 
I 

·,- senr;e of social UP'!l?:cEness which risks overwhelming 
.. 
I them (whereas many choices should be open to those who .. 
I .. 
' have free time jollowin_;;; a long period of demanding work). .. 
I .. 
I .. 
' i/ith rt::oc.rd ta a c::rrnll number of particular ca.::.·e.<:_. we .. 
! .. 
I 

:c:ay to our Pel ves,. 11 u:e see very clearly" but in reality .. 
I .. 
I 

"we see Tel the r poor 1 y 11 • For more and more rare are .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I those who like painters) musicians, or mathematicians are .. 
' ·,· able to e .. x:press tfiem2elves or to coritinue :producing .. 
I 

·,· wt.,thout the existence o/ an organization capable of 
I .. 
I cJ ra.wlng to ;;'ether their efforts, thou(}htsand the work of each .. 
I .. 
I ancZ e ve r ?JfJ ne who have a complementary role to play. .. 
I 

I .. 
' .11nd it would not ,.(in our eyes) be a mactr::r c,; .. 
I .. 
' the opectalization or .. 
I .. 
' .. 
I the coordJno.t>xn 1:}1.~ch ensure the efficiencu of modern .. 
' .. 
' clvU tzation • .. 
I .. 
I .. 
' .. 
I .. 
.'. c1iffi.,cul ty) io .s:Urt'zi:n~nt the wea'-::n"3sEC::' of thf,s orgm~fzatrnn 
I .. 
I .. 
' .. 
' .. 
' .. 
I .. 
' ·· I!J~·.,.11 Le 11-t;rii;;ucr(:d-o.tJ ... ,, as soc?!; as tlz,(:,, 11 crttlcal rnass11 f.·.E? 



.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

In other words, we must end up with a form of .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I social innovation which ts capable - on a level com.parable to .. 
I .. 
I the image we hold of technical innovation - of raising our 

.•• 
I 

·,·. civilization to a hl~}h 1eve1 and in a new domain, orie whl ch 
I 

.•. would lin!-r; "personal development" to the ready availability a., 
I .. 
. •. material ajflu .. ence. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

To put it another way, we could say that hwnanity in its .. 
I ·; struggle against scarcity has succeeded in setting up insti.tu-.. 
I 
·; tions whose objective was to create material affluence througr .. 
' ·1 agriculture, industry and trade • And jar the minority of .. 
I 

·; rich countries, th"Ls affluence seems to be with-in hand-reach .. 
I .. 
!. owing to technolOf1'Y and speciallzation. Yet, there stlll 
I .. 
. ;. does not e."'<:ist - even ln ths.se rich countries i n st i tu.ti r) n s 
' .. 
~ capalle of helping people to 11 1ead their lives" so that they 
I .. 
1 may find a satisfying state of "personal de.veloprnent" (except 
I .. 
.'. for a minute ell te ). 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

,.,m,d the creation of such "institutions could be a focal .. 
' ·; p_oint of soclc.l innovation • .. 
I .. 
I 

·,· By starting with these two concepts - clarifled bu V.)l-z.at 
I .. 
.'.has just been said as to how they were formulated - it now 
I .. 
. '. rer:wins to speclfy how 11 life-st;l:?s11 and 11 soclal innovation/' 
I .. 
~ can be coordinated in order to create conditions which 
I .. 
I ··favor versonal de velovment. ! .L.. ... .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I Perhaps th.ou2h tJe s,"h,ould brine u.,p l:;eforehand ti:.;o aspects .. 
I 

·,· oj modt]rn cia!J socictl,es 1;;hich ha.0e to do wlth "personal .. 
I 

:•: d re; ve lo pme. i t 1
'. Cnc concerns the respective role of groups 

I 

·,· urod lncXividuals rc.Zattvc to dccision-ma!i:in{) and actton-
• .. 
.'. -tc.>1;i°ri;). 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 
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.felt b?J p,::ople res-u,lt.s from th8 way in ;,~1hich groups haor-:: .. 
I 

tal'.:;;er~ hold o:f· tlie area6· oj .iecis·lon-raaking ar~d actiot1-

The other -t.>~'3 reverse - is tha.t of ·the, rapid 

¥ Qrowth of areas in whlch the dectsive role of the 
, 

individual (and oj his total be~ng} will qulc~ly mahe it 
.. 
I nece.s.sary to compensate for the e.xcess,:;s of specialization .. 
I .. 
I by ta,i;_,.nv a considerable (and ;;rowtng} part in human .. 
I .. 
I activlt;_,es • .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

Individuals and urouvs in the Decision and Action Proce; ·1 1.T .. 
I 

J.,eeci fora lT!oral C·Jde between qrouvs whtch is relevant .. 
I 

I 

to the moral code be tween lr.,di vidual s • .. 
I .. 
I 

I .. 
I · ])urin;; the 20th century, 11 t;roups11 have taken a very .. 
I .. 
• d.,.Jminant part in the areas of decision-rrza?-;;ing and action-to.-iir. 
I .. 
I .. Up L~fdl-1 thu.~ t&tne,. the rol6 of indivLduals had been 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

ore dor:: in ant • 'J.'his fact and its consequenc,;s arc-: easy to 
.. 
I .. 
I 

illur:u·ate bfJ' comparlng the individual e:xvlDtt of Lincl.ber2 

he croDE;ed th::- Atlantic t0 the collectii_;e endeavour .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

·,· G:' QT tl1. .[n analy slng the de ci si on l t se lj, the condi tio n,.s .. 
I 

:•: leadln.:; Ltp to it) the acceptance and covcrin(J of ri.sks, the 
I .. 
• enth;tsiasm whipped up, the levsl of success, lts extent and 
I .. 
.'. duration •••••• indeed, s.J many very different elements! •••• but 
I .. 
.'. the esst::nt!.,u.l ls tho.t the consequ,ences of the decision and 
I .. 
I of the action (ren;_)on2iblli ty and sanction} are not of the 
.. 
I 
·,· sa;;;c: nu.t7..;,re for iwZl i.>idual & as they a.re for groups • 

.. 
I 

.. 
I 

f'--· 7;~).0~· ~~+cl 7'""'..-)r-o,.-.111--.. ~] .. f"1.:..J..71 Q-YI.--? C>Q"'c../--iAr. are D ... n..!.J.. .. ) 
1 u {--.: 1_, ...... '...., , ·, };f b t, v ... • • • / v .:::·;.~· !_,, , :.- O tJ A.,' v 1 0 ~ .o:J i v'J,, ~-- r " v './ · ./ / /... 'J .._, t v ci vl 1,.. 
.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

I 

.. 
I 

.. 
I 
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.. p:::nc.l,, soclal,, moral etc ••• wherea.s in the case of 2peciallz::: 
I .. 
I 

:;rou,p .. > wtuJ ordy pur.sue rnaterial ends tn an atmosphere of .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I "might is right",, renponsibility and sanction are only c:i.,vil • .. 

. I 

~ One can well imagine the near incapability of the League of 

.. 
I Nations or the U. ii. in attempting to make ,,. sanctions" apply .. 
I .. 
• to States • Cr we can 1 .• Je 11 ima;;ine the dlffi cul ties among the .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

most well-lntentioned directors of multinational companies 

trylng to articulate a "code of g:> od conduc t 11 which could 

re;;ulate our relationships with States • 

Certainly we must see in this difference - and ln a 

n,'J,rrtber of cxce sse s which involve groups - a basic cause 

the 11~alaise" in our civilization: malaise among "junior 

certa 

0 ·1"' 
,; 

·,· exe cu ti ve s", cl ttzen malaise, worker malaise, mal a.l se among .. 
I .. 
I the mlEcc.ry~ mcdu.ise among Judges,, teacher-student malaise,, .. 
I .. 
I mal ai .se amo n:; the clergy and worshipers • •• .. 
I .. 
I i:Jut how could "these individuals" be at ease l.f they d·7 .. 
I .. 
I not a;;ree with what the groups are doing. Yet,, it is .. 
I .. 
I 

they :.dw form ::md wlw mo re or 1 e .ss remain in so 1 idari ty with .. 
I .. 
I the se groups • .. 
I .. 
I i1ithout de z;eloping here (what has been done elsewhere) .. 
I .. 
I the reasons leading to this concluslon,, we can emphasize .. 
I 

I that they can be sw;1ned up in the idea that we must invent .. 
I .. 
I a moral code between eroup:; which f,s relevant to the r,;,oral .. 
I .. 
I corie betu.:een indivt,duals{ and what socGal innovatf...rni thiB .. 
I 

would be!) 
.. 
I 

Perhaps we could illustrate thls statement with a .. 
I .. 
I 

C7JTTCt'it e~XO/iip.Ze. une ~nows that if a "finder" comes across .. 
I .. 
I a trecwure on .someone el.s-es property ( the mo.son 1 E pf,c?;; 

.. 
I ha.pplly C:lQJtn(! away suddenly hits some :;rold nuggets .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

.. 
I 

.. 
I 



.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
L 

I 

I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

prev:,ou2ly walled up)_, the "moral practice" that has been 

(Join./ or.. .between ir.d!.,vtduals for centuries has caller:! f:Jr 

splitting this treasure i1~ half betwr::en the finder and the 

owt-,er. i-f"ut who has ever heard the oil c::;rnpanies or the rirab 

.State.s refer to thl.s common practlce between individuals? 

f:rut indeed this is only one example and not one whtch 

shows the:; excesses (of competitlon_, publtcity, polltical 

propaganda or of violence resorted to when "might is rlght" 

and which g::;es on without arbritration nor appeal_, and of 

dominating positions) that will undoubtedly be the motive for 

building a new decaloguc (or megalogue) which we well need • 

T'nis is ir1deed a necesstty if we wish "personal developme 

·,· to use (dellberately} the overall posslbilities made availabl .. 
I .. 
I to mc.n~ind owlnu to Dclentific and technical progress but .. 
I .. 
I al.so due t,,J a correspondi,ng raising up of the level of .. 
I .. 
I soclal organization( yet to be obtained). .. 
I .. 
I .. For we do not belleve that we must look back with 
I .. 
I nostalgic regret to the immovable "golden ages" of .. 
I .. 
I 

a dlstant past or of another world as we hope to obtain z,y;. .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I on thls earth of ours an1 in our time • .. 
I .. 
I 

·,· I II) The rapid orowth of acti vl t!' areas in whi,ch the 
total being of the lndlvi,dual is rediscovered. 

.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I Certainly there has always exlsted_, for favored .. 
I .. 
I minor[,ties or for r.hs &nall number of those who choose the .. 
I .. 
I path 1 e ading to a see tici sm~ a way to gaf.,n access to these .. 
I .. 
I 

"lost paradises" or "golden ages" • .. 
I .. 
I 

It stems from an attitude where.by one can forget about .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I the c;_uest for af./lu2nc2 - either bc:cause it has teen .. 
I 

.. 
I .. 
I c_:0 1 "~,._, one ho..s rejected it and lilrewi se the .. 
I .. 
I effort zdi.', cl-., can sune ·'-' the t f..,:ne ,Jf those who are se e!f:i,nJ 

. _,_ 
z.., 0 • .. 

I .. 
f .. 
I 



.. 
I .. 
I 

.. 
I 

Anci ar:zo ng ·tl~e .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

.. 
I 

1 12 [, ve r .<,'i:; 0uri_,o.ntn ••• ancl tlw real diJ.~J~·z_cul t.11 o;· r..,n,.,;,,~n(J +h 
t,. ..... ,J, ,,0 . "' ,em • .. 

I .. 
I .. ,..nri ~cc: can of cour.sc tal'h~ a'Lou,t the bc:st way to adapt 
I .. 
. '. the2e "life styles" to our era • .rind ,if posstble, how to 
I .. 
. '. perfect traditional >irodels ( [.nherited from .:;ras when 
I .. 
I 

~ slavery, fellowed ty the abundance of .. 
I 

·,· crJnuer:,iences u,:l·iich arc not to be found today). 
I .. 
I 

·•· J:iut we b:;lic:ve ti1vut a1iother road to persotial develo~vmerit .. 
I 

.. 0 p e n. Th i s WO u, 1 d be the one leading to large scale human 
I .. 
' irn.vrovemen-f;, .. thr·Jugri the 2reas of education, he al th , media and 
I .. 
.'.cultural u.s well a.::: civic actiz<tie.s. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .It u:ould seem appropriate to bring up three aspects .. 
I .. 
.'. n t' this lmprooenent ":.•efore c.Jmiw; back to the role that I ~- ~· .... v .. _, .. 
I 

•
1
• eocial innovat,ioo, could (or should) play here • .. 

I .. 
I 

·,· - 1'1ie j.i r .st aspect lJ)O ul d l n vo 1 ve find ir11Q out T.J.)(ia. t .. 
I 

.. aspiratf.,,rJns o/ people may be. And we would quickly 
I .. 
1 see -even if the subject is debatable- that one could .. 
I .. 
.'. c:.urce to distinguish0nJ four levels: 11 biological11neeis, 
I .. 

• 
1 
• . cehou:.,or toward things which surround us, relatf__,onships with 

I .. 
.'. other ople wid.. fln 1J,Zly a symbolic or spiritual dimenslon. 

a terideticy to sau ti~a t 

end .. 
I 

~ bshavior towurd reft.;r to our c[,vilG2att,ons (te:specia.11:;· .. 
I 

·,· ar;ri cul tr al aacl [,nd,ustr t al) which a.re pr,:;o cc up ied with 

.. 
:. Bati::.{j.Jt~ri;; tfiest; OS[JL.ro.tio?~.~: •• •• a.nrl l,1idceci not u;ltt'ic:_tt 
I .. 
1 :r.:z.,~:tc.·-:;~::;-~-~,. .t_?ct/''lcLerieLe.s ut~c~ e.):ccs·~· .. ~1 2 u::l'iDch t.':'LlBt :::D correct;.~~~~: on 

•
1
• wLll Le ij' we pre:Jccu,ny ourselus::.· w[.,t;h the {hlrd 

.. 
1 7 e·,.c,l (l"'• 7 c•+',-·r1 ·-';0 ;0·· ;.,,o+,.,,"'''' ,,+l"t'"'T P''"Dle) .J.. !_,,. (/ t" ... ..,L .. (I •../ •J "t_)j V l/ i._ ~~ /._. t ,' l/'-Z,'C,. t°:· I '.! OJ o,/ I....... (.- ',.,/ .L ~ .l?or ti~e 
.. 
I 



.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I organlzation of societles lags so far behind the level of 
I 

¥ technolo2ical organizatlon that lt is quite apparent .. 
I .. 
I 

. I .. ,. 
I .. 
1 .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. .. .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I .. 
I 

that immediate progress must be pursued at the social 

lev.:;l. The main problems currently facing societ0es are 

those related to power and responstbility- on the same power 

level that technology has recently made available to man~lnd 

and which is comparable to that of the forces found ln 

nature • 

- We can well see that at this level power can only ce 
i -

·,· properly gxercDsed and controlled if individuals possess a .. 
I 

·,· liigh level of health (physiological, social and mental 
I .. 
I balance ) , education (understanding situations in which .. 
I .. 
I they find themselves), tnformation (easy access to mat;::;rial .. 
I .. 
I and to the means oj processing this knowledge in order to .. 
I .. 
I 

I 
Bs·tablish good communications), culturc.l o.nd ctvic .. 

I 

activi.,ties (actlve partlcipation &n the butldt.ng and runninQ .. 
I .. 
I 

of the civiltzation). Hut it ts al so clear that our .. 
I .. 
I 

·,· institutions which grew out of the quest for efficiency throu{; .. 
I .. 
I specialization do not devQte themselves to these notions. .. 
I .. 
I when we talk about health (see above .. Indeed) to the contrary, 
I .. 
I only hospitals, do eta rs and care are menttonned (in other .. 
I .. 
I words the op~?os&te of health: the disease and how it is treatr:. .. 
I .. 
I 

by specialists).' .. 
I .. 
I 

Talk about educatlon(see above) and we only .. 
I .. 
I 

bring u.:.v liow to teach, cliildren - so as to pre""vare tliem .. 
I 

·; jo r s~ve cial lzed Jobs and ln an a tr::io sphere that ls .. 
I .. 
I che 1 te red from tr Le pressing pro bl em 2 of 1 tfe. .. 
I .. 
I Or brine: up the matter of L-nforr:zatton (see above) an( .. 
I .. 
I we oaly talk Q~9ut the one-way messages recelved from t~e .. 
I .. 
I n;;;wDpayers, radio and television - wlthout any possibility .. 
I .. 
I for cJntr0Z .:_~. Op!Josition_. discussion or corr:.munication • .. 
1 .. 
I .. 
I 
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i 

.. 
1 l'h:::n a~;aln_. d&scuss cultural and civlc activttles 
I .. 
I (see. p. fi) and we only talk of museur:zs and electi'Jn.s - wlthou .. 
I 

.. 
I 

any element of pc;rsonal lnvol z;ement • 
.. 
1, 

Cne .final a2pe ct whl ch is of capital lmporta.nce at the;; .. 
I 

l•3uel of rnethoi:':,s and their renewal: these areas of h.:;alth
7 

.. 
I .. 
I .. 
I ci 7.Jic and cultural actl i_;i ties refer .. 
I 

·,· to th./e lndiuidual arid to l--~u\s entire being • .. 
I .. 
I For a person, i:o: never (as the SJclal .Sciences would have .. 
I .. 
I it in order to come up with some figures} just a father or .. 
I .. 
I a tour l st, a detergent buyeG a car owner:i a .. 
I .. 
I wor;<.:tn;; or ret&red perEon etc ••• l!e or she may be all of .. 
I 

I 
these things at once or in turn but al so many other things as .. 

I .. 
I 

I 

I .. 
I .. 
I 

well. And it ts the integration of these countless functlons 

in one sp.:.:cLjic hu.r:wn belnJ which creates the person! s 

·,· "value system" and r;oes against all s_pecialization . .. 
I .. 
I Thus, in establishing at what point these areas of .. 
I 

I health, educatio,;, information, cultural and clvic .. 
I .. 
I activlties tend to develop, this wlll give us a definite .. 
I .. 
I idea of the future of ;i per s.Jnal de ve 1 o pment 11 • . . 
I .. 
I Lt would be done through open,ing up ''en masse" these: .. 
I .. 
I 

I 
activitles to indlviduaZ> This of course would assume (and .. 
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JUNG AND MARX 

alehemy, christianity and the enjoyment of wealth 

David Halt 

I. 

This paper i:<ttempts to reL<te psychology and economics. It argues 

that the economic problems facing mankind require resources of 

imagination, humour and will which are present but not easily 

accessible. It suggests an 'environment• which would facilitate 

JCCeas to t hese resources. 

The ideas here summarized derive from thirty years reflection on 

interconnections between the political economics of Marx and the 

as yet little known psychology of alchemy developed by C.G.Jung. 

The religious materialism of alchemy is seen as providing a context 

within which the humanit:strinn insights of Marx can be released from 

their intrinsic moral despotism and allowed to develop in accord 

with the c:ndrogynous, risk tHking, and lucrative, nature of mankind. 

To avoid misunderstanding it should be said at the beginning that 

the writer is a political conservative. 

My thesis is that the relc.tionahip between man.kind and our material 

environment has chunged in a way that we cannot yet put into words. 

This change is familiar in contemporary debate on the nature of 

technology, and in the whole ecological argument. Compare for 

instance ~;erge Moscovici's book 'Bssai sur L'histoire humaine 

de la nature• for a comprehensive discussion of the change I have 

in mind. My contribution to this on-going debate is t;:; emphasize 

how the J?Sychology of ;1lchemy enables us better to understand 

wheit christ:i.anity hat; done to the relation between man and matter. 

If personal development over the next generation is to be inte

grated with our mate'ial environment we must learn to share ex

periences with which we ;::;.re familiar in the inti~cies of our 

private lives but xcs cannot yet talk about because we lack ~n 



appropriate public realm of discourse. These experiences have to 

do with enjoying wealth, and with the feelings of disgust which 

such enjoyment can arouse. I want to develop two complementary 

themes: that the wealth of our technological culture presupposes 

a specifically christian 'break' between man and matter, and 

that our enjoyment of that wealth is conditional on our under• 

standing that that break puts mant!nd under a specifically non

christian obligation to matter. 

I shall develop these themes in two stages: first, by defining 

a space, '-md then by saying something about the content of th1:~t 

space. I define my space from two different perspectives: that 

of Marx, "ind that of Jung's comparison between alchemy and 

christianity. The content of th<~t space I describe in terms of the 

creation and enjoyment of wealth as experienced by the alchemist. 

It is in thic-; cont ent that I believe we can find the resources 

of imagination, humour and will, th;;.t our economic problems 

require. 

II. 

Marx's vision of the •space' in which mankind h_<1s intercourse 

with matter iG f::;miliar. It is also difficult. -~• I 39 dug 

iitte1 px etet1 on of tbt ope?ie.g cbapt•P• ef Baa K:apieal eJ1,11e:efles 

. m:g.. JUl![OAIJiil iahi fJe\. 

Up to about 1400 the economic life of Europe was essentially 

agricultural, concerned with problems of brute survival. There 

were exceptions which in retrospect can seem very significant. 

But taken as a whole 9 economic acti~ity constituted a closed circle 

between man and nature. Between 1400 and 1700 this closed circle 



broke open and beg3n spiralling, both 'out' and 'in'• to include 

within the eeono!'llic process a wider and ever increc;.sing number of 

commodities and desires. From l?oo onwards this spiral became more 

like an explosion, until tomy we have a situation in which on the 

one hand the whcle system can be kept going only by the creation of 

new needs out of luxuries thnt were themselves unheard of o generation 

earlier, whmle on the other hand it is becoming more and more widely 
~ 

~ccepted that this stimulation of new needs is destroying an essential 

balance within the natural environment. 

~ithin the closed system that prevailed - with sfgnificant exceptions -

up to about 1400, money wa:21 essentially the mAdium of exchange• some

thing to facilitate the barter of the ma.rket place. It served to 

lubr:i.c::tte a process of exchnnge whose driving energy was the natural 

cycle of agricultural seasons• supplemented by the skills and mus

cular enercy of man. Since 1700, although it re~ains its old function 

of lubric~ting the economic system, money has !!..!2 become the fuel 

which fires the engine which drives the whole system along. It ie 

this change in the nature of money that Karl Marx described as the 

emergence of capitalism. 

Marx is th"' prophet of this split in our experience of money. He 

lived and wrote at a time when the first industrial revolution had 

already transformed conditions of life in Britain, France, Germany 

and the Netherlandp, and wus reuching out to alter the f~ce of our 

planet more radically - in relation to the passage of time ... than 

in any previous revolution in the history of man. Mar~ insisted 

that something unprecedented was happening, and that the split in 

our experience of money, of which the power of capital was the out

ward and visible manifestation, wns only one aspect of a much more 

pervasive and radical alteration in the whole balance between man 

and nature. 

Thi0 unprecedented shift of balance between man and nature ia today 

widely discussed in~erms of ecology, in terms of the relationship 
I . 
I 



between man and his environment. It is therefore perhapn easier for 

us today to understand Marx if we listen to what he has to say with 

the contemporary argwnents of ecologists in mind. 

Harx was deeply impressed by the way in v.::lch the split between 

money as means of exchange, and money as self-generating capital, 

seemed at tne same time both to make possible and also to justify 

the technoJ.ogi.c.11 exploitation of the planet on which the industrial 

societies of VJestern Europe ha.d embarked. He argued that the result 

of this interpenetration of' the monetary and technological revolutions 

was altering the very quality of' human life. All previous history 

hRd heen thn.t of men living in a world that was p,ven. lSut now 

met1 1-;t•re )~earning what it was to live in a world that was to an ever 

i&creasing ~egree made ~ mnnJl., rather than given l2, man, in a world 

whose conditions were determined not by the gifts of nature, but 

by the manuf'acturFis of man. Marx's political economics studied the 

effects of this revolution on the social relations between human 

beings, but he emphasised agoin and again that to understand what 

was happen:!.ng to personRl development within this new technological 

and capitalist society. man must be aware of what is happening to 

the much more fundamental relation between the creativity lodged 

in human labour and the meterial world of which man is part. 



It is here that Marx touches the central idea with which I am 

concerned in placing his work alongside Jung's psychology of 

alchemy. He is defining a •space' between wDrk and matter of a 

new kind. The quality of this space emerges in his celebrated -

and I would say disastrous and false • antithesis between capital 

and labour. 

Money hos its origin in the market place where we go to exchange 

what we ha.ve, but don't need, for what we need, but don•f have. 

Honey is the medium which facilitates this exchange, but in so 

doing it converts the immaterial process of exchange into a thing, 

which can itself be exchanged for other things. It is as if when 

thing& are exchanged in the market place a new power is born• 

a power that breaks the circle of man's intercourse with nature. 

This power has no existence in nature, yet manages to establish 

itself in its own right as existing over against both man and nature. 

Marx believed that with the coming of the industrial revolution, 

and of' the concurrent financir:il revolution that made money out of 

credit, this break in the circle of man's intercourse with nature 

became absolute, so that the circle fell apart into a polarisation. 

On the one hand; we see the emergence of capital aa an apparently 

autonomous power, able to breed out of itself with no sense of 

obligation to the materir:1 exchanges in which it hnd its origin. 

On the other hand, we aee the emergence of wage labour, which is 

bought ;:i.nd sold in the market place like any other thing, and thus 

valued never for itself but always for something other than itself. 

But Marx did not stop at this economic analysis. He gave it another 

dimension ultogether, and it is in this dimension that his work 

continues, rightly, to fhc>cinute the minds of men. Ile argued the:1t 

with this differentiation between capital and labour a truth be

comes conscious tt:at has never been conscious before. He argues 

that in the consciousness of wage labour as it confronts the power 



of capital, nuture becomes uware for the first time of what it 

means for matter, which in itself is virgin, to be used for a 

purpose outside itself. 

This is my first definition of the space which we need if we are 

to do justice to our contemporary guilt and greed and fascination 

with matter. We have to make room for thia emerging consciousness• 

in which na.ture is becoming a.ware for the first time of what it 

means for mat•er, which in itself is virgin, to be used for a 

purpose outside itself. 

III. 

My second definition of this space depends on a different perspective: 

that of Jung's comparison between alchemy and christianity. 

Jung's interest in alchemy derived from personal expetence, and 

in his researches into this obscure literature he was concerned 

to bring oub the emotional significance of alchemical ideas for 

hirnself and for some of his patients. But in order to do so he 

had to place alchemy in its proper context within the history of' 

religious and scientific thought. This context turns out to be 

one that is familiar to us from studies of the Jewish and Christia n 

origins of Marx's thought. Its central theme is the christian 

failure to understand wh~t christian faith has done to the re-

lationship between man and matter. 

'fhis is not how most students understand alchemy. Uchemy is usually 

presented either as a woefully unscientific prec~or to modern 

chemistry, or asa more or less bogus attempt to find sudden wealth 

through the artificial production of gold, or as an esoteric 



religious tradition that reached its culmination in Goehae•s 

Faust. Jung recognises all three of these interpretations as 

partially valid. Yet for him alchemy has to do with something 

more than any combination of these three traditions. The history 

of alchemy records how the incarnate huaaarpsyche has assumed, 

over centuries of trial and error, a peculiar obligation in 

respect to matter: the obligation to reconcile matter to the 

fact Of Christianity. 

This is an extraordinary idea. It is so strange that on first 

encounter with it even sympathetic readers of Jung feel uneasy 

and prefer to avoid lookine at it too closely. But for those who 

return to it and learn grudually to pay attention, it provea itself 

unexpectedly effective. '..'e find that we can read in the history 

of alchemy how christi,nity has damaged matter, and how the human 

psyche moves spontaneously to make good that damage. 

'I'his assessment of the plnce of alchemy in the history of ideas 

can be summarized from two points of view: firstly, by contrasting 

the alchemical work with the christian work of redemption; and se

condly, by the hypothesis of' a triangular relationahip between 

alchemy, christianity and modern technology. 

The contrast between the alchemical work and the christian 

atonement pervades all ,rung's writing on alchemy. Two quotations 

must serve as illustration. 

Comparing the alchemical trnnsfor:mation of matter with the christian 

Mass, he writes: 

By pronouncing the consecrating words that bring about 

the transfor~ation, the priest redeems the bread and wine 

from their elemental imperfection as created things. 

I'his ideZ:! is quite unchristian ... it is alchemical. dhere• 

as Catholicism emphasises the effectual presence of 

Christ, alchemy is interested in the fute and manifest 



redempt:~•'n of tho :.mbst1=mces, for in them the divine 

soul lies captive and awaits the redemption that is 

grDnted to it at the moment of release. The captive soul 

then appears in the form of the •son of God•. For the 

a.lcr.er:iist, the on.e primarily in need of redemption is 

not man, but the deity who is lost and sleeping in matter 

••• Since it i8 not man but matter that must be redeemed, 

the spirit that manifests itself in the transformation 

is not the Son of Man but ••• the filius macrocoami. 

'l'herefore, what comes out of the tranformntion is not 

Ghrist, but an ineffable material being named the 
? 4 '~tone' ••• (CW 12-, para. 2o). 



The second quotation is from an essay on the sixteenth century 

physician and natural philosopher Paracelsus. In this, the 

different attitudes ot alchemist and chriatian to the transfor

mation of matter is related to the question of man•s place in 

nature at the dawn of our modern scientific era. 

V1hereas in Christ God himself became man, the f'ilius 

;ehilosophorum wn:. extracted from matter by human art 

and, by means of the opus, made into a new light bringer. 

in the fO~mer case the miracle of man's s&lvation is 

accomplished by God; in the latter, the salvation or 

transfigurntion of the universe is brought about by the 

mind of man - 'Deo eoncedente•, as the authors never 

fail to add. In the one ease man confesses 'I under God•, 

in the other he asserts •God under me•. Man takes the 

place of the Creator,. Medieval alchemy prepared the way 

for the greate§t intervention in the divine world order 

that man has ever attempted: alchemy was the dawn of the 

sc1, .. nt:!.fic age, when the deetton of the scientific s-pitJit 

compelled the forces of nature to serve man to a.n extent 

that bod never been known before ••• Here we find the 

true roots, the preparatory processes deep in the psyche• 

which unleashed the forces at work in the world today. 

3cience and technolory have indeed conquered the world, 

but whether the psyche has gained anything is another 

matter. (CW 13, para.163.) 
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On the one hand, we have the experience or man's salvation as 

accomplished by God. On the other, the transfiguration of the 

,universe is brought about by the mind of man. Does the contrast, 

indeed the conflict, between these two works of redemption have 

anything to say about the dilemmas of our contemporary technology, 

endowed, or possessed, as we are with an apparently unstoppable 

increase in our power to transform the environment in which we 

have to make our living? 

( 
I believe it has. I belive Jung's studies in alchemy provide us ,, 
with a crucial link in the history of ideas. It is a link between 

science, technolo,57, economics on the one hand, and the Christian 

doctrine o! incarnation on the other, and it is organized round the 

christian failure to understand what christian faith has done to 

the/relationship between man and matter. 

The best way to present this hypothesis of a triangular relation

ship between alchemy, christianity and modern technology is to 

pose a familiar question from the history or science: why did the 

questioning of nature characteristic of the Greek intellect of 

the 4th century B.c. stop short of the experimental method which 

developed in the 16th and l?th centuries A.D.? 

Various an:'>wers have been given to this question. One answer 

• or perhaps we should say one set of answers • derives from the 

fact of christianity: from the fact .that over many centuries 

people believed this particular faith and practised these p.."lrticular 

rites which we call christian. It is argued that the decisive change 

in man's relation to matter between, say, l1ristotle and Newton, 

was the conversion of Europe to the belief 

l) that the creator of nll Being had become man 

2) that when this man died, he had not remained dead, but had 

resurrected, and 

3) that following this resurrection, his flesh and blood could by 



appropriate rites, be transformed into bread and wine which 

mankind could eat and drink. 

Accordtng to this argument, the result of this conversion was a 

fundamental .shift in the distribution of creative power as between man 

and nature. Something got into man which had not been there before. 

Over m.sny centuries of disciplined inteJlectual effort the '~uroriean 

mind tr&ined itself in asking questions which were inconceivable to 
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the classical Greekn. These queations ~ad to do with the duel nature of 

Christ as both God ~rnd man; w:i th the nature of his mother who was both 

virgin nnd yet C\lso in the fullest sense mother of nm a man; with how 

three can be one and one t~ree and what this implies for the relation 

between person and substancei and, perhaps moat cruci~l of all, with 

the nature of the chanP.,-e that took place in bread and wine in the 

eucharist. Gradually, ir.:1perceptibly, questioning like t:1is septo.rllted 

mind and ~atter in a way they h&d not been previously separated. A 

space opened up between mind and matter which was altogether and 

absolutely new in the history of mankind. i1ind was seized of the ve'!'y 

special 'objectivity• which separates creotor and creature. 

It was this qunlitatively new objectivity w~:ich made possible the 

scientific revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth ce~turies. A 

thousond years of in trice te ;:,nd passiorwte reflection oft the mysteries 

of chri$;ti:cm f::dth n.nd practice hnd separated mind from its original 

participution in nature. 'Jithin t1:e !;pace made by this separz.tion, 

man had room to experir~ent, i;:,nd to sustain his experimenting, :i.n a. 

way th~'>t had never before been possible. He learned to pnjoy putting 

nature to the torture. 

This view of the oriGin of modern sci0nce is of course not universally 

accepted. This is not the occasion to take the argument further. lihat 

I want to do is to ,.,1t. it i'orword as an !1ypothesis, and draw o"ttention 

to onE> C(mseq1,0nce w':ich woal d follow if t';is hypothesis were to 

be provec .• 



So let us assume that the objectivity of modern nntural science, 

the •space' which separates the mind of both the experi1matal 

and the applied scientist from the matter on which they work, 

derives from reflection on tr'e central doctrines of christianity. 

If this were true, what would it mean for those of us • and that 

means now almost everybody in the world - who live otf the techno

logical fruits of natural science? 

It would mean tha.t we are all, christian and non•christian alike, 

living off a reflective act of which we are unconscious. But the 

reason for this unconsciousness would vary between those who think 

of themselves as christian/and those who think of themselves as 

non-christian. 

For the overwhelmingly non-christian world which has now taken 

possession of nntural science it would mean that we are living off 

reflection on something which in varying ways we deny, or even 

despise or abhorr. It would mean that if the act of which we are 

unconscious should insist on becoming conscious we would have to 

admit to a contradiction running through all our intercourse with 

matter: a contradiction by which we allow ourselves to enjoy the 

fruits of a distinctively christian separation between mind and 

mutter while refusing any obligation to the ehristian work of 

atonement. 

For ohristians, it would meon that we are the guardians of a 

secret which we dere not acknowledge. Because if christianity 

has fathered and mothered the scientific re¥olution of the last 

three hundred years it has conspicuously failed to retain the trust 

of its own offspring, an#offapring which has, moreover, succeded in 

doing what christianity wanted to do but failed to do: converting 

the world. So if this secret of which we are unconscious should 

presently insist on becoming conscious it would mean for ehristians 

that we would have to acknowledge that our faith has secreted out 
of its central moments of reflection a power greater than itself. 
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Low 9 hSSU:lling tbat .-)ur thesis of' the christian origin of modern 

scientific technology is true, we have here a situation which every 

dynamic psychologist will recognise as dangerous. There is an 

unconscious secret which is shared, but which has a differing structure 

and 4ynaaism in relation to two opposed conscious positions. The danger 

is that when the need to repress an uneonscious content is shared, 

but the reasons ~or this need differ, then fear leeds on fear in 

preventing us from/even beginning to question the presence of such a 

secret. 'r'he failui:tQ of' the •other' to do anything about it confirm.a 

me in the righteousness of my own repression and simultaneously 

m<1kes the other the bearer of my own guilt• 

I\ia is the kind of situation which breeds breakdown in individual 

and f<:imily life. f~e;ainst aruch breakdown there a.re various defences. 

~iie can regr&ss into the closed defensive -position provider! by some 

established dogma. Or we can opt out (or at any rate, pretend to 

ourselves that we can opt out). 

i1Ut there is another strategy open to us. beside defence. \!'¥e can try 

to create an environment in which imagination, humour, and will, are 

free to work from various directions on the secret which we all have 

in common, the secret on which our living depends. 

Can the ck:r:i:st::bm non-christian heirs to ehriatian technology 

accept th~ christi~:nty ~uards the secret or their power over matter? 

1\nd can the c:hriatian guardians - both living and dead - accept that 

there is, and alwa:ye has beent a dimension to their faith which 

only non-believers can und~rstend? 

It is here; I believe, that Jun.€:'s psychology of alche.ni.y will prove 

relev'lnt for our future. ?or ,Tuns haa opened :hp a world of symbols 

which enable us to i111.::;r; ine wh~•t it was like to be on the underside 

of t::e canturier;.-1ong evolution of c hristian consciousness which 

:produced the experimental science of the last three hundred years. 

In so doing, he h1'"s given us the 'content' of that secret for which 
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neither christianity nor technology can find room: the secret of 

what it means for matter, which i~ itself is virgin, to ba used for 

a purpose outside itself. 



,, 
IV. 

The alchemical •opus' has its beginning in filth and dirt, and 

its end in gold. '!'he beginning and the end are one. How filth and 

gold can conjugate one another is the secret of alche111y. It is a 

secret to which both economist and ecologist would dearly love 

to h.:lve the key. But the ltey is costly: costly of' spirit. And that 

is not the kind of payment which our contemporary eaonomic theory 

understands. 

illchemy studies the intercourse between man and matter at a level 

which we have forgotten, though it was still accessible up to about 

the eighteenth century, that is to say up to the technological 

and economic revolution whose first fruits were witnessed by Marx. 

This intercourse is of a kind that seemed grossly material to the 

christianl consciousnei~s of its day, but which nevertheless pre• 

supposes that matter "'lli'll" ensoul.ed. The materialism of alchemy 

was never xin: of that kind which exalts the life of the intellect 

over against the deadness of matter. For the alchemist• matter is 

alive, and the intercourse of man with matter was not that of the 

experimental scientist who puts nature to the torture, but of the 

worker who mixes his labour with the stuff which is essentiB.-·· e 
to ex-istence. This quality in the work of the alchemist is re• 

miniscent o! the language of Marx. 

But for the alchemist, unlike Marx, thia mixing of labo~ with 

matter involved something which he was willing to coll spirit. 

In his ahalysis of what went on between himself and matter he 

was prepared to recognize the presence of an agent that was neither 

•1• nor 'it', an (Agent necessary toihe intercourse between I and 

it which nevertheless eluded all attempts to grasp it in terms of 

I and it. Through the presence of this agent he came to describe 

a work which modern materialism rejects as grotesque, as absolutely 

repugnant to common sense. 



.t the risk of dangerous oversimplification, we can distinguish 

four levels in this work. At the first, we are asked by the mate

rialism of alchemy to accept that matter is not dead but alive. 

which is offensive enough to many enlightened twentieth century 

intellects. 1?hen we are akked to credit that the aliveness of matter 

is to be thought of as analogous to the intercourse between male 

and female. At ~ yet deeper level, alchemy then confronts us with 

something even more improbable: the life of matter is not only 

compounded of a dialectic analogous to human sexuality, but this 

dialectic wants to convert an intercourse which begins as unin• 

tentional incest into the celebration of a deliberate m.u:rri.!8!.• 

And finally, the ultimate absurdity, we a.re asked to believe that 

in making this conversion from incest into marriage matter has 

need of a personal, human intervention. 

ti:')\ (i ~\1\,1 'c_.-
~Jha t does this kind of hoous-poous have to do with tneA,perspectives 

of our contemporary world? 1'he annwer lies with Jung's concept of 

'projection•. It haa been recot,nizcd since the middle l93o•s 
thnt this concept eetablishes a link between the psychology of 

the unconscious and modern physics. That recognition c:::;.n1e before 

his work on alchemy was widely known. We need now to add the re

cognition that in his understanding of projection Jung has 

established a vital link between the psychology of the unconscious 

nnd the world of economic theory and practice. 

Jung's psychol oe;-:tcal analysis of alchemy centres on this idea of 

projection,. He n.rgues thr-:t the processes whieh the <:>lchemists 

described as going on in their materials were in fact projected 

onto the materials rrom 9 or by, the unconscious psyche of the 

alchemical worker. Junr; wes aware tbRt this idea of the projection 

of an unconscious drama into matter involved him in very difficult• 

ob.scure and controversial hypotheses as to the relation between 

psyche and matter. Are we, for instance, to think of this projection 
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as made from, or by, psyche? :Tis researches into these difficult - -
and obscure questions led him to open up a largely for~otton area 

in the history of ideas, <'l.nd his tentative answers came to centre 

on the ideu of the microcosm and the macrocosm: of man as enacting 

in the microcosm of his own experience the macrocosmic drama of 

creation. 

What happens between microcosm and macrocosm, and how is this 

'happening• relGted to work: the work which man does, and the 

work which sustains creation? These are the questions which Jung 

is asking when he writes about projection in his books on alchemy, 

and unless we are ourselves asking the same questions thesA booke 

will remain closed to us. But once these questions begin to arise 

out of our own experience we realize the value of what Jung has 

given us: an understanding cf how everything• literally everything, 

all thAt which ia ... depends on whether or not mankind can •re

memtfer• how the work we do, and the work which sustains creation• 

are relnted to each other. 

The projecti.ona between psyche and matter actualize the distinction 

between cr!:wtor ;;nd creature: that is the theme which runs through 

a 11 June's psychology of alchemy. The thesia which I am arguing .... 
in this paper is tha.t this psycholOb'J' gives us the content with 

which to fill the space opened between man and matter b;y christian 

technology. Jung•s peychology of alchemy enables the individual 

man and woman to take reeponsibilit:r for • to answer for • what 

has been gning on on the underside of the techbological revolution 

of the l~:st three hundred years. It opens ow• minds to forgotten 

intimations of what can pass bet~een mankind and matter. Above 

all, it makes meaningful the necessity of sacrifice of a kind which, 

lacking understanding, we may otherwise resist with a. determination 

that will grow increasingly desperate, increasingly insane: the 

sacrifice, to matter, of that objectivity in the face of matter -
with which mind was first seized in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries A.D. 
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v. 

The sacrifice necessary to sustain our experimental technology: 

what is it? The peycholo~_.; of alchemy descrives it on two levels: 

first, as pre- and non-christian1 secondly, as radically altered by 

the fact of christianity. 

Experimental technology is an expression of the fascination which 

exists between man and matter. Alchemy, outside and inside christianity, 

is the exploration of that fascination. It takes us into a world of 

experience in which the matPrial universe can no longer be t1l{en tor 

granted. ,\e realiGe that matter exists by virtue of a making in which 

we share, and that our enjoyment of it depends on our attitude to 

that making. If our fascination with that makin~ remains secret, then 

our enjoyment of matter remains enclosed within the circle of incest 

and our fear of incest convarts into a fear of material enjoyment. But 

if that same f~scination can open into thddeliberate celebration of 

the drama of creation, then the enjoyment of matter suffers an 

essential change: 4 change which mankind can approximat•~ly under-

stand as analogous to the change from incest to marriage. 

But the advent of ehristianity introduces a new twist into the 

fascination between man and matter. The faith that the maker of 

all that is has deliberately choeen to be a part of what is ~. 

and th'"1t the particular part chosen W<rn a man, secretes an it were 

into the relationship between man and matter a new potentiality~ 

the potentiality th.<it man can apprQ:priate to himself the uniquely 

'objective• power that ena.bleo the maker to •project' the made. 

But christinnity did not stop there. It took a further risk. It 

orrl;:;.irwd that mankind should, first, eat and drink the flesh and 

blood of the maker, and then use mind to retlect on what this 

ingestion did to the relation between person and substance. 



That was the new situation in which the chrietian alchemist found 

himself'. On the underside of the long centuries during which the 

faithful celebrated the christian eucharist 9 a new question was 

arising between man and matter. If ohristian nuan were free to 

appropriate to himself the power incarnate in the maker's body on 

which he :f'ed, •hat obligation remained with him to remember how non• 

christian man st~nds in rel~tion to matter, before, and outside, 

the intervention of the maker's body? 

Jung argues that the alchemists of the lat~ middle ages and re

naissance were trying to keep this memory alive, but that the 

science and technology of the last three hundred years have not 

only suppressed it, but fed on that suppression. In his psychology 

of alchemy he offers us the opportunity to undo that suppression, 

to begin the work of remembering so that we can draw again on re

sources of imagination, will and humour• of which christianity and 

it.s offspring have made us forgetful. 

These resources derive fro~ our attitude to filth and waste in 

relation to wealth. They derive from the interaction between sexuality 

on the one hand, and production and consumption on the other • the 

Malthusian syndrome which, through Marx and Darwin, influences our 

world far more than we realize. But above all they derive from our 

experience of virginity: virginity understood not in fJ biological 

sense, but as a condition of 'that which is made use of' in the face 

of 'that which makes us~ of'• 

If wealth derived frnm the technological exploitation of matter is 

to remain onjoy~hle 1 we need to find ways of translating these re

sources of alchemical psychology into a langua~~uitable for economic 

debate. For such translation the crucial transformative grammar will 

be our understanding of oacrifice. Our technological culture has to 

make room for a sacrifice that feels like the sacrifice of its very 

foundation: its objectivity in the face of matter. 
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Because of the largely unacknowlenged christian origin of our 

experimental technology we cannot conceive how this sacrifice can be 

made without losing that control over nature which is essential for 

our physical survival. Rooted as it is in the christian dr,'lmu, our 

technological imagination cannot conceive of a sacrific~ m~de, ~ot 

for the sa.i:e of man, but for the sake of mntter. So we resist and deny 

the possibility of such sacrU.ice 9 even at the risk of self-destruction. 

This sacrifice for the sari:e of 1r1atter is what alchemy is all about. 

Alchemy reminds us that matter desires to be deliberately enjoyed, 

but requires that we saorifice our original fascination with her 

so that the enjoyment be both deliberute and mutual. And alchemy shows 

us how the act in which we sacrifice our original fascination with 

matter is rA1'1ted to thF<t cont.rol over matter which we .:::iust hr,ve if 

we are to make our living. It is related by virtue of a distinction~ 

a distinction thctt is essentj_aJly relig:tous in character: the 

distir..ction which me.n must always make between his power to create 

by pro,jecti.ng hir:seJ. f into matter through the working of his hands 

and tools, and the creator's power to create matter out of nothing. 

In r~a.king this distinctton, alchemy enables us to conceive the 

sacrifice necessary if we are to continue enjoyin;s weal th derived from 

the technological exploitation of matter. For it enahlos us to 

recognise how our technology de!iEmds on the unpaid for appropriation 

to ouroelv'!s of the unique objectivity of creator in the face of 

crea....,ture. And 9 recognising that unnaid debt, it reminds us -

1iterally re-minds us - that the way to pay that debt is to take into 

our accountine s~rstem the creator's obli~ation to that which ia 

always virgin. In its detailed descriptionn of what this obligation 

enti;;i1.s for the imagination, huinour a.nd will, of mankind, the 

.Psychology of alchemy ean facilitate o. revival of economic theory 

and pre:1.ctice. 

David Holt 
19 Moreton Hoad, 

Oxf'ord. 



TRf\NSNf\T IUN/',L NEHJCJm~ rn= RES[/\l~CH-AND-SERVICE cor-mUNIT JES 

-- a proposal for an oreani:cr:tiomil hybrid 

A.J.N. Judr;e 

This paper i; a tentative attempt to look into some of the difficulties and 
advantages associated witl1 variou~ existing systems of social organization. 
The atternrt is prompted by the ~;ecrningly widespread current of disenchantment 
with existing institutions, the life-styles they impose and the searct1 for 
alternatives to both. 

An attempt is first mad8 to look at tl1e manner in which puople choose to 
change during their li fut:i.1ne and tht-=: degree to which current organizational 
forms faci 1 it ate such change as part of thei.r own development. A wide range 
of existing organizationBl forms is then examined briefly to determine the 
manner in which they exemplify a number of characteristics considered to be 
desirable in an independent community. 

In the light of these char~cteristics, a hybrid organization-curn-qommunity is 
defined in outline. Ths possible characteristics of the network of such 
communities are then examined as ara, briefly, the characteristics of "network 
man". 

The final sections consider the economic viability, organizational and image 
questions vital to the survival of any such network. 

·1 

,,, 
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Pecplt' i:.£'11<1 to F:'.J\i'; or dl'ift lhn;us;h tli'' ::;c;:;:i ell s11:>tnm into tho;;c r;roup·:, cmd 
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rimi it" orgtm i z at:i u11<11 supp~; r· t :; n\:rns u; -, fr·u it fu l or 1111 ~:u :i. t cd to ti F>i l' du r; i.1 rc fr,r 
solf-e>;pr-:.::.>sion. llid indivjcJual need;; fr·csh fj_eids to conquer, cl rH.:t,1 l:Lfc-~;tvlo 

or a nf.~11.' rnodr~ of i-:rwl\, The rfovcdopmonl: of the incLiv:Ldual imp:Ue!..~ l:L·fo-r:;i,v'Ju 
rwl"dlj_ ty cind or·ge:mL".iltionc;J. i1ml socj_al, ct1Lmg8, Soc:i .:11 change nnd develop11:~)n L 
requ:Lrc~; dovoloprnrcr1t of tho ).ndividuill tc DUi'ipt to nc1:J challm1r,e~-;. 
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The difficulty is that soc:inty current J ~' r;anctions n:ovemont 1·:it:hin oq~ard.;wU.cnal 
and c<.iruc1' sy'.3tems but not t.Jr:b1c•m thr;rr1. The indj v:i dual is tTiF.;,:-;:!fon>. forcHd 
into one particu1c1r mock, o(--s(~if-nxpres~;ion for his 1<1hole worldng life un1oss 
he wishr"s to run the risk of br-ci11g lahcJ lud a p;ras~rhopper or rlilottantc, or of 
being vim".'ed as an i1311orent out:;;ider (a "foreigner") in the sys terns into \·Jhich 
he attempts to move. 

Within one system an individual can of course develop other modns of self-expression, 
hut only as secondory modes wj_thin tl1e constant and overriding primary mode (a,g. 
as an· nxccudve fii-tile business system, an indi yidua1 can move from a hir;h 
technology corporation to a commercial art cor~bratiun; the switch from science 
to art is contained vJi thin the unchani:;ing management framework. ) . 

The problem is therefore whett1er it is possible to provide an orr;anizational 
setting in which an individual can develop secondary modes of ex1n·flssion and 
allow any of them to become primary for any desired length of time. 

The prob1em is cornplicated by the very radical nature of the di ffnrence~> hotvmen 
approaches to change as well · as betwnen the corrdsponding modes of expression 
of the individual engaged in them. There does not apprear to be any systnmatiq 
listing of change strategies, but the following list is an indication of the variety~ 

political action 
scientific and technological development 
economic and financial development 
education, training 
art, music 
architectural and machine design, urban planning 
religious faith, prayer 
social engineering, social development 
philosophical or esoteric understanding 
behavioural and perceptual modifications by drugs 
public information, media, propaganda 
community development 
drama, theatre 
organizational dev~lopment 
legislative action 
military or police action 
direct action, violent civilian protest 
personal encounter, dialogue, sex 
self-exploration, meditation 
mediation, negotiation 
manual labour 

I . .. 
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Iron:lcc111y, tlrn propmH'ni::> of r'.! p<irt:i.cu1nr form of chanr,n tend to p8rccdvn 
il n~; Uir: onJy vjnl.ilu or !dgniLi:crJnt form (c.r;. to a political <Jc:tiv:i.~d: PVt;l'',tLh:L11g 

of any ~;Jgn:i.fJ.cancu is politicul). Tlrny are unable. to dutcc;:t tho maimer :i.11 1·1li:lcl1 
thr.dr action ts countnr-balanct:d, checked, conta:i.ncd 01, rwcn unclGrmined by thf} 
other foJ'tn'.> of ctwnr~u. 

Tho so] uUc)n to tho problem notccl abovo is the r,cncrDtion of sorn1::; 11m1 sty Ju of 
organization 1·1llict1 provicfos continuity to tho individual in m·Jitchinr; fro111 onn 
modo to anntll8r. Clu.:H'ly such un orgcmizfltio11 cannot bo based on UHJ pcrcopt:i.omo 
of a particular diE:cipl:inn or cl pDrticular mode of t.hour;ht -- for these arc tile 
CXfH'£ess:i.on of only orw a~;pect of man's p8n>onalJ.ty. The organ:i.7.LJtion mmds to 
be more "prj.rnitivB" Uwn tho m::my spf!cializnd bodies which <ire chtffnctorintic of 
the frr:igrnrmtod natun~ of developed societies. It mu~;t pro-date the divis:i.on of 
labour wl1ich sanctions and gives rise to such bodies. Only "or~anic" orcan:izations, · 
nCJmt5ly 1 communities, j_n effect contain within themseJ.ves the seeds of the many 
spc~ciaJ.L~ed lJOdies and thus prov:idc c:i bridge for movement behmr.H1 spE~cializt>.d . 
modes of action. Thus an orr,ani?.'ationol form is required \vhich can re-absor·b 
many sped al ized funcU.ons. It is not a question of nrgan:i.zat :i.onal rogressio1~ 

but of recoverj_ng the necessary t;cnerali ty \·Jhich can permit new advances to be 
made. 

Before looking at the suggested ct1aracteristics of such an organizational f6rm, 
it is useful to note the wide variety of existing forms. In proposing that the 
new form be based on a more primitive one, there is no suggestion'that sorna of 
the more advanced features of existing forms should not be incorporated. Somo 
of those features are in fact a formalization of features and processes present 
in com:nunities. 

Survey of _some ~xistin0 Oq:;nnization Forrns 

A wide selection of organizational form~> has been roughly arrc1ngnd into groups 
(sen Annex I). A series of characteristics has been used to differentiate betwoen 
the forms. The characteristics were selected not so much in order to distinguish 
clearly between the different forms but rather in order to draw attention to the 
manner in which each form exemplified each characteristic • 

. The main characteristics considered of interest in the organizational form to be 
discussed are as follows: 

1. Research: namely the presence of some activity contributing directly to the 
advancement of scientific or cultural knowledge. 

2. Application development: namely tl1e development of ne~ techniques with 
practical consequences for the activity of the organization or the society 
in which it functions. 

3. Production (for internal use): namely the production of foodstuffs, goods 
or services within the organization to avoid purchasing them from outside. 

4. Production (for external sale): of foodstuffs, goods or servicos as a 
means of ensuring financial independence. 

S. Services (for needy members): namely the provision of subsidized or free 
social services to members. • ' 

I ... 
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fl, Scrv) cc:'1 (fur nxtcn1<i1 :;ocfr1 ly): n<in:t~l :,r thn, provicdon of m1Li:ad1 z.cd or
frm'! ::,£1cic1l sun:_i_cl::c; to t!iu cxtui·n.-~J ~;ocicty. 

7. Socifll prc!Jlcm conccn1 

n. Din~ct action (on external ~>ocicty): nc:Hi;cly the ab:ility to unrJr;rtal\B some" 
pror:;rc1m!nc of diroct action (e.g. relief 1·:o·rk) av1ay from the oq;iJnizati.on 
base. 

9. Sciencr~/cul ture comp<1tHiili ty: ncinuly tho abs en co of rigid barriors beb-Joen 
scientific and cultural perspectives. 

10. Residential. 

11. Community: namsly a setting in which normal family life processos can take. 
place throughout tho complete cycle of generations. Some distorted, partial 
or single sex environments to wi1ich tho tonn can be applied have been scorud 
as ( x). 

12. r~elativr:ly open: nam81V not specifically restricted to a small class of 
peoplr~ wHh a parU.cular set of qualificcitions. 

13. Non-specialist labour (occupational alternatives): namely the ability of 
members to choose to switch between intellectual, skilled and manual roles 

'Within the organization whenever a change of work mode and ~hythm is desired 
and without being stigmatized. 

14. Personal development: namely an expressed concern within the organizat1on 
for mernbers as rnatur1ng humanswj.thin a psycho-social ecosystem, rather than 
as economic units or as units being filled with knowledge in order to fit 
into predefined social slots. 

15. Retreat function: namely the facility to permit individuals to take the time 
required to reconsider the basis and context of their actions -- to be with 
themselves in peace and quiet. 

16. Recreation: namely a concern with individual re-creation as an essential 
psycho-social process within the organization, in the maintenance of its 
equilibrium. 

17. Security/Isolation: namely the provision of adequate physical protection 
or isolation from the short-term consequences of social disruption and 
violence in the external environment. 

ll'f 

Those characteristics are of course exemplified in different ways in different 
organizaUon forms. The table is intended as a guide to Working out how different 
ways of achieving the same characteristic can be combined to produce a hybrid 
organizational form. It is an exercise in selectively combining organizational 
features and styles. 

The scoring for each form against each characteristic is only tentative. It 
is complicated by the old question of who constitutes the "members" of an organi~ 
zation and therefore where the boundary between the organization and its environ-, 
rnent lies. 

I . ... 
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fl :>irrdLn· P>:111·ci:;c cuuld he; pcrfor·n:'"d fur· Ci::ch of ttw organizat:iorwl nehmrl\~; 

co1TU'.ifHJ1Hlin;; tu ur-;ch of tl1u forn;'; Lk:;u:ihr~cl in f\nnux l (e.g. the net\-Jm·i'.s of 
mr:.i1H:istur:i.w;, llr.111r~:;, youth hoc;tl!.l'.;, r:tr.:. J. ln which case it 1,wuld be Jnl:rffestinr; 
to not,t~ licM Ci1Cil of th:c foJlm·:ing chriructcric>U.cs is exemrlified for each 
netvmrk: 

1. Indaperidunco of centres: namoly thulr ciuto.nomy vJithin the 1rntworl\. 
' 

/IS 

2. Facilitation of movement: nnmaly the uxtont to which movement of individuals 
from cuntre to contra arounrl ~he network is facilitated. 

3. ExchanBB between centres: namely the extent to which centres exchange 
products, services and infonnation 

4. Movement to and from network: namGly the ability of individuals to spend 
varyin~ lengths of time in the external social environment before returning 
to the rwh:ork. 

5. Organizntional exporiments: nan~ly the extent to which the network as 
a whole uncourages innovation at diffBrent centres to tho benefit of the 
whole. 

6. OrganizRtional varjRty: namely the ~bility of the network to tolerate and 
contain a wide variety of organizational styles and concerns. 

7. .Independence of networks: namely its ability to act and survive without 
depending on the external social environment for economic support. 
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!~.:c~E~?~~c!__l_ ~V-~l.~~~ d 0 r~~~-':'._'.~j .'.:~':X~~ _ci~-~ 
The various oq~aniz<iU.onul fonnu] <1c not eel d.nve suggest n spectrum of po~;~;:l h:~ J :i tic~ 
.:ind not a d~d':Lni tive c1a'..•~d.ficc:d:ion, It is th8refore µossible to onvJ ~;a;_;ic: crnr;'.J:i ·· 
nationr; of clii.H'acteri'..>tics from snvLff<1l for muJ.ae to give new hylJri Li organi:::at:l CJ«1iil 

varieU.cs wli:i.ch might prove usnful :i.n the presently evolving soci,'11 context. Orm 
such hyln·Jd is examined her8. 

Con::ddDr ttw possibility of dBsigning c1 center--cum-com;r1unity combining the 
following characteristics: 

-1. The li-fe··style change implied by commune or community living a'..> opposed 
to the current social fragmentation within urban agglomerations destructive 
of neighbourhood contDcts. Note that this need not imply comrnuni:ll housing 
but docs at least imply a planned grouping of dwellings around a commur1ity 
centre by ~~atever (psychic) distance the dwellings are separated. This 
aspect has been developed in the commune (West), commune (East), kibbutz 
and monastry/convent/ashram -formulas. Vacation villages emphasising 
community living have also developed aspects of this (e.g. Club Mediterranncn). 

2. The setting to permit intellectual and cultural study, research and explora
tions in a rnanner protocted -from the compromises and obligations characte
ristic of university research (e.g. teaching load), grant-aided research 
(e.g. "relevance" to foundation priorities) and the usual institutional 
obligations (e.g. administrative duties and unfacilitative working hours). 
This aspect has been developed inaa number of institutes of advanced studies 
(e.g. at Princeton) and in scholar retre~ts (e.g. the Villa Serbelloni of 
the Rockefeller Foundation). ' 

The scholar retreat aspect in the case of the example given, has been conceived 
as a setting in which the final stages of books and studies could be completed 
in peace and quiet. This facility could make the centre formula very 
attractive. 

3. An emphasis on economic independence if not self-sufficiency to permit 
the necessary measure of self-control. The centre would therefore either 
produce its own food stuffs and other necessities or provide in addition 
or alternatively goods, knowledge or s~rvices which can be exchanged in the 
market economy for the goods or services required. This formula has been 
developed through the commune (West), the kibbutz, and the monastry/conver1t/ 
ashram. 

4. The setting in which individuals can, if they so desire, rehabilitate and 
develop themselves psychologically protected from the usual disruptive : 
influences associated with the pace of modern life. This aspect has been 
developed through the religious retreat (e.g. Taize), the monastry/convent/ 
ashram, the human potential centre (e.g. Esalen) and in some types of sanatoria 
and comrnone (West). 

I . .. 
, 
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'.j. Thn :>nLUnr; to pc:n;1jt aJternntion <it i:l sclf-·cl1mH:n rh'./thm llctt·:£;cm 
intt-d J nctual uct-i vj ty (see 2), goodf> production ( i;ne :3) inc] uclir>p; physical 
JufJou1-, and psyctinlogical rPhntJUitc!don (sun 4L This a1tnnution of 
modas is usually imnossiblu in most existing working environmunts despite 
itf; Viilue to both the individual and liis oq~anization in turms of improved 
creativity, pruc!uctivity and rcdevi:incn. 

6. Function as a focal point to which or through ~1ich funds can be channelled' 
to catalyze and f~cilitatu creative nsw approaches to the problems of society, 
tho intellectual tools to solve them and the styles of oreanizations appro
prj_ate to such acti.vj_ty. This is tho foundatinn or trust fund aspect ~-.ihj_ch 

has alre~dy been well developed nationally in the West. 

7. A ba~1e from which a variet)1 of forms of (mul t:i.disciplinary) · assistancG can 
be rrn:ide available to the external social environment (not necessarily with 
the financial return envisaged under 3). Possibilities include: health, 
education, community developn~nt, care of aged, care of retarded, education 
of specially gifted, advice, etc. This aspect l~s been developed through 
the mission formula, voluntary work camps, and relief ar.;encies. Of special 
interest perhaps are those bodies offering 24 haur telephone assistance 
to those facing some personal crisis (e.g. suic:ide, marital problems, etc.). 

8. The setting within which certain types of education could be provided un
influenced by the restrictions and obligations of the usual courses leading 
to examinations. This aspect has been developed throLJGh the residential 
conference formula (or institute in the US/\), some university summer courses, 
and a variety of other educational experiments in unstructured settings. 

9. The setting within which new types of cultural communication could be 
developed and made available to the external social environment. Possi
bilities include: experimental theatre, experimental art exhibitions, 
and other community involvinr, happeninf,s. This aspect hes been developed 
mostly in ad hoc efforts in connection with each of these possibilities. 

10. A social environment protected against dilution of the qualities, which 
it is interested in developing, by the division and djsruptive processes 
characteristic of modern society. This protectionist aspect has been 
developed in such organizational formulae as: guilds, trade unions, 
fraternities, professional societies, secret societies, sec~lar and 
religious closed orders. Current trends towards increasin~ violence 
suggest that some form of physical protection for such a centre may also prove 
appropriate. Tho monastic and castle formulae are the best known but recently 
walled suburbs have been constructed in the USA. 

11~ A setting which permits tf1e build up of a ucritical mass" of multidisciplinary 
expertise which, through the interaction'of the individuals involved, should 
le.Jd to .:;;r1 enhuncernent of open-anciod crec-1tivity. Thi~> aspect has been 
developed in the think tank and special resident:Lal conference forrnula,-3. 

12. A setting which encourages more fruitful and participatory forms of 
recreational experience than is usually associated witt1 conventional comner
cialized leisure -- particularly structured spectator sports and media based 
entertainment. 

I . .. 
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13. A sBttin~ in wl1ich experiments jn organjzatinn can be conducted to pcrfsct 
means of balancing the psycl10-so~i0l_ecosystom constituted by the many 
influences broughl to i.nb~ract thure. Tfti.s aspect has to some u>;tunt been 
devolopod in tho co~nunc (West). 

Char~cteri~;tics of the D!J~dni7:_'.?_tfon_l~ehmrk 

!If 

Tho charbctc::ri,;tics of tho reseEJrch 1 nnd service cornrnunity notod above concern 
only tho centre itself an1J not its r8lationship to other similar centres. Of 
major importance to the significance of EJny such hybrid formula are the chara6ta
ristics of tl1e network of such centres over and above the characteristics of the 
.inrli vidual cent-i:;:---- Consider the foll O\ving: 

1. Tl1e network provides a safety valve via which the tensions, which often 
build up dangerously vJithin isolated centres, can be released. \•Jhereas 
factional conflict within a centre can easily lead to break-up, the 
network provides a large spectrum of centres in which elements of the dis
contented faction can hope to find a sympathetic response. This aspect has 
been developed in the personnel relocation policies of wide-spread organi
zations such as the services (civil, diplomatic, military), large (multi
national) corporations, religious orders, etc. 

I 

Of special significance is that by moving to another centre the individual 
is not forced out of the supportive network nor is his contribution to it 
lost. The network functions as a low-key containing device to prevent 
dissipation of communal energy. 

It is interesting to note that mobility is seen as a stabilizing process 
within a proposed community and as a safety valve for personality and 
intergroup conflicts. Members may fuove around from house to house and 
from activity to activity". A mathematical model is being developed 
to determine the optimum rate of movement of people between groups within 
a community (+) Inter-community movement is arguably of equal importance. 

2. The network approach permits different organizational formulae, concerns 
and emphases to be adopted and developed in each centre ~spending on the 
personaltity types which gradually filter towards each of them over time. 
The centres would therefore each develop a "personality" or st~le making 
them complementary rather than similar in every respect. This specialization 
of function or mode of operation would encourage an. exchange of services 
between the centres. This aspect has been developed in the kibbutz cooperative 
system (via which kibbutzim exchange goods between one another), the hospital 
network (whereby patients may be moved through the system according to the 
treatment required), the research institute network (whereby a scholar will 
contact or work at a succession of institutes appropriate to the advancement 
of his research). 

( +) J. Va lac.Jez and H. Mlall. Th8 Chil8 Commurri ty; a proposed socio-<Jcolog:l.cal 
experiment. Peace and Conflict Research Programme Newsletter. Lancaster, 
November 1972, No. 3, p. 34. 

I .. . 
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3, Tl18 fll?Li·wrr; prcv:i.dc:~; LI grcrit Vi.ll'id.y of ciducotJonal sctU.ngs tirnonr;;,t 
wtd.ch nn indi v:iclual m1.iy choo:w or to i·<t1ich he muy expo so h:i.rnsul f ( j. f 
tie stnrtr, ivitll in~;uff:icicnt inforrncitinn to choo~>e). Movement betlveen 
therw st,tUng~; ic' lcr;itinii:ltcd in th:i.'.3 nm·! framu of reference. This aspe1:t 
has been cievelopucJ in the youth hostGl notvmrk formula, in the netvJOrk of 
rescarct1 institutes, in the kibbutz network (which permits visitors and 
rnembPrs to move frorn kibbutz to kibbutz worl<,in& at ei3cl1 place), in thD s·ca
side club r1etwork (Club Meditcrrann6e members take holidays successively 
in 43 centres, in 19 countries, each with a different style) 
and in the-; tiotol ch.:.d.n (-for example, Holiday Inn or Hilton jn \vhich 
clients moving from city to city and from country to country are encouraged to 
book into tho appropriate hotel in the chain). 

4. The existence of the network ensures that i~ any centre fails and breaks up· 
due to internal problems then individuals can be incorporated into other 
centres. Alternatively, if a centre is in need, then assistance can be 
provided. This aspect has been developed in the services (civil, military. 
etc.) and in large (multinational) corporations. 

5. The widespread existence of the network ensures that if any·part of it 
is throatened by external legislation or other pressures, then the key 
attributes and people may be transferred to more hospitable locations. 
This aspect has been developed by missionary orders, monastic orders, 
diplomatic and military services and multinational corporations. 

A network of this type also has a higher_ probability of survi0in& in part, 
any social disruption and chaos of the type predicted for the near future~ 

6. As a network, no directing centre or unique administration headquarters 
is necessary. Different centres may tako on such a role for specific issues 
which emerge and for which they have a special expertise -- but only for the 
duration of the crisis in question. Leadership roles are therefore trans
ferred throughout the network. The extent and nature of any such centraliza
tion will vary with the issue but the major function will be to suggest 
strategies and adaptions to the operational style of individual centres rather 
than to take on any detailed directive or decision-making role. This aspect 
has been developed by mass movements (civil rikhts, stud~nt) and business 
systems (in which decision-making is highly decentralized or via specially 
constituted task forces). 

7. The network constitutes a reservoir of expertise and experience which can 
be used to facilitate and nurture the creation of new centres. Assistance 
could be provided, on request, through the early phases of a centre's 
establishment, where simple errors may jeopardize its future (cf. the failure 
rate of communes). This incubator or midwife function could ensure the 
rapid and healthy development of the network. This aspect has been developed 
in the "advance party" formula used in the extension of the kibbutz network, 
the network of offices and factories of large corporations, the network of 
military bases, etc. 

This approach could also be used to tal,e-over unsuccessful centres external 
to the network and revivify them. 

/ ... 
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8. The~ nct\:Jorl~. provides a secure sett:infJ, f1·om 1·1hich nn i11d)_vidual rnD~' operate 
).n the extornnl :mcial (rnvironmcmt and to \:Jhjcli ho may rotu:rn when he so 
de:;) ros. Tiu-~ m;t1'>lorl\ h; not conceived as solf-sufficient and j_solotcd f1-orn 

tl-w ~>oc:iutics jn vJhich it functions lJut rather as a protection for sociiil 
exrJOrimunts not imrned:i.atnly appropriate to such '.>acieties ;mcl a catr.1ly~'t 

I lo 

and stirnuJ.us tu any pi-ogrns:;ivc inHiativos in such sociuti£~s. It :i.~; hm..;evor 
difficult to build into ;1n organizational system sufficient challenp,c and 
variety to hold individuals pcirmanently (as thB problem of retaining second 
and third generations kibbutz members has shown). Acceptance of rnoverncmt to 
and frorn thr> network en~3ures a healthy turn-over of j_ndiv:iduals. Such rnovo
rnent may be on a daily basis as in some open religious communities or for . 
periods of a year or more. The latter forurnula t1as been developed in accepted 
movement of academics (who retain security of tenuraj and corporation executives 
into and out of the government administration in the USA. 

There is a slowly increasin~ amount of literature on the organizational network 
theme(+). It. is therefore interesting to note tl1e special issue of the Newsletter 
of tl1e Peace and Conflict Research Programme of the University of Lancaster on 
the "network dream" which contains a proposal for action research in this 
connection (++). The editorial is particularly relevant to this section and is 
therefore reproduced as Annex II. 

'This network of communities should not be designed or conceived as a finalized 
structure or mode of organization, but very much as an interlinked set of relative 
invariances which are in process of self-transformation and self-redefinition 
to elaborate new organizational potentials, and to reformulate their relationship 
to one another. 

I 
I 

( +) See for example: A.J.N. Judge and Kjell Skjelsbaek~ Bibliography of 
Documents on Transnational Association Networks (SeclinnE). In: 
Yearbook of International Organizations. Brussels, Union of 
International Associations, 1972, 14th edition. I 

Particularly: Donald Schon. Beyond the Stable State; public and private I 
learning in a changing society. London, Temple Smith. 1971. 1· 

John McHale. (The Changing Information Environment; a selective topography). 

111 

In: Chollenge to Leadership; management in a changing world, New York, 
Free Press, 1973 (for The Conference Board). 
A.J.N. Judge. The Nature of Organization in Transnational Networks. 
(Paper presented to the Dallas 1972 Conference of the International 
Studies Association). Published in abridged and modified form in Journal 
of Voluntary Action Research, 1, 3, July 1972, p. 14-24. 

(++)Paul Smoker. An Action Research Proposal for Global Networks (Paper 
presented to the Dallas 1972 Conforenca of the International Studies 

Association). Newsletter. Lancaster. 1972, No.3, p.3-19. 

/ ... 
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h'hi.L;t ci1ch of tho di-f-'-fen:nt tvpcs of oq-;;ird.:zuU.om!l nc~bmrl~ d8r;crjb8d 
earlier prnv.idus an m;rnnplo of !,Orne uspE;ct of the hybrid proposed, j_t j_s 

parLiculurl~/ interesting to notP. the follm·ling: 

1. Ttw Intornational lJn:i.versity (on v1td.ch cict:Lon is nmJ IJoing taken under a 
U.N. Genoral Assembly Resolution of DecEmber 1972) is to be a looss network 
of existing acudemic csntrcs(+) hetwean which exchnr1gcs will be facilitated. 
Centrc.11 ly recornrncmded programmes t'1i 11 be fldapti::1d to the lo ca 1 setting. 
This is likely to suffer from the limitations of all intergovernmental 
establishment projects. 

2. The International Peace f~esearch Instituta (Oslo) is one of the VEiry fmv 
academic research centres which is organized as a democratic community of 

Ill 

( partiaJly resirfontial) scholars. All regular staff members pc:irU.cipato fail ly 
in decision-mafdng and there is a common pay scale for all employees. f\ 
portion of subsidies or income received by each individual for research 
is made over to the community fund. Tha function of Director is rotated 
betwoon staff members. 

In addition, the Institute conceives itself to be very much a part of the 
European netlvor!\ of political science research institutes and is concerned 
to facilitate inter-institute exchanges of researchers, information and 
publications[++). It is interesting to note that the Secretariat of the 
International Peace Research Association (of which the institutes in that 
network are members) is rotated between ihe member institutes and is currently 
at Oslo. 

3. Some 17 "think tanks" around the world (a number of which are residential) 
have themselves recently created an International Federation of Institutes 
of Advanced Study to facilitate "inter-tank" joint projects, exchanges 
of people and ideas and: "the building of a new type of community of 
joint interests and programmes through a continuous and orderly exchange 
of the plans of member institutes, as well as the collective and cornprehehsivG 
examination of new ideas, concepts. materials and evaluations of the long
term implications of the consequences of their own work •.•• The uniqueness 
of IFIAS as an international federation derives from its dedication to inter
institutional cooperation of a transdisciplinary character.~ 

I ... 
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5. HH) (1!c,:;ocint:io11 lntc!rr1rd;iorviJ.r: c11i f>111:i:;y ffrrnv-:r)) WdS e:-:;ta!JJj;;lled in 'lf:lGCi 
on U hectc1rDc; of lnnd to cn~i.itc il n>.:;icinnUal rusoarch and cJiaJogt.m cuhL·ci 
to f m::i. l i tc1 t c; t rem ::;cl i '..;r; i p U.n.:-1r:.' i n'dcracU on !Jcl\v1ff:n sricc:i. <J 1 :i :;t b cunccrricd ' 
vii tli P1djor ~:.ocictal probJe;ns. A further 41t llnctnres stn-rotmd:LnE thr' cf:ntrc 
is rc:sr:<rv8d for rn2rnbers to buJld tlieir m·m res)dences and thus establish 
a \·IO r·ld. ng comr;:'.jrl it y. 

6. Ttrn nnt\-JOrk of rnCJno~•tm·ics (e.g. Dominicans) or convents (c.r;. Socrf~ CoEiur·) 
bnlo1">£~ing lo ench rnlici.ous order (\>!estern mid Eastern relie;io:1s) is a 
wel 1-provrm formula in 1·1hich the res:idcntial community, rec>ecirch, production, 
and service cornpnnents are cornb:i.nc.d. Unfortunate1y, this is done at the 
expeno>e of nuclear family li fr~ anrJ throup;h a denial of relationship betvrne·n 
the sexes. 

7. The Denmark Peuce f~esearch Centni ( Hesbjerg) is both an international 
peace college and a community. The community is made up of two main 
groups: those taking courses for a small tuition fee,(usually non
residents), and those who engage in activity directly relatnd to the 
maintenance of the coJJ.ege (e.g. tnaching, farming, crafts, cooking, business 
enterprises, manual labour, etc., none of which are mutually exclusive.) 
Five h6urs of work six days a week permit a person to benefit at no cost 
from all the facilities of the community. 

This centre is conceived as a node in a network made up of the Lancaster 
and Vancouver peace research centres, hopefully to be extended to centres 
in Chile and China(+). 

B. The cultural revolution in China gave rise to a special institution, the 
"May 7th Cadre School" (named after tho dciy in 1966 when Mao Tse-tunr.; pointed 
to the need for them). The commune netv1ork is conceived as the major tool 

122. 

for transforming tt1e society, but the cadre school network is the society's 
fail-safe device. It is the institution designed to prevent the reseparation 
of government and governed. The principle is that all those whoso occupations 
or positions of leadership tend to separate them from the masses should 
return regularly to field or factory work. There are no teachers and no 
staff. Part of the time is spent in manual labour and part in group study 
sessions when the system has been finally implemented, every official will 
spend regular periods at a cadre school as a form of sabbatical leave(++). 

(+) Information from: Peace and Conflict Resoarch Programme Nowsletter. 
Lancaster, November 1972, No.3 

(++)Neville Maxwell. The China Nixon won't sea. Sunday TimHs, 20 February '107') 
t .:JI .t.:. • 

1 
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The [Tf'.i1Uon of a nt:l\·mrf', of co1·1~:uniLLc'.> \\'oulcl tnncJ to lwvn ci speciol affect 
on tho bohaviour pdtLfffns of the rnmnbers, h8yoml that nrisinc from the s\·Jitch 
to Jifi::; in an oq_~cmic cnm1nunity. It introcJuc,)s an extra ciq;ree of fref;dom. 
l:Jhat clwr<:ictcrizes "rwt\·10rl\ m;m"? 

There aro EJ numtl8r of v;oJ.1-C?.~>tilblislwd ·models 1vhich could be 8Xi3minmj in the 
srnne \vfly as w1s clone for ore;t1nin.1tionnl for:11s: 

w0ndering scholar (Middle Ages and latcrl, sabbatical leave 
vwndc~ring m:inistrel/truuhcidour, nightclub arU.st 
pi lr;rim, yo!_;i, tvanderirig preacher 
youth hostclnr 
h) ppy hi tchhi f-,er 
commercial traveller 
temporary sBcretary 
adventurer, explorer, rioneer, guide 
internatirrnal news reporter 
diplomat 

Modern society has had difficulty accommodating most of the models, particularly 
as their independence cHld "extra-cornmunit~/' status increase. The traditional 
Indian culture sustained.such movement to some extent without requiring an 
economic service in return. Th8 question is whether some more viable hybrid 
model of personal mobility within a network could achicvo social acceptance 

12. 3 

as a stable and economically independent mode. of behaviour -- and ye.t at the s~me 
time be integrated into an extended comnunity life. 

Somo possible characteristics of netvmr·k man have been noted by Donald Schon(+), 
These were extended by the author in another paper(+~) and are reproduced as 
Annex III. 

(+) Donald Schon. Op. cit. 

(++)A.J.N. Judge. The Nature of Organjzation in Transnational Networks. 
Op. cit. 

,,. 
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!~.£;~~:~'.!:.'.1 ::.r~ . .Y i '..:.'~ LlL~{. 
It :i.~> ol:iviow;ly v:U:e>l to c>:c,r:d.nn the ncorwrdc vinl>:Lli ty of centre:~:; ,_,~, outlirwcl 
atJovc. The problem ic; to dr;tonnlrn3 \·1ii"1t CJctiv:i.tic~; ~;uch cnntrns c~Julcl perfcinn 
succr~srd'uJ ly ( pos~3i bly in c!Jr·cct com~1ut:iU en vdth business er1terpr:i.ses) 1t1hi::::h 
h•oulcJ cd lov1 them to obta:i.n spcc:i aliznd />,crnds from thn external social envir'onment 
or obviate Uic necc~'.>c>ity of .obtaininr; them. There is a range of possible 
activities, j nclud1.ng: 

1. The traditional aim of co~nunities has been to become as independent as 
possible ~.;ith rosplH~t to the rr.c.jor:ity of ap;ricultural foodstuffs. This 
fonnuJa has been v:el 1 explored from Hwt of the almrrnt completely self
sufficient commurl:i.ty through to thu farm unit specializing in cert.:Jin 
ogricul tura1 product,; ~:;old to obtain others requi2~ed, A variation on this 
has been the desire to grow foodstuffs "organically", namely without the 
use of artificial fertilizers and pesticides. 

Clearly a centre could attempt to: 

survive on its own products 

sell excess in exchange for other r;oods 

function as a market garden 

specialize in organic foods (the demand for which may be expected 
to increase with increasing pollution of the environment) 

obtain foodstuffs from other centres in exchange for services, 

purchase foodr,tuffs from the external environment with funds 
obtained from other services rendered. 

Of major importance however is that agricultural production should 
not become so demandinp; in labour that no other activity is possible 
(as has happened on soma co~nuncs). 

2. Many centres should be able to guarantee their viability through their 
position in the knowledge industry (predicted to be of key importance 
i~ the 11ext decades). Many of the following possibilities should be 
open to individuals or groups within such centres: 

research under contract 

consultancy 

royalties from patents 

free lance work under contract in such areas as computer 
programming, design, surveys, etc. 

Clearly if the centre formula is vmll-conceived and well-implemented, it 
would prove very attractive as a living and working environment to 
intRllectuals and creative or dynamic individuals frustrated by the life
styles currently imposed upon them. The brain drain towards the commune 
movement has been frequently commented upon. 

I . .. 
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111r) ccntn,1s cci;1]iJ thr;1'r3nr·r: lC'):";JU:':.il.r:l'l l1opu to builcJ up corv:d.cJur;ibJ.c 
intclluctual c111li crual:i.ve n:.':;ourcf'~' v:!dch vmuld prove of inture~;t to 
tho extarn:Jl ~;ocjal envJ n.Jn:;lcnt CJnd U1u~; provide~ 11n iniportont source of 
income. 

The ~;tratPp,y r1f 1:11P. cm1tn!~; .ln ti1:i~; 1't'~'pact 1-Jould be to mn:intain an intol lect
un1, cul Lura1 and qual:i.totivc advance: over tho oxternal e11v:L1·onrnent so ti1~.it 

tho '.)t:!rviccs of its mcrl'IH~rs <n-e cont:inuously rcqu:i.red. The centres nm:intdJn 
their advantaga as centrBs of excellence and quality. 

3. It lws frrJquently twen ru1r1dri\ud thr.1t 1<1ith the t~rnphasis on mass production, 
rnass marr;.etf; nnd plrmnrd ob~:;olescc:mce, there :i.~; c3 diminuU.on in products and 
services chart:ictorizccJ by qual:i.ty. In this they t-Jould havo the advcrntngn 
thGt the labour :i.ntr?.ns:i vc naturu of such work vJoulcl not render the product 
un-cconomic precisely bec:dusc mernbLffs of the centre would not be requ:Lred 
to structure tl1eir working hours and remuneration in the same mannnr as in the 
external ~rncir~ty. A "fair v:ar,e" L:; :inverseJy proportional to the personal 
fuJfUlment dcrivm1 from thp, \•mrr, - and this fo much higher with quality 
produch; on 1<1!dch the person tvants to t·JOrk. 

There is no rcasun 1·1hy such high tnchnology products as quality hi-fi 
equ:Lpmont and autornolJi]es (1.·:hich oftm1 start as back-yard operat1orn> c:.rnyw.:iy) 
shou]d not by produced hy appropriate enthusiasts. The same is true fo~ 
craftt-Jare and tho el emcnts of internnl decoration ( furniture, materials, 
pottBry, etc.), 

4. There are certain types of businro;s,~ 1.·1l1ich centre membr~rs might t>Jish to 
operate. Tlw publishing industry pl"ovides a guod example, Certain books 
and periodicals for which there is a rnarket (and which in m11ny cases could 
represent the dovelopmsnt of the intorests of centre members) are not 
published becaus8 of the costs of production. Given the commitment of 
individual centre memberD, a variety of such publications could be produced 
to Urn economic benefit of the centn:::. 

5. 

There is no rr~<1'>on 1,Jt1y centres shouJd not purchase currently operating business8 
and develop th8m. The mannor in whicl1 churches use funds obtained primarily 
by tithing is a good example (e.g. Mormon control of businesses in some parts 
of the U.S.A.). 

Given tt1e life-style and attractiveness of the centre setting to the 
culturally-cnnitive, so:nn centres could obtain an income by providinr; various 
entertainrnent sBrvices. Possibilities: theatre, cafes, restaurant, art 
exhibitions, etc. It is intoresting tu note that restaurant and evening 
entertainment at tho constituent vill~ges of the Club Mediterrann~e is open 
to the exterrwJ. community for a (comillercially competitive) entry fee. Again, 
such services could comp8tc successfully with commercial enterprises throu~h 
tile centre forn:ula empl1C1sis on qudlity, style and atrnosphere. 

I 
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G. Surnc cr:n!rc:; 111.-iy liu \'ic' 1 1 su:lt::d to clr~r:ivin[ :inr::nmo frnm UH: :i.ntcn·11at:i.onn] 
co:;fcrcmcc rn:~r-1,_r!t. Tiwn' i.irc :i.ncri<i~~ing nu'l:!ir:-:_1·:> of sri"li.d.l ~;pcciaJ j zed 
cor:f<.Tc11ct?!:; (6ftcn \·Jit:1 airn:~ \·Jh:i.ch tht-.1 centru 1muJd ;-Ji~h to :~upport) for 
\"Jill.ch it :i.~; cli ff'tcult tci p1·ovid2 D "ui table setting - even thour;ti fumJ:i ng J~1 

<wailahlt?. Pnivi:dun fur such crJ11r·crPnCt}f:> on a resident:i.al bn~>i:> ~;l1rn1}cl 
r,ive risEo to n u~;cful :i.ncome. A;~'~in, demand vmuJ.d incrcasr2 if tl1£.-; cuntrc · 
could dc~vclop it:. c1h:i.Jlty to prov:i.d~2 the atmosphere nnd p!iy~;j_colly ,_;ett:i.ng 
conduci vo to the exc!1.:nge of :Lcl8;1:;. Thr. presence of mcmting parU.cip;rnt:; 
mi.Ght also, incidc.rntal ly, en~>Ul'e a ve:,lualJle inrut to the centre comp1unJ.ty. 
This formulo hbs bcur1 dcvc:lDpcd i.n p:irt in some univRrs:i.ty research institute~;, 
in coqJJrc!tion cou:itry rctrPi'lls, and in foundat:i.on supported scholar's retreats 
(for cn:mnplr', the !fockefcl ler Fou11clc1tion' s Vil la Serbnl loni). 

7. Of particular interest is tl1e possibility that some centres miEht obtain 
income by cDr:Lng fur groups of pc:ciple for t<Jhich socic~ty' ~> services are 
often intJdc:qunt8. The aged, specially giftt:)d, mentally retarded or physically 
handicappod are good examples. Ono or more such groups could be housed in
appropriate foci.liUu~; ;1djo:i.ning tliG centre (to avoid affecting its other 
activiU.C'..3 although note thr:) un1qw~ example of the Dutch village in vJhich 
all famiU.cs offer n liorne to non-violent mental patients 1-1hich then have a 
place in a real corrimun:i. ty.). Tlln nneded special assistance could thm1 be 
provided by centre rne::,t•2rs po~;,;ibly 111ithin certain hours only if tlrny are not 
rco>ident. Individual ond rr,rour p~;vchiatric and psychothcraputic treatment 
might, for example, be provicfod on the lattc:)r basis. (The unique example of 
the Dutch village J.n which non-violent mental patients reside in the homas 
of the villaters and circulate freely throughout the community may be worth 
emulating.) 

Centres would again have a spec:i.al advantage in that the relatives of sucl1 
individuals are often very anxious to obtain tl1e best services available 
provided the cost is reasonable. Therefore, provided the centres can 
guarantee ~uality care in a physically and socially pleasant setting at a 
reasonable cost, thjH service could be a valuable source of income. From 
the internal viewpoint it also provides a very practical area of action 
for ccmtre rnernbers t.;hich can he vury fulfilling for certain personality 
types (often thR male or female partner of the more academically orJonted). 

This service also fulfills another important function in that it improves 
relations between the centre and the external community. If a centrB cares 
for the uncJerprivU<~gr,d, it h,'ls much more sympathy than if it sets itself 
up tis an exclusive think tonk cornrnuni.ty. 

This aspect has be;en 111cll-developecl by a number of reli.gious orders and 
in part by voluntary bodies l·Jhich care for these groups. The Salvation 
Army host8ls arc well-known as a haven for the destitute, another group which 
might be considered but for whoso suppott funds must be obtained by appeal. 

8. Related to the previous poinb is the possibility of operating some form of 
health or convalescence centre to which individuals c6uld come for a fee. 
Given the expertisG which should be available, maternity clinics and 
nursing homes could also be operated. As before, those are services in which 
unscrupulous commercial bodies are increasinE;ly evident to tho disadvantage 
of many individuals who cannot afford thG very high prices. If the centres 
ban establish a reputation for quality service at reasonable rates, then ' 
competitive success is assured. 

/ ... 
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D. Thi· L:urn:nt or·i'.il!Yi2nt:ior1 nf !;or:int'/ dnr;f, not altvc1ys providEc: El ptiy'.;icaJ Jy and 

snc:i i.d Jy '.;1.d.Liidr: cnvii·cqw;r:n;, for U1u:;c~ ~'uuld.nf; D pldcr~ of r·<:tirci;1unt. '.:c11n 1.-: 

Clc:r-d:i-u:o rnir;ht !u: .:i'.>11.~ to r:rr!:1te thu rj.gtd ~>cttj11g tn ,1ltract :Lntellc::ctu.i1 
and r::u1Lura1 lrd 1 .lt~1~s. Son:n faciJjUt;:; crn1Jd then ho provided 1·1hich t·mulll 
r;m1rff<1t1~ a cnrl:riin incDi'1fl, ~~uch [')r;op1u rdght be; involved in othu.r cm1trc 
acti.v:i.t:ies a~; "iJ~:;;3ocicitc" 111";11,bers. Hl8 retiremr:mt villat,c: fon11ulu is quite 
well cluvolopec1 in tile U.S.A. 

10. Dthm· ccntt'c~;; r;iight choCJse to so11 · offict~ servirr:s c:md facil:ities to extonwl 
org;mizntions of n curtciifl t~,pr~. In somP areas thr?re are lLH'i~D nurntmrs of 
vo1u11::m-y bocJjcc~i 1v:ith very ~;imilar rdrnj.1l:i ~itrative problems (mailing lists, 
account:;;, dupJ:icaL:i.on, etc.) t:hich c;oulc1 best tm resolved by a profl:~»sional 

service provided the costs tin~ reason,~ibln. Hds fDrrnula j,s 1..;cll·-developcc:d 
co~nercially but the voluntary orga11ization markPt has hardly been explored. 
This nBrket has the advantage that it may be related to the facilitative 
aims of the ccmt1·c. 

A related income ~eneratinG activity is tho "switchboard function" whereby 
the centre provides contacts i1t a fern. Free1ance individualr> (possibly 
in the crrntre rwtvwrld with services to offer, C<lll br~ brought in contact 
with bodir:)S n'qu:lring the scrvj.ccs. Po~;sibly an employment c1gency for 
out-of-the-ordinoiry jobs could be operatt~d. Various ki.nds of roferal 
service for sp8cialized enquiries could ha envisaged. 

11. As well as the possibilHy of genc~rating income through research (see 2),_. 
there is also the possibility of applying research insights to the develop
ment of new products which can be patented and manufactured (possibly 
under license). Of particular interest is the re6ently named »soft" 
technology or "intermediate" technology. This is.designed to b~ signi
ficant in the less developr~cJ areas as 1·mll as being environmentally sound. 
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!\':, \·1'·!) 1 ''~:. t.hu \'.!.i,\1i l:ity of U1n c1:r1tJ'u c;::; <1n c~cl>nri1n:!.c unit, :i.ts viability ilS cm 
orr,r;njz;iUrJri mtnt [\~.; cxi11n:1nc;d. Then~ :i.~; 11111~:/i e::xr,uri;.1cnting viith no1t1 forms uf 
OlT>~:n:iz<1Lio11, thr; i:o:~ icy cl.:tm·:ni;v~Uon <.1:;1d :,1c;nl..Jcr partici11iltion. This j ~. not 
tho p liic u Lu rJ rm·J f hh l r:r iric l us :ir111:j L:vun :i. f t hir; l•JGrT: des :i. nib lo. T lw fol lm;i nET, 
poj.nts iffl·: thcrr~fore only <J fm·J posc;Jtile suggestions for the organi.zati.on of 
sornu of tfif) centre:;. i1j ffenrnt oq~<mi z;::tJnmil rocipes rnay of courso charc.~ctr3l'izo 

diffcrGnt centr8s. 

1. Tho nicr.;1Jer:;;hip :;tructui-o of a centre may b[~ very varied. A core of fully 
corrunj_ t teed l'.1crnlicrs muy Liu cnvi:.;aGecJ v.Jl th ~;everal other· tategod es of m8mber~ 
ship nf succe~3sive1 y lmmr corrrnHrncnt. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

ThG p2rrnanence of rnrnr:bership may al so vary. 
others may stay for extended periods (years), 
and cU1ers for brief periods ( \·Jeoks 01· days J. 

Some members may be perrnanent, 
others for short perjods (months), 

The nature of the cont1·ibution of the member to the activity of the centre 
rnay olso vary. Surne rrn::mbers may be engaged in intellectual or other activities 
which are economically of direct benefit to the centre. Others may be 
engaged in E;cti v:ities \-Jhjch are important to tile psycho-social stabil:i.ty 
of thr~ centre. Some !ni3)' be assisted by the centre and others may be us:Lng-· the 
centre as rest:Lng place of some kind. 

The financial contribution of m£~rnbors to the centre may also vary. For 
example, the land for the centre may be purchased as a condominium by a 
coro Erouµ of members. Some members may. donate lump sums to the centre, 
others mciy arrange some formula vJrwreby the centre receives interest on 
capital controlled by the member. Members may choose to finance their stay 
by some form of economically productive activity. It may also bo possible 
to have:) sorne form of direct payment according to the class of accrnnmodc-ition 
and living-style desired by the member (e.g. hostel, apartment or isolated 
cotta~e). Finally, some members will be financed in whole or in part by the 
centre itself. 

The above variety of member activity, permanence and commitment should be 
refloctr3d in tho manner in \·Jhich centre poHcy is determined. The most 
satisfactory approach would probably be a rather complex weighted voting 
system. This could, for example, be based on a vote allocation to each member 
determined by his contribution to the centre undGr ~ategorics such as the 
following: permanence, valuo of activity to tho collectively, financial 
contribution, etc. The value of votes under each category could possibly 
be modified over time to maintain the stability of the centre. 

', i 
: I 

. I 
I 

6. 
• I 

The number of members a centre cc:m successfully handle bears careful considerationll 
Too small and the centre may not be vi.able either economically or as a 

1 
psycho-social organism. Too large and t~e centre may become excessively 
impersonal and of necessity over-organized. · . I 

I . .. 
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J t i. ~; J 1·1 tc1""t?G ·1: :LI; t ', t firJ1 ·cf·o r(·! t~o r1c.!tc_; f't :;cnJ. e of '' r1z~turi:l l '' s1:! c; l Jn1i t ~:; : -i: ·it. L'Cj 

in pc:rt:iculer l1y f\ntlw;1y Jny(+), Hu :inrlicutu~; [)to 10 <JS tfir·: corr_; ryr1:1p 
:-;:L::::r: (o.g. of ti1c Cf~!1t1·r: !H;t:i_vj_!:;ts Ol' Pltfon;), nhout 30 to ~iO rlG tlw n;Jrnt;t:i::-
of t.11<? 13n1up i11 1-.ihJcl1 the ,,,c;UvL;t:-. function, and cibout 30D-liDU <JS t.lic 
corr1mun it y \·d ti ii 11 \dli ch f act1 - to-· facr; con tnct i.s st i 11 rneon i ng f u 1 , 

There may Uwrufon" !Ju u :>tron~ Closn for encourc;ging cc-mtn!:; to ~:;pl:i. t or 
spln-off hnwkrn·JC1y rnovcrmmLs of dh;s:idf.:!ntr_; in ordr,~r to !·\t-:t;p the ccntrn'.'; ilS 

orr;a:iic sy~>tmns. 

Ii £:3 l ,J t i ~~0-~::_i_~'._~ x t !~~~ l fi, L~ t h~ r ~~-\'. 

Centn~'' of the type rmvis<1r.ed cannot be cstabli~;hc~rJ Hithout ta\\inp; into account 
the rolotionship to cxtPrnal outhority (local government, national govcrr1~ont 
or int er- govcrnmcm tf; l F!['. r-r:!crnFcn t ~;) fl l t hou~:h this mav occasion a 11 y lw poss i tJ l u 
t-Jhen an informal or£:i31"d.7.otiorwl structuce j s adoptnd. The nat111-r1 of the 
relation:Jh).p betl-rnm1 .:1 non-goVlffi"W!Cmtn1 ( non--profi t) body and govnrnment vnries 
V8i'Y muc;ll accorrJin13 to the la1:1 c-Jnd pnictice in di.-f'ferent countri l=!S. Gov()rmr;cnt 
in gencra1 is parU.cu1ar1y onxiCJus to cmsuro th:Jt t!rn structure and acU.vit:ius o-f 
an orgiJit:i.zation do not lend themsr;lvc~> to ta>< evasion, rnaltrentrnent of m)_nur~:;, 

abuse of privilege, or subvm-:;ive activitie[;, The latter may bu very 1vicfoly 
interpr~ted - particularly if the centrB in ~usstion is in contact with otl1ers in 
countr:i8:_; \·Jhich perm:i t expression of more critical opinions. 

The following points rni~ht be considered although tl1e controversial one~ represent 
desirable rather than necessary steps: 

1. Thu rnost appropriate lef,c3l form for Urn centre should be aclopted to pr:;rmi t 
it to carry out its activities in tile country in question. In sorne countries 
this may therefore result in the creation of an institute, in others on 
association, a religious body, a business, a cooperative, a farm, etc. 

2. The ideal is undoubtedly to move towards some form of extra-territorial 
status as was accorded to monnsteries in earlier pariods (and which sti!l 
carry over in some countries today). This removed the centre frorn local 
govBrnmental pressures and gave it some special relationship to tho national 
government. Clearly governments \vould be very chary of re--estabJj_shing t1.1is 
precedent. 

3. Thg centres could henefit tax-wise in some countries by bGing estQblishod 
as charities or their equivalent. A corporation structure:; rnay hmwvnr g1ve 
greater freBdorn even though the irnagn may be rnur·o suspect. 

(+) Anthony Jay. The Corporation Man. London, Jonathan Cape, 1972. 
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Port:iuns of' Uw n:_:L\·:urP, of ccntn:::; n1dy 11.ni\ tD/~Gtht.)f' rnrn:e fornvll ly in 
in1:rH·naU on:il or'/'.<Ji 1L::c:•U ons ( c. [. lntcrrw Uonn l r edcrdU.on of Inst it utc'i 
of f\dvc:im:cd Stud:,1, Intr:niatiun:1l Coopr~rr]t:i.vo fd Li..-incc). Thir; mc1y :i.n tlw 
futun; provi.de n n:cc1m; of obtainj_ng ,1 i:;pec:i.al interni:!U.orwl f.:.totu~; of 
benefi.t. to tflu incJividudl centrus( +). Such orgnniz0tJons et'lll i11l'ct1cJy havn 
a special rulr;tion~>ltip tdth into1'p,UVflrnrnentol bocHes such as the United 
Nations Dlthough thL, is not 1v:lthout Hs difficultic:is(+-1). 

Aside from tlm stntus of thrJ crrnlrcs themsnlvc~.;, that of the merniJGr~; must 

/~o 

ahrn be con:;idered. v!he-n-e all r;1E;rnbers are from one: country thi!3 rfltsr"s no 
problem, but where rnDny are from other countries, tncon1e tax, health insurance, 
life insur<:incc, social security ond pcmsion rights must be examined. vJt1ilc->l 
these problems are avoided in tnlergovernmental bodtes and increasir1~ly for tho 
staff of multinationol corporations, they have not been resolved for individuals 
in other types of bodies. Individuals may have the status of visitor/tourist, 
business man, employee or scl1olar/student in a foreien country but they are 
hound by many restrictions. 

An tnteresting precedent which might be reactivated is the »cultural passp6rt» 
conceived jn the po~;t-war period EJS a means of factlitating the movement of 
scholars and artists(+++). The very recent creation by the Unttod Nations 
of a corps of UN Volunteers to work in developing countries may also sup,gest 
means of providing an international legal status to private individuals. 

It is also appropriate to mention the efforts to promote use of an intorn:1tional 
passport. These must have given rj.se to much thinking which could be applimJ 
to a travel document for persons moving through the centre network. Such 
developments are not, however, essential to the functioning of the centres. 

(+) See A.J.N. Judge and Kjell Skjolsbaek. Bibliography of Transnational Associatton 
Networks. ln: Yearbook of International Orgar1izations. Brussels, Unton of 
International Associations, 1972. 

(++)Op. cit .. section D. 

(+++)Council of Europe. Cultural Identity Card~ Strasbourg. 
Attempts have also been made to develop iJar1tiLy cards for scientists and 
journalists. The international youth hostel and student cards are also 
interesting models. 

:. ~. 
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Tho r,tyln mid imu1<,e of the cornmunitic~1 and tho neb:orl~ as a \•!hole, fll'e very 
impor-t<mt to the long-term survival of tho network. The rJGtwork of rnondsterics 
survived through the Dark Ages by maintaining· a non-violent, non-threatening 
style, offering noeded services to the crnrununity, functioning as sanctuarias, and 
as centres of excellunce. The monasteries, at least in Britain, were at~acked 
as a net\.Jork by the king 1t1hcn the style deteriorated and the approval of the 
people was lost. 

c 

Jho monasteries had tho special advantage of being spiritual centres, What 
equivalent irnage is appropriate to the communities proposed? The image of 
"centres of excellence", "quality of life", "creative fulfillment" and 
"psychotherapcutical sanctuaries" is perhaps a good beginning. But this would 
not be a protection if the centres are in any way elitist or exclusive. (The 
drift in style from excellence to elit:i.sm is very difficult to detect.) They 
must therefore complement this image by one of "providers of needed services" 
to the external social environment.(+) This is the only way they can weather the 
predicted period of social chaos and arbitrary government. 

A minimum of physical security or isolation is required, as with the monasteries, 
but the key to survival is in the psycho-social protective mechan~sms. A collection 
of case studies of monastery-society relations during the periods of social chaos 
could prove most valuable. 

Conclusions 

This proposal has been made as though an entirely new network of "research and 
service communities" (R-S communities"?) would have to be created. This is not 
so. There are a number of communities already in existence which have characteristic 
corresponding in many ways to those defined here. A number of inter-community 
networks exist, at least informally. It may be sufficient to think in terms of the 
model and relate new communities to existing networks. On the other hand, perhaps 
some existing networks (e.g. monasteries; youth hostels, research centres) could 
usefully develop the additional char~cteristics, and convert themselves into 
communities of the type proposed. 

It is an interesting point whether the development of any such ~etwork should be 
consciously planned and organized to any degree in terms of any evolving models 
or whether knowledge of it should be spread widely. It might be better to simply 
recognize the existing organic developments and to allow knowledge of the network 
to be disseminated selectively and haphazardly to those with sufficient affinity 
to it. This "natural" filtering process might prove the b9st method by which to 
protect the growth of the network and to avoid clogging it with people parasitical 
to it. In which case it is questionable whether anything should be done about this 
proposal. 

(+) "Transparency» and "openness" are also important. The protection of the 
network against being swamped must lie in the nature of the life-style. 
Excellence and quality could be effective "natural" repellents without 
depending on elitism. ' 
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This rw1-1s 1 ct t er i ~; oho ut: t I iu nch·JOrf~ d n~rn11. 
T/tio nct.1-:orr, is cin cittr:m1pt to put peace H?S8arch into pracU co in a .vmy v1hich 
t~~es ~ccount of its ecological and cybRrnctic insiBhts. Network tyµR orTianizations 
h.ilvB enour,h compl8;dty to respond to ch.:in1_~8 f!nd stimulate var·ir:ity. Ttiuir survjvcil 
maiy not be dr::pcrndcnt on the survival of ;-my one of the nodes <:1t t!1e same U.rnn ,3J.1 
the node" <Jre intrTdcpuncJent. r-Jeh-1orl\s ,'iro thus relativoly invulrrnrable orga
nizations. It is anticipated that the l ol nodes will develop into expt~1-imsntal 
§Qcietios h1tdch delihcrotely attr~rnpt to nvGstigate and cri::ote alternative forr.1s 
of organization and aJ.tnrn0Uve -futures.' They will have enough isolation to 
develop their mvn forms of social and cui tural chanr,c, but enough conrwctedno~>s 
to assure co-ordination. 

W~ believe that societies of the future must be based on a grasp of ecological 
SQience rather than tochno1ogica1 science. This includes a knowledge of the prin~ 
ciples of social dynamics, porsonal and interpersonal psychology and systems co
ordination. They 1·1il 1 be very much more <.Mare of their interaction tvi tti the 
natural environment. They must be in continuous adjustment, so as to r~main 
adaptive: maladaptive behaviour will have to be discarded without physical or 
structural conflict. In other words they must be self-organizing, naturalistic, 
not controlled from outside. 

The idea that they should be adaptive sugges~s an 'evolutionary' design - there 
~hbuld be a lot of communities all trying different vJays. These communities are 
connected to some extent so that when particular coMnunities develop favourabla 
~~ptures, these features can be selected in by other nodes or hy the whole network. 
Variety should be designed into the alternative societies both at tho individual 
and at the social levels. Individual communities may develop their own world views 
and characterstic sociocultures, but contact (through the exchange of informatiori 
~nd individuals, participation in the s~me experiments, and collabo~ative computer 
simulation) might prevent the divergence of the nodes becoming unco-ordinated. 
I~ a way the nodes will cross-pollinate one another with ideas and experience so 
that the net\vork may become more than the sum of its parts. 

In" line with this idea it is important that the nehvork should have nocles in very 
diverse ecosystems, so that as a whole it will have experience in dealing with· 
different ecological conditions and with the global biosphere. For example the 
different nodes might adopt different types of social organization to adapt to 
their looal environs but the network as a whole may develop experience of the 
relationships between natural and social systems and of what types of change in 
one are appropriate to changes in the other. 

A further suggestion is to establish one nod~ in a ~arzone or a devastated eco
system. This is to give the network variety over time as well as space -- this 
node might be simulating the future for others and experimenting in survival 
procedures, 

Current trends suggest that the planet will be devastated by nuclear warfare and 
ecological collapse in the time span over which this network is evolving. There 
may be major disruption of the planet's ecosystems, complete collapse in the 
industrial city-based civilization and breakdown of existing transport and 

• • . ..... -: ·~"< ... 



corr.;nunicat:ion sysu~n.~>. Pr!t~hnps Llsfore this, the 118t\-.mrk 1nay !iavo to fdce 
incroa~d nr.lY ~:;uvcrc pol i ticnl constriJints a" the Mal thus).1:111 checks and their 
V<1d.ous social i~cjpllrcu~;sion~; bq~in to talv:) effect. A deccmtraliscci orr;ar)ization 
of small, sulf-sufficient sociotics, dcvoloping inte~mediate technologies and 
altcrnGtivn cornrnunicat:i.ons systems mit~ht be a viable alternatj.ve to industrial 
society as a survival stratC8Y· 

At any rate, the network as a whole will be an oxper1ment in this type of global 
future. ['k?tworl' dynrim:lcs have been much studied by cyberneticians hut have only 
begun to be considered in terrns of societol and intcirsocietal oq~anization. 
In terms of patterns of information flow, self-oreanization, and creative inter
action between the nodes, there would be many opportunities for innovations 
and experimentation. 

( .... ) 

I 

I 
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ANNI:X III 

The following roles are open to "networl" rnan". Clearly some are more relevant 
within the research-and-service communitx network then 6thers, although because 
the descriptionshhave been phrased for orr,anization! rathor tman community net
works, the .relevance is not always apparent. 

1. Value or goal generating and maintaining role 

2. Research roles 

.· 
3. 

model elaboration continually relating more facto~s together 
model development 

Interpretative roles 
communication of insights to other specialisis of the domain 
interpretation for neighboring specialist do~ains (scientific journalism) 
interpretation for program experts 

4. 

interpretation for policy formulation 
interpretation for organization's constituenpy 
interpretation for general public 

System defining roles 
interrelation of elements of network emerging from different 
specialists' models 
education concerning system 

5. Information roles 

6. 

provision of information systems able to store, inter-relate and 
supply data on and for all elements of the n~twork 
provision of widely known channels via whichisuggestions can be 
funneled to an appropriate level for considetation (by-passing 
units locked into conservative procedures) 

Look-pout roles 1 
I • 

detect and define the nature of emerging problems and draw their 
existence to the attention of the. appropriate bodies in the network 

7. Emergency roles 
reorient and rapidly mobilize available organizational resources in . j 
the network in re~ponse to crises for which no existing official body , 
in the network has a clear responsibility. 

8. Involving roles 
formulate appeals to general public calling for support ~ossibly by 
clarifying the human interest and emotional content of the issue. 
suggest and facilitate entry of the previously uninvolved to. 
participative roles in the network. 

9. Strategy or policy formulation roles 
clarify the problems likely to emerge on a long-term basis 
formulate long-term strategy for action within the network in the ' 
light of the models and organizational resources available. 

10. Broker roles (+) 

assist parties to identify one another, serve as a channel for 
information supplementing the parties' own information systems 

(+) These and the following roles are adapted from Donald A. Schon, 
op. cit. p. 198-200 

I .. . 

, 
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negotiate deals botween tho parties 
cl oar away institutional, re~ulatory and administrative 
debris \·Jhich stands in the \•Jay of transactions 
maintain a special network cutting accross critical elements 
of the networks to be dealt with, which would otherwise be 
disconnected. 

11. Systems negotiation rol~s 
ombudsman, p;uide, middleman or "tolkatch" serving as the vehicle 
by which others negotiate a difficult, isolated rigid or fragmented 
network. 

12. "Underground" manager roles . 
maintains and operates a coherent network ac~oss jurisdictional 
lines, possibly performing functions having little to do with the 
formal agencies. 

13. Manoeuverer roles 
persuades or coerces institutions to make shifts in policy and 
procedures to make possible a project that cuts across institutional 
lines in the network. -

14. Network manager roles 
oversees official networks, assuring the flows of information, 
the processes of referral, tracking and follow-up, and the. 
provision of resources required for the networks to operate. 

15. Facilitator roles 
fosters (as consultant, expediter, gu~de and connector) the 
development and interconnection of regional or specialist organizations 
in the network, each of which constitutes a variant ofccentral themes 
of policy or function. 
provide the mete functions of training and consultation which enable 
regional bodies to establish and maintain th~ir own networks. 

, 
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Rev. W. Kirkpatrick 

1n writinz thiG }->aper, ow~ is doin;_; :,o from impressions of what is possible, 

rather th~n from experiencem therefore it is essential that it be seen as gu~de

lines for discussion, for action towards the development of a community evolving 

through personal and corporate revelation of sharing together in its creation 

as a cebtre of ~ro~th. 

The essential basis o:::' any family, of any com!rnnity s'·'.OUld be the fact that 

love is our meaning. We share this love through acts of being a responding 

presence to the other's ~articular need. It is theological to the extent th~t 

it is an enablin:;centre of growth, a comr.iuntiy beign 1 the love of @od and of 

Christ towards our brothers und sisters. It is being the gift of ourselves 

towards each other. And as Bill Clarke remin4s us itt 'Room for Joy', 11 the 

6hallenge to every community, whether it be a family or a church, is to respect 

the uniqueness of its members. .Such a respect calls for the risk of losing 

oneself. A vit'il community must live in risk - open• to t::e world and to the 

winds of c-hange - not protecting itself~the false securities of possessions, 

popularity or power, but relying en the spirit of truth and love as its sole 

guarantee of survival and growth. It must realise that its weakest members are 

the most precious, and that its own fragility and weakness is a privilege. 

Strengths are what tend to separate individuals and gro8ps, while weakne.ss is a 

call to mutual support, sharing and deeper comr.:union. True community is not a 

ghetto protecting some people from others, but rather ~>place of encounter where 

people can meet in brother hood. Every such community is a proclamation that 

even in our divided wQrld there is room for joy." Room for sharing the fact 

that love is our meaning, the source of mutual growth, that is both individually 

personal and corporate. A commuhity that cares is one that shares. 

This community must develop throu~h a shared love, as a centre of growth, especially 

towards those who are unfulfilled throuzh i:he norms of today's society. For the 

many who live - or rather exist - through acts of lovelessness, of dehumanisation, 

of depression ~nd often of violence, a~ their self-confidence, their self-love, 

if they have ever felt any, is being drained away and they find themselves existin:s 

in the void of a non-creative society, in which the uniqueness of every individual 

person may not contribute according to his ability. Crucial to any sharing 

offered must be the provision of an atrno~phere of hope, of individual expectation, 

that one is not a burden on oneself er others, but rather one i~ a Eource of 

expectant growth, towards those who ap:;:·ear more ,wounded, more unfulfilled than 

ourselves. In providin; are~"-S of growth values, ue can do no other than recognise 

the creative potential of eve:y person, as together we share in the freedom, the 

joy of 6ur mutual growth. 
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'i.1 0 be .. crc~_tivc 1;row~J_: __ ~:_'_,'.-_'.-':Lc~~ ::0 :·w~t be o.Jen to growth in ourselvc;;. .:..lu<3tained 

as we arc by an inner str0n~tl1, within a spirit of love drawing us to a larger 

concern, in love and pc.cc towards all those who would share with us, and towards 

those \·thom ble are e<ware of but shall never see, except in those whom we attempt 

to share our meaning; that is to love. In this ~eaning we become, what we already 

are im·plici tly, a source of hope, as ~rn disire to r,row towards our fullest shared 

potential through and with each other. Only through the unburdened openness of 

ourselves can we be a source of growth, of peace and of love towards others, A~ 

·together we flow, we move v1ithin the comrr:unity of man, as a personal sign that the 

Christian Movement initiated by and thro·1gh Christ is a movement of love or it is 

nothing. So many today are in need of a personal love, able to speak out to the 

growing need for a continuing revelation to love and: compassion. This is specific 

in the desire and perhaps the need to share with each other our evolving growth. 

In our shared concern for the unacceptable person by today's standards of existence, 

we shall offer the opportunity for these persons to be themselves, to themselves. 

As we accept the provisional of his personal, o~r corporate poverty. His po~erty 

is our poverty. His fulfilment becomes our fulfilment. His growth is our growth. 

In him, in us, Christ is RISING today and tomorrow. ·The cross of Christ is today 

carried through our unfulfilled brother and sister. Growth, salvation, comes through! 

the rejected wounded of today. As in Christrs time,
1

the wounded of todaygive out 

to t_he wounded. Are we not together wounded, to be enablers of healing, of personal I 

I 

and corporate growth. Is this not the reason why ev~ry family, every community 

should be a centre of growth. 

Surely it is right that within such comxunities of growth we s~~::ld be able to a:cep:I 

(J as Christ did, the unfulfilled person, the ex-prisoner, the alcoholic, the d~ug- 1 

dependent, the sexually confused person. And we could, if we would humanise through I 
delabelisation and see the humanness potential of every individual person. It will 

take men and women of poverty to raise and be raised out of the povert of non-growth.1 
I 

Nen and women living a shared suffering, through which the river of joyful fulfillmenl 
I 

may flow. 'ro ·know that we are the life of each other, that all REAL relationships I 

I 
are a matter of love or hate, of living c;,nd dying. As together we share in the 

knowledge that some persons are harder to love thun others. As a community, we 

are meant to be a shared lovin~ presence to the harder-to-love person. ~le are to 

dare others to live, to love their fullest potential, through the openness of being 

themselves for others. As together we share in the continuing resurrection of 

Christ through all men - wounded as we are to be catalysts of healing, of growht. 

Surely caring is the sharing of our woundedness with and thrciugh each other. 

This openness, to ourselves and to others, must be the hall-mark of &ny sharing 
---·------·-·-· -

community. This flow of open communion is essential for a community situated 
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\;ithin ;i1; intbriution;....l l10t0l ior the younc;, the future gener;:,ticn frow every 

country, of all denominations, cf &11 fuiths and of none, whildt at the same time 

being inesca:::;ably a r:e:nber of the whole community of man. Such an international 

community must <-llso be ecunenical, there should be nothing in its charter of guide---lines on a 'way to life' which would prohibit the.formation of a team that is 

supra-national and ecumenical in the broadest sense. If it were otherwise, then 

it would be op;osite t' the purposes of the 'Y' Hotel to be av~ilable to all men 

and women - as a young people's Christian hotel, whether they openly bear the 

hall-mark of being a Christian or not. 

The com8unity envisaged will be open to others through contemplative action, one 

without the other will limit the effectiveness of its concerned prc:sence. :\ny 

community, if it is to be a creative cell, within the total community of man has 

no alternative, but to be one of inter-faith and it can only be exclusively human 

through unlimited sharing - a kind of sharing that encourages and enables personal 

and corporc:te growth in the snace of time necessary for each person who comes into 

our orbit of concern. 

In the knowledge that.'love is our meaning', we are to be consciously aware of the 

time and place in which we love, live, move and be our presence, being freely 

available to the condi~ions and the needs of the present moment. We ask not to be 

taken out of the world, the conm:unity of wc;n, but rather to keep us from separation. 

This we seek in the realisation that it is not there, but for the love of God, but 

rather there with the love of God and of each other we are - love timconditionally. 

The request to "follow me 1
', to have a concern for others as well as for ourselves, 

demands that we shall never stand still, rather we shall flow like and with the Holy 

Spirit of lcve towards the other person. In the footsteps of C~1rist, and all other 

lovers of men within the community of man, able to reco3nise and to encourage along 

with others the quality of human life, to achieve personal and corporate peace; 

and this through acts of unconditional love,' the basic law of God for survival, for 

growth towards our fullest potential. 

We shall be enablers of growth through the energising forces of his love, our love. 
---,---·--·---··· 

His light our lig!'.tt. 11 I am but also you are the light of the world". ::e are to lov 

the life of others, as we would our own, "love your neiehbour as yourself·. In 

so doing, we are prepared to be open, to reveal ourselves to all that is human, to 

all that is love. ..an alone reveals man to man. Christ himself was first 2,nd foremo 

a man of simplicity, a man of personal and corporate revelation, a nan who dured to 

live in love, that we might have life and love it more creatively. ·~nd this through 

sharing wi ',h others their joy and sorrows, their particul<:,r need towo.rds fulfilment 

as a person with a unique future for thei:isel ves, as well as for others, as together 
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we live t .-1e ;tJ.yi:.itcry of our being hurn.:.i.n. ..1uch a EliUctin:il£1)1± community becomes a 

continuin~ act of pr~yer, as together we forget how to become incapable of not 

lovinr,. If we beli ve in the love of God - for the whole comJI.unity of man and for 

each individual person in this total com~unity - then we have no alternative but 

to live to share the fact that love is our m0aning. 

·rhe form of any comi::unity must be organic, thereby enabling it to remain in the 

service of and not prior to personal relatio~ships. As a centre of growth, it must 
·---. - - ·-~·-·· ·- --~ __ ,,. 

be a source of openness. It must evolve out of and through the life, work and play 
.. -------- ------~-

of. the com:'.'..~mit!. A yearly reneHal of its guidelines for growth is essential, if 
,__.....___.......--

we are not to become encased in a rule, a set of promises. ,;. community must be a 

family on the move interiorly as well as exteriorly to each other. '•le must live 

the vulnerability of being flexible, of living the evolving provisional, so necessar: 

in the fragility of growth. 

,If the community is to be fre.e, then its leader must be a person who is free to 

be free~ to be himself for others. In ~his freedom he is accountable to the communi· 

and he is a sign of the com1nunitj:'s accountability to the Board of the London Centra: 

YMCA. And of course he is accountable to God, through the love of Christ within 

the community of man, as ex,uressed through the Christian J:favement, when it is truly· 

being unconditional love. If the leader is ordained, and/or professed, then he 

may need to be rele:...sed from the del!lominational to the universal Church. Such a 

release will allow the leader to be open to all men - men of faith and of no 

obvious faith, as a sign of the presence of a universal love, that is eternal. 

Catholic in ensence - l:oman and l='rotestant with other world faiths sh:.ir:~ g in the 

humanness, the growth potential, of each other. 

We are to be a community of sharing: laymen and women, married and single, individua
1 

persons who have freely chosen for a variety of reasons to be celibate, to be 

chaste,persons who are attempting to be Christian, persons who still search, and 

those whose chosen responsibility is to be conte.::nplative' with others who are 

more active ih a practical sense, as together we care through sharing, in the 

realsiation that carinrr can be none other than sharing, than loving unconditionally ·I 
Yet in this promise to share, a flexibility of purpose is nece~sary if we are to 

live the fragility of an evolving life of snaring in the provi~ional of today, 
-----··---·--·'yr:·----~·-··-·---·-· 

rather than for tomorrow. 1 ithin the promise to share as best one can we are 

com~itted to a shared contemplative-action, that is open and allows for 

partici:nation in c;rowth at many differing levels or degrees. Within the promise 

to share unconditionally there can be no forcing the individual pe_::_~~n to com_mit 

himself to more than he is ready to offer initially. We are enablers of growth, 
~""' 

not the growth force itself. 
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'l'he com'~itment to the CO!''.'runity and the comrr.unit;1's comr.~itment to its members and 

to those to whom it will bea sharinc presence, will need to be expresoed throuch a 

charter of guidelines to crowth; guidelines that will evolve through thinkinG-a~tion ______ ..;;;;.... _____________ ---------
in our shared love for all concerned. Love is our meaning, our centrepoint, through 

sharing a personal com:':itnent with others abd tnis for so long as the personal 

commitment remains creative. The length of comBit~ent will be personal, although 

some will coim::it themselves initially for one year, and then for as long as it 

seems right for this person to be sharin~ in the basic promise to love through a 

shared responsibility and authentic availability to others according to their 

specific need. The number of persons forming this core of being available cannot 

be laid down except to say that "where two or three are gathered in my name there 

I am", and-my name, my being, is love, therefore where two or three are gathered 

in love, there community is. 

There will be other persons who will for various reasons be unable to commit them

selves in the same way and will seek to become associates, supportinc the com::rnnity 

and its shared concern in differing ways. 

To devise a rule for associates would be unrealistic. The only guideline we can 

offer is the commitment to love and to be as responsible in their living as it is 

possible for each individual associate to be. This is the link promise shared by 

all members of the community - that we shall love one another and those who flow 

into our growth centre. This is our mutual free consent to be love, as we live 

our lives in con:r;:union with each other. 

The com::lunion of comr::uni ty be ?ins in the promise to share, to share one 1 s life ui th 

another person, and this t~rough the mystery of being oneself, through and for 

each other. In livin~ the nakedness of this commitcent lies our ability to grow 

and to be potentiators of growth natl collectively a centre of personal and corporate 

fulfilment. In love we must become an oasis of simple expectation in the desert of 

the modern city. A city of no-families attempting to live within the checkerb.oard 

society of economics, of materialistic growth. 

I 
A small selection group may be neces,ary to assist the Community Leader (Co-ordinat~I 
Initially prospective members will be self-selected for a variety of rea~ons and 

this is the more mature way of s~lection. It would seem richt to let th pereon 

experience the com(:~unity and to flow into its life and work. 'l'he idea of a 

noviciate in a traditional ~anner if probaoiy not on - when one expects individuals 

prepared to make a com~itment are mature enough to be responsibly committed to 

sharinr:;. 
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Some Bill sec 1,Lis kind of i:,iu1·in[; a.:e. the only way to potential gro·ath for other;; 

as well as for themselv8s, it t1ill be for them first and foremost an act of love - the 

only relicion they see as being creative. Others will be committed through being 

a C· ristian, cm individuc1l who muct before all else be a person of love unlimited. 

For all involved the centrepoint of meeting is a shared concern for bChers in what 

appears to be a secular hotel. In this shared meeting some will be engaged with 

young people within the hotel, as well as with the young population of ·the inner 

.city, in which the Centrnl London rryn is situated. The supportive function of the 

comli1unity should enhance and encourage personal and corporate growth of its members. 

The community from its beginning must evolve through a corporate sharing of respons

ibility. 'dhilst at the same time e ach member having the right to plan his/her own 

life within the co1m:mnity's commitment to unconditional sharing. 

The ultimate responsibility for tl1e community must lie with the community leader,· -

elected by the comnmnity for a specific term of office. 

The organisation and direction will be throur;h a group of mature r.:en and women, 

includin.~ the experienced lay person, whose skills will assist the community to 

grew towards it fullest potential as a s,~arinf~ com:'!mnity. 

In an earlier paper I sugp,ested that the initial group should be ~mbers of other .,,.., 

comr.unities seconded to us, this thrcugh discussion is ;-,roving to be unrealistic 

and could easily cause dissension. It now seems more realistic to share i·1ith the 

group who will form th:~ nucleus and seek advice from other communiites where 

necessary. This allows for growth from within and releases the pressure from 

\'lithout. 

The con1!'!'lunity' s specific role is to be a growth centre, a shared presence as a 

group of ~)ersons coru;-r.itt.cd to the younger generation whilst not neglecting others. 

In its life and work it will show that 'love is our meaning' as we evolve through a 

concern that iG shared in the practicalities of attemp!inL!_o _p•ow in the society 

of today for tomorrow and. for tho~;e who are able to symbolise this sharinp; in 

prayer and the eucharist, this is my body which is being shared with you, as I 
/ together we celebrate the oysteries of growth. 

The com~unity will syobolise this growth in the sharing of 

of the Christian Church ~ and these will take place in the 

services, especially thosj 

· 1 1 · · I very simp e chape within I 
the 'I' hotel. ~he services will be growth activities as 

I 
of the onenes-s of 

the Christian movement. ~gain thses services will evolve throuGh sharing, as they 

become acts of corporate action and prayer. 

I 
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by all faithi.:; and indeed for those, the greater number, who simply want to rest 

awhile in the silence of creative growth. 

Lembers of the comnuni ty would encourage diu1ogue with others, re,flecting on the 

nature of and oncoing needs of persons living and working in the inner city -

dialoguss in the form of· group encounters with specialists and those involved -

conferences of n~tional and international order. 

Members of the community will be encouraged to be involved in sharing the care 

burden ouf!side the Y _!J__o_~~J - this will be possible when we realise that rrost members 

of the community will be so·involved either as professionals or volunteers. This ~K 

care burden also carries within it the need to discuss the total development of the 

Inn~r City, its resources and needs, just as crucial for the creative use of the 

'Y' services as for the services of the local Borough of Camden in which it is 

situated. The community must be and be seen to be free to evolve according to 

the needs of the time. 

·helping to initiate a counselling service. Youth and Community services must 

involve counsellors. 

One of the real needs of the inner city is that of a short term hostel for young 

people in special need - in need of the space of time to decide how and where they 

shall live their immediate future.-

I 
Naturally the services~~haring means that t~o,mmun;_!:_y __ ~~ll sl}are Jn the J 
servoces :provided by the 'Y' hotel: study programmes, community recreation progr;_c_mme 

~ ·-----"- ·--

community work in the neighbourhood, training programmes, evaluation services. 

Kembers of the com:-r;unity will live and share in the life and ongoing activities 

of the Y within the Y hotel and the inner city which surrounds it. l·lembers of 

the co~~unity will be involved in youth and corn:· unity work, education of varyin~ 

kinds, social services, probation services. Like the Y hotel iti~elf it will be 

involved with the young adult tjroup, esi ecially the more unfulfilled person, .. the 

person needing counselling, thP person needing short term hostel ~ccom~odation. 

The relationship between the personnel of the Y hotel and the com;;;unity must be that 

of sh~ring, in our mut al concern for others. Personnel of the Y hot~l will have 

the saITe op 1ortunity of becoming members or associates of the community as anyone 

else.Certainly one must guard against the com~unity becoming an 'in group' of 

special Y personnel. Vie must be a comn:uni ty of men and women expanding out and 
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in depth throuch the Y association towards the young in Central London. 

The raison d'etre of the comDunity is the sa~e as those of the Y association. rhe 

YhCA is a Christian movenent in wssence with a 11 world-wide fellowship based on the 

eq~al value of all persons. It is ecumenical in the broadest sense in that it 

"welcomes into its fel101 .. :ship per·f.>Ons of other religious faiths and of none". And 

the ccm~unity will be the sign of this fact to the Y movement throughout the world. 

It is the Y's response to the spiritual needs of those w~o use its services and for 

ensuring that a realistic presence of the Christian basis of the Y is there to 

share in its work, as tf1e centrepoint of Christian sharing towards all who would 

use its facilities, whether Christian or not. 

In anticiapating th~-~-~~-tion of this communitX ,_~Ile_ n_:uE)_t __ e_~})ect it to take 

approximately three years to develop as a sharing comrunity '.how it may become 

the centrepoint of growth in the life of the Y hotel and in Central London. I 

expect that in 5-7 years t~-~~<: .. !h_~ __ Y.:i:?j·C>~ __ ('.)f t_()~a:>.'."~._wi~~ be an evolving reality. It --
will be the sharing community. Yet for practical pnrposes of obtaining grants, the 

community could be seen as a three year ex erimental scheme. 

·rhere will certainly be a need for s;)ace to be designated as the comn:unity's home. 

In thii:-; the acc:ommod:.tion .orovided :3hould be similar to that being rr.ade available 

for. long-term post-gracht3.te students. 
! 

The amount of space required will depend upon the number, the size of the initial 

group of committed members. The decisions as to how this space will be used will 

made according to the needs of the group. rhe leader would certainly be sharing 

this responsibility and would in fact have been sharing with those prepared to 

initiate and grow with the comm nity. 

be: 

If it is agreed that a short-term hostel be developed through the community from 

its be '.sinninp,;, this would certainly ofier us- a ready made op,c::ortuni ty and allow 

time for the counselling and other ffirvices to develop. 

Certainly the above im:nlies the need for a whole floor, e"ith the possibility of a 

second floor in three years time according to the needs and development of the 

community. 

I believe it to be crucial that the leader of the community is selected by the end 

of 197'- nt the le:, test, ti1c~'eby allowinc him to be involved in its work at least 

six months before the communitybecomes officially functional. Cnly then can the 

community be~in to evolve in human terms. rhe community should be allowed to develof 

as quic tly ns possible. 'ro allou for this, there is a need for the right kind 
non-

o f emotional publicity 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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of non-cmotiu~nl jlUblicity, initially through the P.R. officer of the hotel und throu 

contacts with those concerned with young people in Central London: ILSA, DES, 3t. 

l'.artins project, Emergency /olunt,·er Services, NCS..i, Com:rnnity Relations, Cc}unscllinc 

services, Borough of Cnrnden and other in er city boroughs, C.S.U. and others. 

I hope this raper will provide ample points for discussion on the idea of a Ci1ristian 

presence in the Central London YMCA Hot~l to help launch the community. 

Once the paper it finulised it will then be forwarded on to B.C.C. - to all 

denominational, ecumenical groups and other interested individuals, including those 

involved in communities that have come into being since 1950. To those with specialis 

knowledge of varying kinds of com~unities, for their reactiohs and advice, whilst 

at the same time indicating something of the Central London YMCA's underlying 

c onrn:i tme n t • 

Having taken note of the comments received and seeking permission from the various 

denominational leaders to publish their .com~endation in a final document, should 

they be forthcoming on the proposed community. 

This pubjhished document would then be sent out to grs.nt-awarding trusts - ecumenical 

foundations and heads of all denominations and of varying faiths. 

Financially - the community mUf..>t become solvent, whilst still being prepared to live 

the provisional. Wea re a group of sharing enablers, yet we must be fiancially free 

from the Y hotel and be prepared to return to the hotel any funds not used, at the 

end of each financial year. 

Grants from DE.S and Urban Aid should enable the short-tern hostel to be an early" 

reality, also salaries from the working members of the community $ointly shared 

should enable the com~unity to support two to three nembers who whilst functioning 

for the community would be unable to work f r a salary as such. No doubt the leader 

of the community would be one such person. 

It .would be realistic initially to seek grants coverinr; the estimated capital and 

running costs for the first three years. 

' In the final analysis the YMC 1\ will have to decide whether it really is prepared a.nd 

able to let the proposed com~unity evolve with no strings attached, save that it 

be a sharirg presence of a Christian coDmunity towards all within young adult 

ae;e ra.nge using the Y Hotel or those livinc and working in Central London. 'rhis 

is aGgreat a challenge to the Y as a Christian organisation, as it is to the com~unit 

envisaged. Together it can evolve, if the greatest problem of its creation can be 
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i<c<.:CJ)tcd, and that it th:.ct it cannot be c::;tabli::;hed from "the outside", th,.,t it mu;.:;t 

grow from wothin. fhrou~h a shared responsibility, a shared authenticity of avail

ability in the service of l~ve, towards others. 

The whole concept could provide a pattern that is adaptable to each Y throughout 

the UK and eventually the world. It could cause others to seex the Y as a living 

sharing Christian movement to the young and not so young throughout the wor~d • 

. This providing it can rl'main organisational, rather~!ha:n structu;i:~~!~s whole 

development lies in its f}-~!:..1:1?.:h~i t;r_L its f.;-_~-~ci()m _to be_E~:-~. - for others according 

to their needs, rather than ours. ~nd this is possible in the realisation that no 

person is a person unto himself, that we burn the candle of our love, our l•ving 

through acts of creative sharing -

"Come - share with us." 

Having written this paper, one feels it should now be forgotten, for words and 

committees can prevent a groi~th that is realistically free - one can discuss and do 

nothing, or say little and do much. For if the 'community envisaged is to come into 

being, then it will do so through will of God, as expressed through the .noly Spirit 

of love unlimited its ministry will grow in secret, as Christ's ministry grows in 

secret within the community of mm. ·.le are simply meant to say Yes and be that visior 

for others, according to their needs, as together we live the provisional, in the 

realisation that this day, this hour, belongs to God through each other, as togeth~r 

we share and be the fact that - love is our meaning. 'de grow in confidence that the 

Holy Spirit will develop what it is beginning in us a person and will be fulfilled 

in us as a community of individual people pr~pared to share all, that others might 

live their lives to its fullest potential, as we share in the fact that love is our 

meaning Corne - share with us. 
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To attempt to write a rule for any comi:rnni ty is to act irresponsibly. All one c::m 

dare to is to suggest ~uidelines. A rule can only be lived into bein~ and as a 

way of life must manifest itself from within. 1fo community can expect to grow 

from the imposition of a rule. Rather a we.y to life shottld evolve out of acts of 
. 

corporate sharing, which should be the·hallmark of any group of committed persons. 

Real community evolves through a series of growth happenings. And through the 
--~ --- ~ i. 3P71i7"Gi7 ' J!ii :; 

awareness th~tt a charismatic or indeed any vocation can never be legislated for, 

it can only be fulfilled within the vulnerability of love. For LOVE IS OUR HEAI~ING. 

No enforced rule will ever create an ideal person. To be openly human is to be 

religious in the most creati·:e sense, committed as we are to bein15 the basic 'rule, 

underlying all creative action, that is "to love as I have loved you". It is to 

realise that our brother and sister is our life and we are theirs, as together we 

burn the candle of our livinr; for and throug;h e~ch other's love. In saying "Loy;e 

is our meaning" we are in fact asking that you c.ome and share with us all who are 

heavy laden and we will love you to the best of our ability, that you rIP.y love 

yourself as we have and do love you. 

\ Community is a group of ind.ividual persons liv:i.ng a corporate ongoing vision, within 

a shared responsibility, through an authenticating availability in the service of 

love unlimited, the only law of God - lived out in -

Poverty (sharing): creative abandonment of the self to others, according to their neec 

Obedience (listening): creative listening through the whole of oneself to the other 

person, not onJ.y to what he iG saying, but also to what he is beini:,. 

Celibacy (authenticity): creative offering of the most personal of gifts th~t others 

may share in this freedom to b0 free - to become what we are meant to beccme, Hithin 

our own time space for growth. 

FOVER·ry :SHARING To accept poverty is to be love. Is to set oneself free to be 

free, uncond:i.tionally for others. It means that one is ready to share, to put 

all one has at the service of others. It is saying to oneself and to others, 

that this community is the place where I will continually share in the fact that 

all I have is yours and that all you have is ours to share. It is to renounce 

any attempt to treat other persons as things, as pro~erty, as security for one's 

future, either in this life or the next. 

It implies the .right use of man's personal, natural and material environment. 
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A proper use of material things towards human ~rowth anr• to the service of 

our creator. 

It is to let go in love, as we become aware of the inner core of God-ne:::s 

of Goodness, of love around which every inriividual person is cre~ted. It 

is to recognise our co~creativeness through sharine. It is to be conscious~ 

available and concerned with the creative weaknesses and strengths of the 

other person. As we die to the superficial self here and now, in order 

to love more deeply for others in 11 the way of Christ'. It is to hold out 

my head, my hands, my feet, my heart, to others. !nd this in recognition 

of nw O\·m personal poverty, as seen by others. It is a daring to hold out 

myhands, my whole life to receive from others and to learn how to share 

with them. It is being available to share creatively, in our mutual 

poverty. It is to live the provisional in the fulness of today. In the 

sure awareness that it is in poverty alone, that the fullneef; of God 

meets with the fullness of rean beigg a mn for bthers. To live creatively 

the poverty of Christ is to offer back ehat already is his. In the convict

ionof ownine; nothing, we are sharing i'n the co-creativeness of God, within 

the community of mn, a community born to be free, to share all that it is 

with others. 

OBEDIENCE-LI.::1T~NING 

To accept obedience is to acce~t the call to responsible freedom - the 

freedom to be free for others, as well as for oneself. It is to accept the 

call to responsible authority, an authority from which unity of purpose 

flows. It is a radical surrender to our fellow men, through the creative

ness of love, as together we share in the de~ands of fesponsible obedience. 

A responsibility th~t demands of us that we listen to the other person, not 

only to what he ~s saying but also to what he is being. It is being an 

attentive listener, to the whole of the other person's being. It is to 

be a responsible presence to others who seek the en~bling signs to g~owth, 

to help them recognise and to accept themselves as persona, as they now 

are and in the expectations of what 
.... 1. ........ ~ ,....., __ 
.... .lJ.C' ' 0...1.. c:;- rEant to become in the space, 

the future of their time. It is to accept the responsibility to live in 

such a way that one neither doreinates or crushes one's broth0r, one's 

sister, but rc~ther allows tho.t person to be himself, to grow in freedom, 

to be himself for others. In bei~g a person of responsible obedience, one 

becomes theservant of all, a source of love and expectant hope. 

In any comi;:unity there will be someone who exercises the service of :f 
-----~----~--- --~---- - -- ---...,,,.. __ 

-·· 

responsible authority. This person will in fact be the co-ordinator of ,,_________ ___,.. 
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a shared responsibility, thus enablinB community to grow in love in its responsibilitt 

to be a sharing family. 

A responsible co-ordinator must be an enabler of growth towards each :::ember of the 
~-"'"-~~ ....... --•"-- - ·~.-...... -..-..._-,,,'<v•~--"',.~-~~-!, 

community and this within a flexible and yet definite syructure, to maintain the 

space for a creative sharin~ tigether. Such a pe~son will want to be love, the only 

creative moti¥e for accepting and sharing in the ultimate authority of Christ, to 

whom we are all accountable. 

In God and through the personal and corpor"ite pastorship he must act responsibly 

as he seeks. out and encourages the development of the particular gifts of each 

member of the community. He does this in recognition of the fact :that there are a 

"variety of gifts, but always the same spirit ·or love", a love to be offered through 

a variety of services. The pastor of any community has the formidable task, shared 

with others, of being a revealer of ~n to themselves. 

In obedience to love he must break any rigidity of authoritarianism within himself, 
--·--------- -·~--

At the same time he is not weak in m.intaining the ongoing pnrpose of the community. 

Equally he must prevent those who are quthoritarian from dcminating, similarly he 

must always be an encourac;c•1ent to the wt'ak. 

He must be the love he proclaims, to the· com::. unity and to all others. In this love, 
C\< 

he isAaware as the com:.mnity th:o:t ultimately the only question we shall be asked of 

God is:"have we loved creatively·~· and if we have been ourselves in doing sort •. The 

pastor, if he wish to be responsively obedient to this question, will want to be 

love unconditionally more than anythine else, and this simply because he can be no 

other, if he is to offer an ongoing pastoral authority, through responsihle listening 

within the simplicity of Christ's love - for the whole people of God, in which the 

community is sh~ring concern. 

In accepting the obedience, the responsibility of love, he is accepting the very 

name, the very action of God, revealed to him ~y the action of Go~ in himself, that 

he might be love to all men. 
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Toaccept celibacy is to accept a positive claim to ~eing love, within ~n unconditiona 

sin~leness of purpose, to be available as man for ~nd with others. To serve in the 

only religion acceptable to God and to the community of man, and that is LOVE - It 

is t·o realise that our maaning, our respoasibility - is love. Celibacy is the offerin' 

of the most personal of Gifts. To grow i to the gift of celibacy is to grow into 

the fullness of one's persongood, one's Fatherhood, that we may love each other and 

God unconditionally. Realising that love alone is the energising force behind the 

offering of celibacy, as a sign to love, as an encouragement to all who are seeking 

love as a genuinesource of growth unlimited. 

If eeliba.cy creates in us a greatwr availability to concern oneself with our brother, 

who is our neighbour. It can only be acceptable in orde: to offer oneself more fully 

to those with whom we would sh .. re our meaning, aur purpose withi.a the very fullness 

of leve unlimited. Celibacy is none other than a deliberate re-direction of love, 

from a personal possessiveness to the detriment of the other person's growth. This 

total offering of the self means neither c·reaking with human affections, nor indiffer

ence, but calls forth for the transfiguration of our natural love, through being 

totally involved with the other person. 'I'o respond resp,::nsibly to the call of 

celibc-,cy will not be easy, in a community where men and women share a married life. 

It may need to be a daily affirmation until one has grown into the love that is 

celibacy. A source of strength and encour&gement to men and women, who for various 

reasons are unable to marry. A source of strength for those who wish to share a 

creative life together within the vulnerability of unconditional love. 

The_celibate life can only be lived, if it is creative in love. One is aware of 

the fact that the fracility of such a comr.:itment grows stronger through a daily 

growing into this commitment. A daily affirmation leads to a life time of being free 

for others, through the totality of ove unlimited, within the fragility of being 

celibate for others, as well as for oneself. 

Other comments. 

Comii1unit;y_ .?c5~rs whereve.:.· and whenever we meet each other as persons willing and 

able to receive from each other unconditionally. 'l'he comn1union of cr.mmunity is the 

hidden myste·y of growth - of salvation - throush the continuin~ action of God's 

love. Involved as we are in the 'love mystery' it is essential that we live the 

nakedness of our being. Of being truly alive to one's personal self, one's 

weaknesses and strengths. Whilst at the s~me time d·ring and risin~ through and for 

each other, within the flowinr; mystery of love unlir.1ited. .L'he religious life i:; 

none other than an evolving risk t~ life tl1rou~h the vulnerability of love. 
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It ie. til:\0 OJ1ennes13 Lo love th<.;( t v;e shJli offer, as we reco.~:nisf the fc;.c t , we are 

living in an age th~t is crying out for love's authentication ~four natural and 

mutual transfiguration - as we burn the candle of our living through the creative 

vuJ.nerability of a love shared. The only basis for us to respond, to share with 

each other and this within the Christhood of all men. 

To be involved in c~ring is to be involved in shar~ng, the centrepoint of growth. 

The raison d'etre of com~unity is that it can be none other than a centre of 

growth. Faith, hope love and patience is the practical experience of sharing in 

God's love of caring. 

Caring be.:;ins when a per.son feels that another person's need for care is as important 

as his own. '1,/e are all in need of each other, this is how the community of man is 

maintained. As Christians, as caring persons, we are always in need of the other 

person, to receive and to offer. 

We shall never understand the sharing that is community life, unless it contains 

for us a vision of t ~ whole of creation bein~ ihared with the community of man, the 

only true community wit.tin the evolving act of creation itself. i 

! 
I 

To be involved in sharing is to live each day NOW - in i;he sure knowledge that this• I 
day belongs to God. ;1nd this through our sharing with others and the whole of ere a ti on I 

matter to us. 

I 
I 
! 

I 

I 

To share means we are able to accelJt the fact that i·1e matter to others, as the:; must 

It also.means, we recognise the fact that the only real spiritual 

act is that of love. ive are spiritual to the amount of love we are unafraid to 

accept and offer. 

The community is a sign that we are bein5 the life we would share with others, as I 
they are being the life thoy would share with us. And this in the sure knowledge 

i 

that 

LOVE IS OUR KS.ii.NII\G 



POLITICS AND. SOCIAL OBJECTIVES 

by John Papworth 

I am going to put forward an exceedingly unfashionable, and in 

some quarters an extremely unpopular thesis, and this alone 

requires that the obstacles to a rational consideration of the 

thesis ~tself be spelt out first. 

Mankind is living today in a state of chronic and accelerating 

crisis. The elements of this crisis are so obvious as to be 

beyond dispute and I would list them as follows : . 

i. War 

ii. Population pressures 

iii. Pollution 

iv. Resource vandalism, and 

v. Psychic alienation. 

I believe the very prevalence of these factors suggests that 

hu'man societies are out of control. By this I mean simply that 

the vast numbers of humankind do not, and cannot possibly, 

desire to live in societies overshadowed by such factors when 

advances in knowledge have made alternative ways of life which 

are so full of joy and splendour open to them so readily. 

What is the reason for this contradiction ? I believe an answer 

to this question needs to focus on a surprisingly neglected 

element in most political and economic thinking, and that 

element is the size and the scale of the organised units in 

which men live and work. 

. . . 

' . 
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If size is considered at all in these matters, the assumption 

is generally made, often without conscious regard, that growth 

is in itself a desirable objective. This approach has dominated 

the affairs of Western civilisation for several centuries and 

to question it today is all too apt to arouse the most deep-rooted 

resistance. To question the pursuit of growth suggests a readiness 

to question the very notion of progress itself, so closely are 

the two linked in our minds. 

We are all familiar, for example, with the concept of the division 

of labour as formalised by Adam Smith. This concept, with its 

description of job specialisation leading to great increases in. 

output, still dominates both economic theory and practice and 

it has of course an inbuilt predisposition to assume that growth 

is an indubitable path to social and economic progress. 

If this concept is embedded in the earlier formulations of 

economic theory at one end of the value-forming process, it is 

equally pronounced in the pages of almost any newspaper or 

journal currently concerned with economic questions as they 

discuss ways and means of achieving continually more growth, 

and evaluate the policies of governments almost entirely in 

terms of their success or otherwise in achieving it. Hence any 

attempt to question this goal can scarcely fail to arouse the 

most deep-rooted resistance. 

There is also a more mundane reason which has helped to condition 

oµr minds to an automatic acceptance of the value of growth ; 
·, 
it resides in the fact that when an economy is expanding, other 
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problems tend to be resolved, unemployment declines, people 

are apt to be materially better off, the provision of social 

services becomes easier, political tensions ease off and so on. 

To question growth thus seems to be another way of questioning 

the value of these beneficial results and thus to automatic<;illy 

rule out of court the validity of any such questioning. 

Yet if the key factor of democratic control of the process is 

negatived, as I believe it is, by too much growth, or wrongly 
~~ 

based growth (i.e. growth based on~apital rather than labour-

intensive processes for example) then it poses a problem which 

no text book of economics has ever considered, but which yet 

may soon need to be resolved if the factor 6f conscious control 

over economic operations is to be effectively asserted before 

more harm is done to our resources, our ecosystem and not least, 

to our own psychic make-up. The problem is how to maintain 

economic equilibrium (in terms of jobs, incomes, prices, tax 

policies and welfare arrangements among numerous other factors) 

when the economic system is slowing down or even contracting ? 

The entire economic system is based on the ethos and the 

momentum of expansion, and this holds true under all current 

political philosophies that may be practised. 

How, to put the matter shortly, can we slow down economic 

expansion without breaking down ? I am not attempting here 

any solution to this problem; I am simply asserting that 

civilisation is on the rocks, that it may well collapse 
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altogether in our life-times unless the urgent question of 

social control of social processes is tackled, and that this 

hitherto unconsidered, and hence unresolved problem is one of 

the factors that dispose people to shy away from any real 

consideration of the factor of control in terms of size (and 

to which we should add tempo) or to question the validity of 

growth as an assumed and meritorious constant. 

The reader is therefore asked to allow these matters a place in 

his thinking which much of his conditioning may pre-dispose him 

to reject without giving them serious consideration. 

I want now to begin with the question of war. Simply to 

postulate the title "Mankind 2 000", with the object of securing 

certain specific social goals by that date is to make a cardinal 

assumption that we, that is, the generality of people, are in 

effective control of our social mechanisms ~· For if we are 

not, then any ensuing discussion 'is, in the pejorative sense 

of the word, simply "academic". And if we wish to attain such 

goals without having such control, then clearly the first 

prerequisite is to ensure that such control is indeed in our 

hands. 

It is a commonplace that world wars are a tragic peculiarity of 

the 20th century, yet why have they come to afflict the 20th 

century whilst other centuries have seen no such phenomena ? 
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Another question is pertinent. Mankind over the centuries has 

been growing up, and well before the onset of this century 

men had come to see the inane and wasteful futility of war and 

had laboured diligently to devise means of abolishing it. This 

was indubitably the object of the statesmen assembled at the 

Congress of Vienna in 1814 and we need to recall that the 

settlement they achieved was remarkably successful; there was no 

major war in Europe for 100 years after the Napoleonic turmoil. 

Why then did a world war erupt in 1914 ? Why, when it started, 

could nobody stop it ? And why was it allowed to drag on for 

four years and to deplete the moral and material heritage of 

mankind to a point which exhausted the combatant states to the 

verge of collapse and pave:lthe way for the odious authoritarian 

tyrannies of fascism and communism ? 

The Congress of Vienna was dominated by five "great powers", 

but they were great in a sense which bears no resemblance to the 

use of the word today. Austria, Prussia, Russia, Great Britain 

and France had scarcely begun to become industrialised in the 

modern sense and Europe at that time did not possess a single 

public railway. It is probable that the industrial and military 

strength of Switzerland today is greater than that which could 

have been encompassed by these five in toto when they assembled 

in Vienna. 

Greatness was largely in fact a territorial expression, with 

naval power from wooden ships as a principal secondary adjunct. 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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Although none of these powers was governed on the basis of a 

general franchise, governmental power was remarkably weak and 

decentralised by modern standards and was greatly circumscribed 

by the power of landed aristocracies (except France, of course, 

which was going through a post-revolutionary hiatus) • 

We are all too prone to suppose that in the past questions of 

peace and war were determined in a quite arbitrary manner by 

centralised government machines of virtually unlimited powers. 

This in fact is more true today than it has ever been in the past. 

We have only to reflect for example how Charles I was involved 

in a civil war from seeking to raise taxes for foreign wars, and 

that he lost his throne, to say nothing of his head, as a 

consequence, to see how power was far more diffused in 17th 

century England. Similarly, a Tzar could seldom act in such 

matters without reference to his landed nobility, and this 

circumscription of power was fairly general throughout Europe. 

This is why when the statesmen in Vienna sought to build a 

framework for peace which accorded with the growing desire for 

peace among nearly all sections of the peoples of Europe, they 

could proceed with some hope that they would not be frustrated 

in their task by any over-mighty government machine capable of 

acting in these cardinal matters in a spirit of whim or caprice. 

And as we have seen, on the whole, they succeeded remarkably 

well. Yet by one of the ironies of history, their efforts were 

ultimately defeated by forces which were set in motion by the man 
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whose defeat called the Congress of Vienna into being. It is 

to Napoleon that the rigid codification of state power in France 

was due, and this in turn prompted a similar development in 

Germany and other continental countries. The other countries 

were smaller, it was German power, when finally consolidated 

under Bismarck, because that power was so large and of an order 

that could match that of France, which made the prospect of a 

clash between the two inevitable. Even if that power had been 

based on the mere extent of territory governed we may surely 

assume that the conditions prevailed which made a major European 

war inevitable, but of course in the intervening period much 

else had happened, in the field of industry and technology 

especially, which made the power of such governments enormous 

beyond any previous reckoning. 

Central power of governments was burgeoning in a way which was 

to put it quite beyond the control of even the nascent forces 

promoting the adoption of a general franchise. For what was 

being ushered onto the stage of history was an entirely new 

political phenomenon, that of the mass society. 

The problems of the democratic control of overlarge nation 

states based on a mass franchise have still scarcely begun to 
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be considered in the field of political science*, which is still 

content to discourse on institutional arrangements and value 

considerations in the otiose belief that its conclusions are 

equally valid whether applied to a nation such as Norway or 

Switzerland, a mega-nation such as Germany or France, or a 

continental mega-nation such as the U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R. 

*A noteworthy exception is Robert Michels'classic study "Political Parties .. 

a sociological study of the oligarchical tendencies of modern democracy". 

This work, first published before world war I, is an irrefutable indictment 

of the democratic pretensions of mass political parties, especially if they 

caJlthemselves democratic or socialist. Michels' own experience was based on 

first-hand acquaintance with the workings of the German social-democratic 

Party and he demonstrates conclusively that a mass democracy, far from 

being a laudable form of government is merely a contradiction in terms. 

Michels was mainly concerned to demonstrate that mass parties and other 

organisations were governed by what he called his "iron law of oligarchy". 

But he was content for the most part to make clear how his law was in fact 

oper,ating; my concern in much of this paper is to answer the question why 

it should be operating at all. 

The work of most political scientists has proceeded as though Michels had 

never written a word, and after many years of neglect his book was published 
I 

again in 1962 with a valuable introduction by Seymour Martin lipsett, of 

Berkeley University, California. See "Political Pa:r:ties" by Robert Michels. 

The Free Press, New York and Collier-MacMillan, London 1962. Translated by 

Eden and Cedar Paul. 
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Yet we have to see that even a society of quite modest size is 

prone to fall foul cf certain pronounced constraints relating to 

the democratic freedoms of its members, especially if it is run 

on centralised lines. Indeed there seems to be only one way in 

which these constraints can be avoided, and this is by an emphatic 

repudiation of the principle of state monocentralism and an 

equally emphatic affirmation of the principle of a polycellular 

power structure. 

I do not propose to argue the practicability of applying the 

principle of multi-community power leading to the diffusion of 

power to a maximum degree into the hands of the smallest units 

of political government, the village and parish commune : I only 

wish to point out that this has been the 'principle of government 

for centuries in Switzerland, where in consequence that country 

finds it has no need for a Ministry of Education or a Ministry 

of Local Government (if local power is really in the hands of 

local people, what is there for a centralised ministry to do ?) . 

Yet who would assert that the Swiss are not at least the equals 

of other peoples in terms of their education system, their social 

services, their public transport and other utilities, their 

housing, and not least, their spirit of political tolerance and 

forbearance ? And are the peace-keeping qualities of the Swiss 

not worthy of more than passing note ? Switzerland, composed of 

a variety of national groups, appears to have resolved the 

problem of national rivalries by achieving a powerful corporate 

unity based not on uniformity, but on the maximum diversity of 

its members. Switzerland has never known the horrors of civil 
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war and has never declared war on a neighbour. 

What does need far more attention from political scientists 

than it has so far received is the nature of the essential 

powerlessness of ordinary people in any mass society; and we 

should note that this powerlessness prevails whatever the 

political credo that may be professed by the ruling group. 

This statement is capable of quite crude mathematical proof. 

In an independant commune of, let us say, 800 adults (of which, 

again, there are a great many in Switzerland), we may say that 

each person possesses one eight hundredth part of the power of 

government. That may not sound a great deal when measured against 

the 100% political power wielded by Robinson Crusoe, but most 

people would accept that the diminution of power arising from 

living in a community confers benefits, by way of exchange as it 

were, which more than compensate for the drawbacks of a solitary 

existence in a state of nature,even when modified by some stores 

salvaged from a shipwreck. 

Yet if one eight hundredth seems little enough, what is one to 

say of the share of power enjoyed by a citizen of a country of 

eight million adults ? Even so a fraction of power to the order 

of one eight millionth must seem princely to a citizen of China, 

the population of which is reputed to be of the order of 800 000 CXX)! 

Quite clearly we are seeing here, to take only the instances given, 

something utterly distinctive and different in terms of political 

classification, and one which has a considerable bearing on the 

problem of the effectiveness of citizen power·in terms of liberty 
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and democracy. 

It is a matter of observation and conunon experience that as the 

unit of government grows larger the power of rule converges into 

the hands of key groups at the centre, groups such as the leaders 

of mass political parties (whose own position, as Michels saw 

clearly, is a repudiation rather than a confirmation of democracy), 

the military, the big industrialists and bankers, the controllers 

of the media, the judiciary and, above all, the bureaucracy. 

These groups wield forms of power which have one thing in conunon, 

that the power in question is in their hands, and whilst it is 

frequently asserted and assumed that they use it for the generality 

of people, they all use it primarily for their own power interests. 

A political convention of a mass party is not used to find out 

what the ordinary members want, it is an event to be managed by 

the party leaders and functionaries and to be controlled as far 

as possible to yield the results which they want. They are seldom 

disappointed in the outcome and if by chance they should be, the 

power to arrange matters to suit themselves is still in their hands 

after the delegates have packed their bags and returned home to 

the pressing demands of the daily round of getting and spending. 

The military has its own ethos and its own esprit de corps 

enabling it to pursue policies, as in the case of the US crimes 

of genocideinVietnam, in blind defiance of conunon morality and 

in utter disregard of the general consensus of view. 
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If the generality of people is opposed to what the militarists 

are doing, which in mass manipulated societies is seldom the 

case, they ignore them, and if the people become restive in the 

matter in a way which poses any real threat to the power of the 

military leaders those leaders can always resort to direct 

political action of their own. As Chairman Mao observes, all 

power comes from the barrel of a gun -a.truism only applicable 

to the short term- but in societies which live for the moment 

it generally suffices. 

The bureaucrats have their own ways of asserting their power, 

even against their ostensible masters in the political field, 

if need should arise. It seldom does arise, for all these groups 

have a common interest in working together, their power derives 

in part from the way they buttress each other and in face of 

their combined power the ordinary citizen has the freedom simply 

to acquiesce. 

This is the reality of all states which are dominated by a central 

political mechanism, and the bigger the state the less the ordinar1 

citizen can do to assert his own views. This is wpy, in defiance 

of most of the experts, especially in the field of economics, 

democratic control can only become an effective counter-reality 

when there is a massive degree of political and economic 

decentralisation, when affairs are conducted on a scale small 

enough to measure up against the limited power of man himself 

to regulate and control. 
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"Man" said Protagoras, "is the measure of all things"; it is 

because this cardinal truth has been buried in a mad rush for 

centralised giantism coupled with specious pleas for "efficiency" 

and 't>rogress" (what is efficient or progressive about a world 

war, or a thermonuclear bomb ?) that man has lost the power to 

control the key workings of his societies. 

This is the root cause of the insane wars and the horrendous 

dictatorships of modern times. The groups who do have the 

power are driven by their own group interest to pursue courses 

which ordinary people cannot stop and which result in an 

overspill of power in the form of armed conflict which people 

would recoil from if only they could. 

In 1914 it was these power groups who found war preferable to 

peace, the ordinary soldiers at the front got down to a sensible 

game of football with each other until their respective high 

commands angrily forbade such fraternisation with "the enemy". 

It might have spoilt their war ! 

It would be tempting to assert from here that with small countries 

wars don't happen, but this of course would be absurd, but what 

is noteworthy about wars in the modern era in which small countries 

are involved is the extent to which they are nearly always 

linked to the presumed power and strategic interests of the 

big powers. We talk glibly of a "Middle East crisis", but what 

would that crisis amount to if the respective fortunes of the 

Arabs and the Israelis were not being influenced by the supply 
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of arms and other means of war from Russia and America ? And 

does not this principle of outside interference by bigger powers 

hold for nearly all the wars of the past 30 years in Asia ? 

How long ~or that matter would the Biafran war have lasted 

without such interference ? 

There is indeed an underlying reality in these matters of which 

the world needs to take note before it is too late. The habit 

and the acceptance of violence is not diminishing, it is 

spreading rapidly, and it is being prompted by the readiness of 

the big powers to ignore any moral consideration and even any 

legal restraint that may exist when they feel their power 

interests are threatened. This is why the testing of nuclear 

and thermonuclear weapons continues without abatement and why 

the nuclear "club" has recently been joined by China and India. 

Yet people recoil from the idea of the "Balkanisation" of the 

world with an all too ready belief that this would lead to more 

war rather than less, in utter disregard of the fact that it 

was big powers using the differences that exist between the 

small nations of Europe, and using them for their interests, 

which created such awesome consequences to their rivalries 

and made "Balkanisation" a virtual synonym for war and strife. 

Left to themselves, the Balkan nations would surely have proved 

as peaceable and decent as the small nations of Scandinavia. 

Indeed we would do well to examine more closely the peace

keeping record, as well as the record of economic well-being, 

social progress in the fields of literacy, housing, medicine, 
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provision for the very old,and the very young, penology and 

public utilities, to say nothing of political tolerance and 

freedom in the small countries of Europe. 

One conclusion is surely that far from bigness being a factor 

of progress in any of these fields it is in fact smallness 

which helps to assure it. None of the Scandinavian countries 

has a population bigger than that of London, and Norway, for 

example, is only half the size of London in terms of numbers, 

yet why is it that the United States, reputedly the wealthiest 

country in the world, is a scene of such abysmal provision in 

the public domain, what Galbraith calls "private affluence in 

the midst of public squalor", if it is not that because of its 

sheer size the people of the U.S.A. cannot control the use of 

the wealth they help to create, whereas tiny Norway has a public 

domain which by comparison is'resplendent simply because the 

very modesty of its size enables its people to get the results 

they want with the wealth they have ? 

This of course is the secret of the astounding vitality and 

spelndour of the city states of the Renaissance, whose populations 

rarely exceedrone quarter of a million ! Today such units, 

smaller in number than that of most London boroughs, would 

provoke earnest discussions of unending tedium and pointlessness, 

about their economic viability. 

This however is the positive side of the coin of social progress, 

we are concerned here with the negative side of involving war and 
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the other evils I have listed. 

The problem of war has been solved. It has been solved by the 

small nations. When did any of the small nations of Europe last 

>attack anybody? Or of Asia ? Or of Latin America ? Or of Africa ? 

In terms of population size indeed Africa is a continent of small 

nations rarely exceeding ten million in numbers and frequently 

well below it. It is noteworthy that the only countr,.to be 

afflicted with a war of any duration in the post-colonial era 

have been the three largest, Nigeria, Zaire and the Sudan. The 

apalling tragedy of Burundi is an altogether special case. This 
.(;t..t 

tiny country in the aftermath oflBelgian withdrawal was left 

with all the reins of power in the hands of a minority tribe 

which then proceeded on a policy of ruthless extermination of 

all the leading elements of the majority tribe. It is true of 

course that many African countries have been scenes of violence 

and bloodshed, and that some odious military tyrannies have 

grabbed power, but none of the African countries have attacked 

each other and if it is asserted that they have not done so 

because they cannot because they are too sma11, the assertion 

simply confirms my point. 

Compare this record with that of the continental mega-states 

of the world. Russia and America dominate the theory and practice 

of modern war and their economies are largely geared to the 

expectation of war. China is in the grip of an ideological 

conflict with Russia on questions involving the precise nature 
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of the dotted "i's" and crossed "t's" in the marxist -leninist 

hagiography. As a basis for learned debate it may doubtless have 

some appeal for some innocent souls, but as a basis for world 

war it is simply insane. China's relations with America are 

hinged on the future of the island of Taiwan which is about 

100 miles from the Chinese mainland (rather less than the 

distance between Paris and London) • It might be thought that 

the rulers of a country with 800 million people to worry about 

and care for would conclude they have enough on their plate 

and give vent to sighs of gratitude and relief that somebody 

else was prepared to worry about a remote island populated by 

non-Chinese inhabitants. The Chinese however read the signs in 

the entrails in their own way and rulers afflicted with such 

indigenous problems of multi million poverty and backwardness 

as mainland China presents and who yet proceed to invade and 

subjugate the ancient Kingdon of Tibet are clearly not governed 

by the common sense considerations that afflict ordinary mortals. 

The only other continental mega-state in the world is India. 

Millions of its people are cliff-hanging at a chasm of poverty and 

destitution, the like of which the world has never seen, yet 

India spends more than half its annual budget on war preparations, 

it is imposing its rule, such as it is, on all the independant 

hill states of its northern borders such as Nazaland, it has 

invaded and conquered the ancient civilisation of Goa (and in 

an age of so much clap-trap about self-determination to whom 

does Goa belong ? To the Indians ? To the Portuguese ? Or to 

the Goanese themselves ? And for that matter does Taiwan belong 

to China, to the so-called Chinese nationalists ? Or to the 
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or to the Taiwanese?). It has engaged in war with Pakistan 

and China, since its independance it has quarrelled with 

every one of its neighbours and recently this homeland of the 

justly revered Mahatma succeeded in exploding its first nuclear 

device. 

My conclusion is simply this : human nature being the imperfect 

aspect of things it is the possibility of war between small 

nations cannot be ruled out, but when it ensues such wars are 

localised and containable,whereas wars between big powers are 

all but inevitable and when they erupt they become world-wide 

in their impact and uncontrollable. If we want to reduce the 

possibility of war and localise its effects we must localise 

the power that promotes it. 

In a brief paper it is not possible to do justice to many other 

aspects of this question, not to deal at similar length with 

the other major problems I began by listing, but it must surely 

be clear that if we accept that the social mechanisms of the 

world are largely out of control because they are conducted on 

too large and centralised a scale, and if this lack of control 

is producing such enormities as a population tidal wave, global 

pollution, resource vandalism and the spectacle (as well as the 

experience) of mass psychic alienation among millions of people, 

then surely we can assume that localised control is a key factor 

in resolving them as much as it is in resolving the problem of war. 
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The percipient reader will perhaps be puzzled by the assumed 

relationship between the population crisis and local control of 

political and economic affairs. I make this assumption not only 

because I am convinced that none of the solutions being put 

forward by experts will meet the problem, but because I am sure 

the real answer lies in the value judgements of ordinary people 

as well as their capacity for instinctival response to a social 

problem. It is after all, ordinary people who produce babies• 

'ome recent animal studies indicate that.there exist among many 

groups of mammals inbuilt mechanisms which have the effect of 

restricting numbers in a herd when it threatens to reproduce 

beyond available food supplies and that these factors do not 

involve fighting, disease or starvation. They do however involve 

the existence of the herd itself as social group. 

Why should this .not be true of humans ? Indeed we should surely 

reserve our surprise for if this proved not to be the case. The 

fact is that such instinctive regulating mechanisms were common 

to the tribes of Africa and many parts of Asia and their 

significance has tended to be overlooked because it has been 

assumed that the population explosion was a product of new 

methods of hygiene and medicine, a view that ignores that the 

introduction of these features occurred simultaneously with the 

destruction of the authority of tribal elders by colonial 

governments and frequently the destruction of the tribal structure 

itself. 

The essence of small-scale, localised government is that the 

moral judgements of people should be reflected in whatever courses 

are adopted. The essence of the mass society is that people 
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are anonymous, powerless and alone; in such circumstances what 

possible effect can people's moral judgements have on the 

behaviour of the ruling groups who manipulate them ? And if 

their moral judgements have such obviously little effect why 

should they bother to make any, whether about their own numbers 

or any other question ? 

I do not know how we will proceed to a multi-cellular dispersal 

of economic and political power around the world. By all the 

tokens it would appear to be an entirely impractical proposition. 

But the world does not progress in terms of what appears 

practicable at any given moment, rather does its momentum rest 

on vision and moral inspiration. 

The Psalmist had a point when declaring that "Without vision 

a people perish", but in our terms we have to see that in order 

to reach any morally worthy goals, worthy that is of mankind 

2 000, we have first to surmount the hurdle of mankind 1984. 

Lusaka, July 29, 1974 

p~ ~n Papworth -------
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Ecolot:',-y is the stuily of interre::!.:xtionships, interactions, and inter-involveu2n'.;,c 

of orguni::1ms w~.th -,;heir environments. The perr·ect environment as an ecocystern 

allowG a free flo1-1 of energy and maintains an abundnnce of rec;enerating crop3 of 

na:Lur2.l :refiources in a contj nuous proGef'.S. It 2.lso tal<:es care in the domain of 

man of meniories, dreams and reflections in the human mind (Jupg, 1963) ~ so tho.t 

individuals and cor:ununities stay alive in a healthy state of body and mind., The 

human development for fulfilment is thur1 a continuing procetm like any other 

ecological progression to a steady state of climax .. 

Hu.man population i:s increasing at. present at an alarming rate; th2re is 

therefore, a natural feeling of fear in the minds of those v1ho are er1ga;~ed in t!:rn 

design of environment for Mai1kind 2000; as the impacts of ex:sloc;ion fare ln.re;cl;y 

unknown, though predictable in regional or national sense 1 in some easer;., W;; stiJ.::. 

hope very much that world wide, unfettered and unbiased techno1ogy would be a.bJ.e 

to help man to meet his physical and body needs, thongh there are qu:i.tf) E,_ numbe.r. 

of nC:::ed[; which a:te not only cuperfluo:is, but are also negative it1 thp hurnc'-n quaJ.ity 

sense (Puri, 197L1c) ~ It seems most irnpor·tant that a long term plan fo1· the design 

of the environment 1 in which man could find a sts.te of personal and social fnlf:[.Jr:ic-c' L ~ 

be prepc-i.red and put into aclion in U1e 70's. Urbanifiation is proceeding at a full 

scale all over the world. Exper ienco h<:-:..s unfortune.tely shown thci.t neH to1;.nships 

(Orlans 1952) in the traciitional method.'.:> a.re far frcm satisfactoc'Y in n:eetin;:~ the 

fulfiJ e1ent pt:l::'.'t of man' .s nccdE, ::"nd in ~i-,'ing hi;:1 the desirabJ.e qu.:::tlity oY li.:fe. 

to clevelor these further so as to in:i.tj_ate a vseful dialop;ue ~mcnt; the r:1crnborc; of 

thi.s S;yn~po.siumtl) 



'I'HE STAT.E OF INDIVlDUJ\.I, IN THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT 
~~~~- --

Urban r.ian though fortunate v1ith fairly well provided amenities of life is 

not happy with hiG lot. He lives under a continuing stress of one kind or the other, 

which o.ffect his health and happiness. In addition to infectious diseases, social 

conditions, and individual behaviour are contributory factors to illness in the 

urban and the indlmtrial environment (Insel and Mo6s, 1974). The infectious 

diseases are cured by medical treatment, if the microbes do not simultaneously breed 

resistent f'ormso But the improvement of social institutions like sanitation is 

outside the medical ambit at present and is usually the task of both the Local 

Authorities as well as educcitional institutions in this country. The individual 

behaviour concerns with living habits, diet, smoke, drink and drugs pattern, sex, 

emotions, faith and experience. These are the basic educational matters, both 

inside and outside the home, and are to some extent determined by the parental 

love pattern and the value of .moral and spiritual institutions of the group or the 

society. 

Industrialisation has given to youth early .in life financial and social 

freedom but it has not provided them with suitable means to use these freedoms • 
.I 

except in a kind of sensual amusements or in idling pursuits. As a consequence moGt 

Erban people get too little exercise, consume too rnnch food,· drink and f:tnoke~ whjcl1 

very often promote to the causal factors of ill health and can not be rernedied,beiEg 

the symbols of higher standard0 of living. 

It is now being abundantly recognised that illness is not only a phy~ica1 or 

mental disease but is also a social dysfunction (Suchman, 1965)0 An·ecological 

holistic approach is obviously one of the concepts for the planning of large scale 

preventive and curative medicine. The Director General of WHO, M.G.Canadu (196?) 

emphasized this approach in his statement to the 42nd Conference of the Milbank 

Memorial Fund. He said that "Medicine is not just a biological science 2 but is al.so 

a social science and tha;.,t_2_~:_P.ractice, social rerr.edies may be cheaper and more 

effective than biolop;ica1 remedies. 
1'1';).-(, f~J'i.1 

The use of social in the curing of illness is in use in Britain since 'l9'Vi, 
/... 

when Stevenson, the ch.ief Medical statistical officer in the General Registrar's offic,,' 
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introduced the concept of "Style of life" in classifying disease and health pattern 

of population in this countrye Unfortun3.tely since then the"sty1c of 1ife11 hcis 

acquired such harmful practices like cigarette smoking and excessive alcohol that 

both the physiciecn and the patient have become victims to these (Jaco, '195~) • 
. ~i:G.~.(,,-r_, 

SeveraJ_ surveys carried out in countries of Europe (Vodopi1tec ~ 1974) J in/'. (Bailey 
. 6.'1' ....... ,,{ ,, 

and Young, 1974; Stewart, et.al. 1974),<_the U.S.A. (Miller 1974; Rushing, 1974; 
J~J.?./'}I!/ 

Krizay and Wilson, 1974);!'evealed that cigarette smoking, sex, work and beer are 

the chief sources of sa.tisfaction in the order here presented, and these very 

sources of satisfaction today are contributory to ill health (Pittman, 1967), 

Pittman and Snyder, 1962). The question therefore arises - 'Do these practices 

really add to the quality of life?'. A great deal of educational work is being 

done by ]l_S}I and Health Educational Council in this Country and by NA.SCH in the 

U$S~Ae against smoking but any more than this could be construed as intervention 

in individual freedom - the right of the individual to play, and play denge:tousJy 

with one's own life (Lucie, 1963). This pattern of behaviour has communal and 

societal consequences as well (Lo16:, 19GO), therefore, the emphasis is beinE': made 

to give to individual.s psychological and communal knowledge and op port uni ties to 

use these for day to day problems. But this also, if carried too far, could lead 

to criticism. The planners in this respect are themselves afraid tc use anything 

in excess, lest it becomes a new fear and we have already got more than 5 million 

phobic people in this country. 

One of the most ur[>;ent basic needs of the individual in the Western 

Urbanised - industrial society is the provision of an experimental health edu'cation 

centre to cater for the increase in physical, mental, social and .spiritual health~ 

Similar needs have been mentioned by others in a variety of ways (Kleinman, 1973; ! i.:<, 

1970; li'ouddraine, 19?4). Experiences in other societies of the world (Leslie, 1972; 

Opler, 1966; Platonov, 1959) seem to snow that traditional methods of treatment do 

not fully help in the face of the changing pattern of urban disease. The study of 

some natural health techniqu~'s recently developed as Yoga-eco-pshchica (Puri and 

Puri, 1973, 197L~) are common sense and easy to comprehend. These are based on 
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behavioural. patterns of the patient and establishes in the first instance the doctor-

patient relationship in the strict personal context. This relationship is not 

temporary but is life lasting, based as it is, on the selfless conduct of the 

teacher. His major aim is the provision of full health to the disciple through 

whatever means it can be given. He does not attempt to name the disease or cure 

the symptoms as such,likc the medical practitioner but gives faith with the 
/ 

healing nature. This is education from experience and not bookish knowldege. 

All gaps between learning and experience get automatically filled in this multi-

disciplining process and the satisfaction so gained f;r-om the body and mind is 

transmitted to the soul. Yoga-eco-psychica th~1s improves the qual.ity of :Life-

of th:c i:;.'1.di vi dual c:;_nd through the indi 'ii idual cf the family, community arld society. 

In these techniques no pre-conditions are prescribed. In this respect Yoga-eco-

psychica is superior to the traditional Yoga or medicine. The patient himself 

reports the discarding of smoking, alcohol, tablets etc., if these are contributo1·y 

factors to his illness, (see Puri and Puri, 1974, pp. 53, 63)~ In their place he 

begins to .get satisfaction in the long and deep sleep, easy breathing, increased 

and active mind and a cheerful, carefree outlook on life. These healthy signs are 

noticeable to his family and colleagues, who remark about these to him and to 

others in complimentary tones. His behaviour to others chan~es to pleasantness. 

The output of his work increases with the alround improvement in the quality of 

his life. 

It is now becominr, abundantly recognised that the aim of medicine should 

be the improvement of basic health and not rnen:ly treatment of sympt.oms, as one 

and the same symptoms may be indicative of a host of disorders that range from 

bodily, mental, spiritual to social o.nd psychosocial factors in the environment. 

The Yoga-eco-psychica technique is a process of progressive development that leada 

to self realisation and self fulfilment; as it not only treats the whole person but 

transforms the conception of the environment as well (Puri and Puri 1974b; Puri; 

197l+c, 1973d) a It is a continuing process and can be incorpo:cated in a centre of 

education, of leisure pursuits or of social contract, without any undue expense~ 
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THE S'l'A'rE OF SOCil~'rY IN 'l'HE URBAN ENVIF:ONMENT 

As estimated by George Teeling - Smith, the Director of Heal th EconomicE; 

of Great Britian, £3600 million a -year is the cost of sickness which, with other 

additional expenses comes to about 1o;S of national income. On a rough basis, it 

works out to be £65 - £70 per head or £200 per family per year. Man is the 

product of rn1ture and like animals depends upon it for food and shelter. In. 

the past few decades, howe\i er, he has profoundly changed his .natura1 and social 

environment with technology to the present state of society (Dice, 1955) .. This 

.society has not only brought him a reward of ill health but a bountiful period 

of crime and ch&ob as well (Roucek & AssociatE.s, 1956). The chaotic state of 

~ 
humai1 conduct is visible in hurr,an aickncss of, body, mind and soul. Sorokin 

I~ 

(191+2) gives a pathetic picture of the pre-second world war soc:iety of revolution, 

famine, pestilence and the ill effect it had created on human mind, behaviour and 

social orgaaisation, and of degrading morals (Duvall, 1952). In 111;;thics and 

Society", Rader (1950) states that "if there is nothing but revolutionary fervour 

and reactionary opposition without broad vision, the future will be quite needle<.'.sly 

cruel.. The philosophical consideration of social ideals should, therefore, 

contribute to a more humane and rational world". 

Some tend to regard the modern civilisation as char~cteristic of madness 

(Foucault, 1965); others label it as a never ending feasting of alcohol (Lucia, 

1963; Pittman and Snyder, 1962); still others think it to be sick society 

(Deutsch, 1969; Du.bos, 1960; Jaco, 1958; Platt, 1951; Puri 197l1b; 1974d). But 

the worst evaluation of our times comes from \Jalsh (1962) who in his 11Frorn Utopia 

to nightmare" considers that "the Twentieth Century has been particularly fertile· 

in the creation of .social dreams, but what has emerged from the dreams has, all 

too often, become dystopia - inverted utopia". 

To the downward moving man everything seems disastrous and depressing and 

we have to define, evaluate and cure depression, if any progress provided by 

science and technology of the environment is to be stabilised and incorporated 

in the human intellect and behaviour as a biological gain for the species and a 



DF.PP.ESSION - Depression is one of the commonest symptons of ill health in the 
urba~-ei;vironment. There are a multitude of causes of this crippling disease. 
It is identified with tension, stress, nerves, etc., and may erupt as 
psychosomatic or somatic dysfunctions or disorders cf one type or the other. 
Depression may occur in families and may show, beside environment, some degree of 
hereditary influence. 

Jhe Study of neurotic Depression as a _Personality factor in the communiJ;.y_and 1.ts 
relationship with the urban environment. 

1. Bio-medical data 

A. Biological ~ata 

Age •••••••••••••• pate of Birth ••••••••••••••••••••••• Time 

Sex Body build. a D., •• ~ .. o ...... Rei »l1t Wei' ght . 
_.f ..... 0 ••••••••• •c••••••••i>e,. 

Marital status ~ •••••••• ,... Children(if any) ages + sex ••••••••••••••••••••• 

If unmarried sex experience • , ••••••.••••••••••••••• At what age & how? ••••..•• 
State the circumstances 

····················•••••t:••·························•••o11•t1•••······ .. ·········· 
Education and occupation of Father and Mother ••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

................................. ............... & "·~····..,. ··~•t::.••••• •c-•••••••*•tl ti•• 

Etl1nic origin of Father ............ · ....... and Mother ........... e ••••••••• ~ ,, ". 

Religion/Pai th ••••.••••••••••••• Interest in own or other Religions or 
experience ....................... "' .. 

N9.of siblings •••• ~ •• Relationship with others/Jealousy/Love/Fear,etc ••••••... 

Position in Family ••.••••••••••••••••• Happy/Broken/Unhappy family •••••••••.•• 

Length of residence in present place ••••••••. Amenities •••• .; •.•••. , •••••.•••. , 

Family dwellings ••••••••••••••••••••• Personal dwelling(if different) .••.••••.• 

Type of family relationships(unhappy/unsatisfactory/satisfactory/happy) to age 

•••••••••••••t•••••••••••••••••••••••t>••••••c•••••••••••••,,•••••to•••••• 
12 years 

••••••••••••e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111o•••o~•·•after 12 year·s 

Current social life ••••.•••••••.•••• Smoking .••••••••••••• Alcohol 

Pot .••••••••••• Drugs •••.•••.•••••••• Teetotaller " ••••••• & ......... . 

Reasons for these .......................................... , ................ ~··· 
B. Biomedical data 

Any physical deformity/disability ....•. Spectacles •.•.•.. Hearing aid 

Emot;onal disability ......••........ Extrovert/Introvert •.•••..•....•....••.•.. 

Stammering ...••••.•...•.• Blushing ....•..•... Nervous ...•••.•..•..• , ...••...... , 

Hospitalisation record(if any) •.......••.•.. Period .......... Reason ..... ,.~ .... . 
. \ 

Medication •••...••.•. Sleeping tablets .........• Antidepressant tablets ......... · 
(How long & how many a day) 

Tranquilisers ....•••••.•• Sedatives •.•..•••.. Any other type ................. .. 

(Names of the medicines used) 

•1'•••····~··································"···············••t••·~•t;••········· 
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}'ri m:c.:c,y .... fl •• 

Secon6a.ry Bd.u.c<:~.t:lo11 • ........... ~. ~ • e" 
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D. I 
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•••t1•"•••••"'••••••cit1166•b•'-'•• .. 

fe.~···•""-•••*••• Socl~l ~ork ••••••• ~ ••••••••...•••.••• 

Football hatches eeaeso~aee .. •••"•••••fle• 

l.r1ter~e:::.;.tr-> * ••••••• ~> •• ft ... ~ .,. • ,. ••••••••• 11 ••• «I ............. ,., ... ~ ., ..... , ... " 

F. Any ot:h.el' ••••••• , •••••••••••• ~··································• 

(;e•a.,t.•O•aOeaa•••••••e• .. eea.tee.e&••e1>,..._ ••• 11•ili''O!Oe<!>•i.o"••"'""eeoc.>•~·~· 
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psycho-social adv2 ntagc for tho :i.nd:ividual. Is tlJ:i.fS urban enviromnen t itsi~f 

depressing, with its jungles of concrete, pollution, noise dli-,the urban man's 

ecology has changed making him lonely, i1ervous, afraid, anxious and depressed 

in the environment which he has created at such enormous cost and. sacrifice'.? 

'11his is one of the most crucial question.> today in the world full of co~ntradicting 

situations of affluence and povert:J'.", surplus and inflation. Rt. Hone Sin .. Keith 

Joseph, M.P. in a speech at Birmingho.rn on 19th Oct. 1974 has -made a strong 

crJ_ticism of sorne of the vices in our society today. Although, he has been 

criticised. widely, his eva.luc.J.tion of our present society in the urban area.s has 

to b2 respected by the .Planner.s. :::t is depressing to see our own downfall. and 

not to b<: able.., to do a21;r':::hing about it at G:::ivcrnocntal or public level .. 

While medically no precise definition of depression is possible~ it is 

identified. with 'lowering of .spiritf.; fo:c~ a lrJng duration, often persidting in 

a person and recurring • Psychiatrists distinguish two types:- (1)endogenons 

depression in which the concentration. of noradreno.line and similar substances 

in the brain is decreased. This type respond to drugs. (2) reactive depre;:;sion 

may be caused by an exaggerated effect of unhappiness. It gene:eally requires 

psychotherapy or other treatments, as drugs have no effect on it. It if; also 

recognised that some people by nature are especialy liable to depression and even 

if they are cured once .. they can again and again become victim to it.. Persistent 
I 

depression can lead to melancholic or maniac depression and psychot~c or insane 

conditions. Emotions and environmental .stresses do not affect all persons equal1y. 

There are some who can undergo the co'nmon stressful experience of living without 

developing stress disorders. It is also recognised that prolonged. bouts of 

depression disturb blood and urinary levels of J:o<;,, series of adrenal hormoneso 
~ 

Brain regulatory functions act upon adrenal gland. Diseases of kidney, liver, 

digestive and. cardiovascular s;ystenm etc .. , ca1rne .metabolic or circulatory 

disturbance~ .in the nervous system with consequent neurological or psychiatric 

manifestations. Conversely, the important role of the nervous ,system in controJ 

of the respiratory system, gastrofintestinal system, cardiovascuL1r system and. 
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the relationship of d i.ntcu:'bances in emotional state to so-called pc3ychosornatic 

disorders is well recoen:i.sed11
• (Handler, 1970, :PP• 377-?8; 407-08) ~ Depressio.<1 

is thus a multifaceted problem and the sufferer ultimately shows a series of 

symptoms and failings in the functions of the whole set of organs. Mental 

relaxation helps greatJ.y , but this cannot be got either from the National 

Health Se:cvices or from any other medical sources .. 

Relaxation is not a psychoJ.ogical thera.py but it involves the release of 

the latent energy from the hurr:an system. We have referred to this cne.rgy in 

our earlier papers (Puri and Puri;...--1974; 1974b) and would like to discuss further 

on the nature of this bio-energy in the light of fresh evidence gathered recently 

at the First lnternati.onal Conference of Ecology at Den Hague in the Netherlandf;., 

THE NATURE OF HEALING SELF E~ERGY 

We have re-examined data of some 200 sufferers of neurotic dcpresGion wh".Gh 

was published in brief elsewhere (r;ee Puri and Puri 1974; 1974b). The healing l:ns 

provided awareness of the self in most cases of the presence of the _!(undalini 

energy anc]_ in chronic and in most extreme cases the release of this energy has 

been of great help in restoring to the sufferer mental and psycho.somatic wsll nsJ_~gc 

In discussing the nature of this energy it was suggested (Puri 9..nd Puri 1974) tho.t 
/ 

it seems to be electrical in nature and caa be experienced by the subject during 

his self hPaling sessions and "seen" through the third eye and this experience fr, 

some cases in so vivid that some subjects have been able to make coloured sketcttu-; 

of the form and intensity of the light produced.afterwards~ Unfortunately nd BlFcly 
/ 

of this phenomenon is being done in this country but Soviet scientists have made 

notable advances in understanding the nature of this energy (see Ostrander and 
SCtA-._c/v .. __ ~;_,,, 1,,,_... 

5~~¥, 1971). Kirlian (see Kirlian and Kirlian, 1961) was perhaps the first: 

Soviet technician who photographed this energy showing its vivid and intense 

colours. He found whole galaxies of light, blue gold, green, violet and a fire. 

world of great channels of blazing, glittering light in "living things in us". 

This unique discovery heralded a period of active interest in Para-bioLJt_~Y 

in the Soviet Union and it was remarked that we shall never be able to think of 

·' 
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ourselves or anyone else in quite the same solid, opaque, inert term.s that 

we did before seeing the brilliant, beautiful, "Kirlian pictures". This light 

was found only in living tissuef' and absent in dead material. All things have 

light, but living things have a totally different pattern. Living tissues showDd 

sparkling lights, glowing, glittering like jewels. Here and there light would 

br:lghten and get dimmed showing signals. '.l'hese were called light hieroglyph"'... 

in human beings. Pictures f.rom the ailinG parts of the body were blurred n.nd 

black, so were those taken under states of depression, nervousness and fear. 

Soviet Scientists believe that illness and emotional state of mind, thought or 

fatigue make their destructive i:nprint upon the pat terr:. of energy, which seems 

to circulate continuously through the human body. 'l'his energy was described as 

Aura or bio-luminescence. Dr. Bernard Grad of McGill Univer.sity, Montreal cal led 

this X-en~rgy. Soviet scientists (notably Doctors V.Inyushin, V.Grischenko, 

N.tVorobev, N.Shouiski~ N • .F'edorva, .F'.Gibadulin) of the Kirov State University of 

Kazakhstan, Alma Atar, Kazakhstan found that - all living things, plants, animali:: 

and humans not only have a physica_l body made of at?ms and molect~les, but also a 

counterpart body of energy - which they co.lled Biological plasma body ( c! Ost:::'ander ~ 

.Sanderson, lac.cit. pu217L Some scientists believe that this energy may ha.vc ita 
•tt 

origin in electrical activity or electro-magnetic fields, but nature is entirely 
/\. 

_<;,( ;-,..(('. 
differ:ent. 'l'hey consider it to be a sort of plasma - the fourth ,s.J.;:~lita of matter ··· 

• a stream of masseo of ionised matter (cf. Ostrander and Sanderson loc. cit p.c~1G) .. 

Others considered that "the bio-lumine.scence visible in Kirlian pictures is 

caused by bioplasma, not by electrical state of organisms. 'I'his vibrating, co] our·fu.1_ 

energy body in all living thine;s has a specific spatial organisation, it has a shape 

inside the energy body.. 'l'hese proce.sses have their own labyrinthine motion absolutely 

unlike the pattern of energy in the physical body. The bioplasma is also polari<Jedo 

It is specific for every organism tissue, and possibly biomolecule, the specificity 

determining the form of the organism~ When the energy body disappears then the 

·' 
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01·ganism dies, but it remains shining even in a cut part of the body and is, in 

fact, very brilliant. With the Kirlian photographic process Soviet Scientists 
oA.v 
~ reported to have seen the phenomenon of death as the slow discharge into 

space of this energ'J• 

Th~S descriptio'n of bioplasma energy ~-s so much similar to the description 

of the Kundalini energy that there is no doubt in my mind that the Soviet 

scientists and Yogis have seen and experienced one and the same phenomenon and 

form of light in the human body. In the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Krishna reveals the 

vision of this light to Arjuna -- the depressed warrior - who, at the first 

glimpse of this energy exclaims thus: "What a vision 0 King, limitless, wondrot;..s; 

the reflection of the Universe, bearing weapons and garments as jewels divine; 

countless the eyes, all seeing; the faces, .all knowing. Wearing many a celestial 

garland of heavenly perfume.. Should a thousond sun bursts flood the sky, ttJ,en 

perchance might we dream of the brilliance of that Holy One (Gupta, 1960, X1, 

10-12) .. Kirlian's description given above of this energy is similar in essencn. 

elt ...... 
In his book "Man visible and Invisible'' Leadb.,.;;tter ( 1969) has given coloured 

sketches of different forms of energy, which he calls as etheric a.nd astral bodies. 

He states that every physical element is floating in an astral sea of astral water, 

both outside and inside of the human body. There are three gross states of matter· 

solid, liquid and gas and etheric is the fourth state. Astral state is subtler 

still, above which theosophists recognise still higher planes of consciousness 

as Mental - Form and formless - Buddhistic, Nirvanic, _?aranirvanic and ~~::_~:i;::y:~ic .. 

Human being is conscious of his astral body in sleep and is fully conscious of its 

existence only after physical death. 

Soviet Scientists, I believe, have begun to interpret Kirlian photographs 

in very mu~h the theosophic terminolo[;Y. They state that there is an energy body 

or molecular body which is separate from the astral - bicplasmic body in mru10 



They· also believe that solar system ha.s an impact on human energ-J body. - When 

there are disturbances of the sun or other stars biologists have charted all 

kinds of biological reactions in humans~ plants and animals (Inyushin, ).oc .. cit.) 
I 

The disturbances of the sun cause ch'1'hges in the whole plasmic balance of the 
I 

Universe which in turn effect the hioplasrna of living organisms. 'l'his results 
-~·,;)<·-<: 

in physical changes as well, tt..@Hl of which can be seen. But most of the changes 

are not visible to the human eye and i15 experienced by the active mind. 

The effect of the sun and o,cher stars and planets on living organisms has 

long been recognised by people of the East. ~rya Namaskar or Sun-worship is the 

recognised method of increasing the power of the astral body and making the self 

luminiscent as a technique of self healing. It is no.wonder that Soviet scientists 

have started a thorough study of Yogic claims of out-of-body astral travels. 

These studies seem to have confirmed the Yogic beliefs of the interactions pf 

the two invisible bodies. There is a strict ratio, they say, between the physical 

and the energy body (between atomic molecular matter and the plasmic state of 

living things). The energy of any living cells is ·made up of energy from its 

physical cells and th8 more mobile energy of biolplasma say Inyushin, Chenko and 

their colleagues (locQ cit.) "At times of crises, trance or coma or under the 

influence of anaesthetics, it is said that this energy bociy ·may spontaneously 

eject. (cfe Ostrander & Sanderson, loc 9 cito p~220). The etheric body or th~ 

energy body interpenetrates the physical body, It is an exact duplicate. At 

death we first emerge from our fleshy covering and continue on living as an f;mergy 

body".. These observations of Soviet scientists seem to me to be in· accord with 

teachings in the Upanishads, the Bhagvad Gita and other ancient Hindu scriptures. 

In works of the Soviet, we see meeting of science with theosophy and religion 

imperqeptibly. 

The observations may also explain to some extent ~:he religious objection to 

abortion, birth control and '..such other population control concepts of mo::lern scitmce. 

The destruction of human embryo does not destroy the astral body of the biologic3.l 
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organism. Does it haunt at the mental plane in formless or in-a-form state 9 

making the mother live in a state of sin or guilt, or is the moral c:dme only 

imagiroery and without any biological foundation; is a difficult question to 

answer at present? But we have to look deeper into the human conscience 

'l'ugar:i.not 1 'l 964) for a variety of problems facing man today. 

'.!.'HE MECHJ\NlSi'l OF THE GENERATION OF E:iJERGY IN HEALING SELF. 

In earlier communications (Pu.ri and Puri 1973; 197Lr; ·1974b; Puri 1974; 
·u:. 

/f 7 

1974d), is has been explained that apart from other effects healing self techniques 
.-~ 

increase the biological exchanee of gasses. Lungs, kidney:; and digestive tracts 

are all involved ir.. differ&nt way;:, in this process. The major changes take place 

in the Alveoli. 'rhese are estimated to be some 300 million alveoli in human lung.~:, 

2 with an individual diameter of between 80:r"·- 300r'and occupying an area of 100m . 
of alveolo.r walls, which is roughly 50 times greater than the area of the :!:nl.man 

body.. The whole area i.s believed to be available for exchange of gasses within 

the blood stream. In ordinary muscular exercises the g&..seous exchange is recorded 

to be greatly increased and upto 12 times more uptake of oxygen. In some 

Pranaynma techniques the oxygen uptake goes up to 50 times or more. The body 

excretes toxic substences as Co
2

>water, urea and acids of ce.J-1 metabolism. 

··There are at least 99 different types of Pranayarna techniques. Some of 

these in advanced rhythm with mental concentration activate the ~J.ini energy 

or the bioplasma energy which manifests itself in the form of light waves and is 

"seelJ" through the third eye 3 Super oxygenation of the body activates mind, 

k 
calming it amidst noise and. overcrowding conditions in

1
,urban areas. 

Soviet scientists have likewise found that oxygenation of the body makes 

the biopJ.asma energy mobilea Some of the oxygen we breath, they say, converts some 

of its surplus electrons and a certain quantum of energy into the energy body. 

In the silent high frequency discharge, this process canr1ot he actually seen. 
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lf8 
Ostrai1der and Sanderson (loc~ cit. p.2-18) record that "Breathing, it seems, changes 

the entire ·bioplasmic bod;v and renews other reserves of vital energy and helps 

to equalise disturbed energy pattern. <ff"Kazak state Univerity Scientists have 

begun to understand why breathing ionised air has a high meclicinal affect for 

many kinds of disease. Many diseases were shown to begin when the supply of 

biolplasma deteriorated. It has also been found that sprayin~ of a wound with 

ionised a5_r would greatly 1::~peed healing as the negative ions helped restore 

plasmic body to equilibrium. It ,seems to me that what is called prana in the 

yogic sense must be negative ions that go to heal the body. Pranayamc: thus_ taps 

cosmic energy from outside the body and activates the bioplasmic - Kundalini 

energy inside man~ The Union of the two is the real meaning of Yoga ®fi:.,,the 

Syl!lthesis. 

The kundalini colours are very similar to the Kirlian bioplasma body 

colours and their healing properties are given in some detail by Leadbeater CJ2_~ .. _ci~) 

and Soviet scientists. In healing~ the bioplasma energy is activated in circulation 

in the body. Psychic healers use this very energy and Kirlian photographs have 

shown the movement of this from the hand of the healer to the body of the subject4 

Sochi sanatorium and perhapt3 other centres in the Soviet Union use this method 

of healing. The bioplasma energy betv1een mind and body is balanced in the process 

of healing that restores health to the whole system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The urban, industrial environment in the affluent rich countries, perhaps, 

lacks negative ionised air. ... Prana or bioplasma energy. The question needs 

investigation seriously for the welfare of Mankind 2000. To my mind it appears thctt 

neuortic depression and c;uch other disturbances of the psychosomatic and somatic 

nature in ur?an people are due to the disturbancet3 in the bioplasma or the Kundalini 
; .} 

energy. The remedy does not lie in medication alone but in meditation for a 
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balanced mental life. Meditation is 1:u; much a· bjoJ.ocical remedy as medication, 

it is t'.'lerefore ~ .suggested that every unit of 1 0,000 or more persons in trnms 

should have suitable conrnmnity centres for the practice of healing self techniqu.es. 

These could be usefully incorporated in educational institutions, c~urches, clubs, 

or community centres of the type disc1:;_st>ecl by Miller, 1974; Hfiillister and Kramer~ 

1974, etc; where trained persons could help people. Prevention is better that 

cure" A supplementary serv:ice of Bioplasma heale:r·s (Yoga healers) could perhaps 

be considered as a unit of National Health Service 1 on par with Social Servicei::> 

and Psychosomatic services for mental and psychosomatic diseases. In any event 

provii3ions for research into this therapy would amply repay the amount imrGs+,ed. 

Crises counselling (Getz >197~) oft-,. coi'.1hected Youth reforms (Bak.al, 1974) and such 

like community problems can only be successful if the person has at his disposal 

sufficient amount of bioplasma energy. 
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'iVIan and His Environment 
Design for Living 

DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED BY CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
FINLAND, JAPAN, INDIA, MEXICO, POLAND AND 

' YUGOSLAVIA. 

{ Recognizing that Unesco is founded on the 
belief that there can be no true peace unless there 
is a consensus of the mind for an order which the 
mind esteems, that in the process of evolution all 
societies should ask themselves what they are 
evolving towards ; 
2. Remembering that man is at once the final 
objective of all human action and the creator and 
inheritor of all progress, that the problems posed 
by the relationship between man and his 
environment are among the most complex in 
today's world and call for urgent attention in all 
their aspects ; 
3. Realizing that the quest for a better life is 
conditioned by the value system which is at the 
base of what we call a standard of living, that in 
the context of man's intention to humanize his life 
;rnd to discipline the striving for more and more of 
what is not really essential for his development 
many peoples and cultures may deem it necessary 
ft) re-interpret this value system and in so doing 
redesign our concept of 'a standard of living' to 
remove from it its wasteful elements ; 

4. Noting that the modern forms of urban living 
throw up more and more problems which militate 
against the efficiency by which man organ!zes his 
life, that, for example, the health of man 1s 
threatened by air and water pollution, by the 
congestion of space, and even by noise which has 
become a problem, that his natural habitat is being 
despoiled and that, if unchecked, these processes 
will defeat the very purpose of man's advance ; 

As a result of tht' recommendations made by the Nehru 
lldund Table, the liidian delegation to the 14th General 
( '.1nfr1<'*:<'· o1f l li1r11.:" 111nv~il a ri;8olutinn ,;uggcsting that 
I 1 n~:~l" ~h111illl lin111•.h ,, new :1ml m:ijnr prn11.rummc ~·nl illcd 
"Dc~ign f<•r Livin.l!.·· 
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5.. Coi:isidering that as our world is thus 
w1tness1~g trauma~ic? u.ncontro!led change in Jiving 
and e~v1roi:ment, it 1s imperative properly to 
conceive this change, to engineer it and make it 
part of the cons~iousness of man, and that the 
tal.ent and exper!en?e of the world's outstanding 
th!nk~rs, educat.1~msts, designers, architects, 
sc1ent1sts, techmc1.ans, and communicators must be 
bro~1ght tog.ether m collaboration to interpret, 
~es1gn al!d implement the competitive alternatives 
.or man 10 growth, and so attempt the beginnings 
of an answer to the fundamental needs of our age ; 

6. ~eclarin~ that by sustained and practical 
exper!mentat1on among communities, by 
consc10usly propa~a~ing values which oppose 
waste, ~y populanzmg the healthiest elements of 
our heritage, we m1;1st ~~sert the need for harmony 
bet'Yeen. ~an and his livmg environment and 
proJec_t ~t. m the s~ientific and technological forms 
of a c1v1hzed society; 

7. Confid~nt _that t~e immensity of the challenge 
compels thmkmg rmnds everywhere to address 
~hemselves to these inter-related problems which, 
1f resolved, could open the way to an integrated 
approach to development, that the time is 
opportune ,fo! ?~nc~rted international action based 
on Unesco s imtiatives to obtain a global view of 
the challenge and responses to it · 

' 
8. Recommends that Member States 

(a) give increased support to research 
?ocu~en~a~ion and educational activities 
111 this cntical area of human activity ; 

(b) underta~e experimental projects aimed 
at cr~atmg an harmonious environment 
and mtegrated living standards which 
co:r~spond to man's physical and 
spintual needs ; and 

(c) pr~sent their view and experiences to the 
DJrector-Gei;ieral on his many-sided 
problem durmg the preparation of the 
future programme ; 

9. Req~ests t~e Director-General to prepare, in 
~onsultat1on with Member States and appropriate 
mter-¥ov~rnmental and non-governmental 
org:~msat1on's, for submission to the fifteenth 
sess10n o~ the General Conference, a major long
tc11n p_rOJCCt of research documentation and 
(lpcrut1onal action on the basis of the resolution 
with special emphasis on : 
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36. This is important to the dialogue we are 
embarked upon. The growing alienation in the 
industrial and technological societies-a vital 
factor in the crises of cultures-is now sought to be 
trznsplanted. The developing nations of Asia, 
Africa and Latin America, which receive this 
supposedly civilising touch, are now discovering 
that it strikes a parallel and more dangerous 
alienation-an alienation which polarizes the elites 
from their own peoples. This cultural disintegration 
sharpens the divisions already existing in societies 
which have yet to resolve the problems of 
inequality. 

37. The intensity of this alienation-cum
polarisation in our part of the world is also fed by 
the revolt of youth throughout the world who 
reject the established norms and perspectives of 
man's effort to advance. Advance in the directions 
indicated is considered .retrograde, conformist, 
inimical fo freeing the spirit of man. 

38. There is now a deep contradiction between 
the value systems of established societies and the 
future to which we aspire. It is an explosive 
situation. The anarchism, nihilism, frustration and 
anger inherent in this situation can only be tackled 
by an alternative value system which has been 
carefully worked out, justifiable in humanistic 
terms, capable of providing the answers to the 
challenges posed by our massive entry into the era 
of science and technology. We have failed to create 
this value system of our era. 

39. An antiquated value system cannot provide 
the base of human activity at this critical juncture 
in the lives of two-thirds.of mankind who, as a 
result of the population explosion, demographically, 
have become younger. The enlightened among them 
realise that imitation of the rich nations invites 
traumatic shocks which our complex societies are 
unable to cushion. 

40. In other words, the developing nations must 
learn from the tribulations of the developed. 

41. We cannot permit ourselves to become the 
protectors of a meaningless and explosive status 
quo. We must become the instruments of 
enlightenment. We must sketch the new 
perspectives before man, and make these perspectives 
the guidelines for all his activities. ·I am asking for 
a revolution in social thinking to match the 
revolution of science and technology. Suen a 

IO 

Recommendations of the 
'Design for Living' 

Seminar held in New Delhi 
in September, 1967 

PREAMBLE 

There exists in the world today, crisis at all 
levels of man's life and environment. 

There is a fragmentation, a breaking dowrt, a 
search for identity and meaning. 

Explosions in scientific knowledge, a shattering 
of frontiers, a new technology, extensions of the 
dimensions of space and time, new sources of 
energy, have given man as never before a potential 
mastery of his environment. 

It is possible for man today by using the 
knowledge and resources at his qisposal 
meaningfully to solve the world problem of food, 
shelter and education. 

The category of the contemporary tragedy is, 
however, that with all man's knowledge and 
resources, the gap widens between afffuence and 
want, knowledge and ignorance. 

There is enormous waste and enormous hunger, 
enormous power and enormous insecurity. 

A lack of equilibrium in resources and action 
has generated pressures at every level of man's 
environment and inner being. 

Man has w<;tlked in space, he has photographed 
the hidden face of the moon, but in himself man 
remains fearful, insecure, fragmented. There is 
growing alienation, a breakdown of yesterday's 
values and behaviour patterns, an incapacity for 
action in the present, a failure to comprehend t_he 
fantastic complexities of life or to keep pace with 
man's i:nmense kn)wledge. 

Man appears incapable of acting and controlling 
the tools and instruments that he himself has 
created. 
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APPENDIX '}J., 

THE UNIVEHSf~L DEClst\.RP;.T~ON OF THE FHGH-~ITS 

OF HUMt\i\I ORG/Jtf\jiZATION 

- an experimental extension of th& Universal Declarntion cf Human Rights 

A J N Judge 

A. Introduction 

The term " human organization " _:_ not the 
singular, but the generic - in the Declaration 
ofthe Rights of Human Organization is intended 
to cover all psycho-social organitation which 
is based upon any direct expression or extension 
of the " reason and conscience » of man -
namely all organized non-material emanations 
of man. Such organization therefore ceases to 
exist when the people in question cease to 
exist. The term therefore covers human rights 
in the accepted sense (under the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights - paragraphs 
preceded by (a)). It also covers the rights of 
active groups, movements, organizations and 
other such social structures, however formal or 
informal, since they are a socially organized 
expression of the reason and conscience of 
human beings (paragraphs preceded by (b)). 
Similarly it covers the rights of all actively held 
modes of thought and actMty, part!culary as 
charaqterized by diecliplines. since these are 
all the intellectually or behaviourally organized 
expression of the reason and conscience of 
human beings (paragraphs (c), pages 13-26). 
These three sets of rights represent those which 
the State and society give to and protect for 
members of society, whether explicitly or impli
citly. 

There is an important relationship between the 
rights givef"I to members of society by the Staie 
and the rights and freedoms which a person is 
prepared to give, within himself, to his own 
particular modes of thought 'and activity -
namely the degree of freedom and interaction 
which he permits the roles which make up his 
personality. (This is explored further in an 
article in the next issue.) This fourth set of 
personal rights has therefore been added to 
the series in the same way (paragraphs (d)). 

The three additional sets of rights which extend 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
could not be ci-edibly elaborated ab initio by 
any one person or group. The experimental 
approach used was therefore simply to replace 
" human being " by « group » in the first set to 
give the second (b), by ,. modes of thought and 
activity " to give the third (c), and by « role ,, 
to give the fourth (d). Clearly related modifica
tions had to be made to the remainder of each 
article to conserve the sense in the new cor.text 
implied. Such modifications were kept to a 
minimum, except in the Preamble. In one 
sense, therefore, the three additional sets of 
rights were simply « generated '" without intel·· 
lectual manipulation, within the perspective or 
framework of the first set on the basis of the 
additional assuptions. This is an important 
guarantee of balance and freedom from the 
bias which those who worked on the Decla
ration spent so many essential months to elimi
nate. 

(a) It is interesting and suggestive to note that : 

(I) the second set of rights (b) touches on 
the core of the current problems of rela
tions between organizations wi~h diffe
rent perspectives, namely the need for 
self-imposed coordination of indepen~ 
dent social organs to ensure the overall 
effectiveness of social action 

(II) the third set (c} is relevant to the whole 
debate on the social responsibility of 
science, disciplines, academe, techno
logy, business, etc. and on the need for 
a multidisciplinary perspective to tackle 
world problems 

{Ill) the fourth set { d) is relevant to the ques
tion of the alienation of the individual, 
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the psycholo9ica! implications of the 
fragmentation of social activity, and 
man's ability to " live with himself " in 
a highly comr,!ex society 

(b) The answer to the criticism that the additio
nal three sets of rights, or at least the 
second and the third, are implicit in the 
spirit and even some of the. Articles of the 
first set, namely tho Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, is that : 
(I) not all the provisions are and it would 

take some ·careful thought to deduce 
many of the others. Declarations are 
supposed to avoid the need for· and 
risks of « interpretation ». (in connec
tion with this point see footnote) 

(II) they should not be necessary but are to 
the extent that organizations disciplines 
and even roles are now usually concei
ved of as having a certain autonomy 
detached from the persons which « in-

, habit .. them (and who are anyway often 
' treated as replaceable) with consequen
i ices that an article included in the next 
! issue explores. 

(A further justification for including disciplines 
is that reflection on the difficulty of satisfacto
rily defining organizations, given the multiplicity 
of types and degrees of formality, shows that 
disciplines and collective behaviour patterns 
have much in common with them - from one 
viewpoint, they are all rules for exchanging 
se·lected information. It may therefore be con
sidered a matter of convenience and conven
tion that the boundaries are drawn as they are 
- with the concepts of some non-EuroPean 
languages other boundaries would have to be 
drawn or perhaps even none at all. The distinc
tion accepted, however, the justification for 
discussing " organizational ,, rights still applies 
to socially active modes of thought and activity 
as another form of human organization. 
To some it may appear that the first set is 
« diluted » or endangernd by any focus of atten
tion on possible extensions, at a time when the 
rights described there are not universally accep
ted. This cannot be an acceptable reason, 
however, when there is a risk that more subtle 
but equally fundamental rights may be lost with 
the process of acquisition of the first set. 
Human Rights cannot remain static but must 
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evolve with society unless they are to fail ir 
their fundamental task. In order to adapt, new 
phenomena must be taken into account. One 
such phenomenon, according to H. Golsong, 
Dfrector of Legal Affairs of the Council of Euro
pe(*), is that individuals group themselves 
together to a greater and greater extent -
whether to form social groups, profit or non-

. profit groups or political groups - in order to 
satisfy their needs and to ensure their fulfillment. 
He considers that this new phenomenon ne€1ds 
to be taken into consideration in determining 

··the fu,nctional « centre of gravity » of Human 
Rights. Whereas the individual was originally 
the main preoccupation, modern social proces
ses have introduced a new dimension. Even if 
he wished the individual can hardly remain 
isolated today, above all if he wishes to benefit 
from certain rights which used to be restricted 
to " individuals ,, but are oow made available, 
defended or furthered by groups. This new 
dimension represents a new domain in which 
human rights must be protected as individuals 
cede more and more of their rights to groups. 
The same point is mad.e by Professor S. Marcus
Helmons, Director of the Department of Human 
Rights, Louvain University (*), who adds that if 
the reason for the existence of such bodies is 
to satisfy human needs and io accomplish cer
tain objectives which are impossible for the 
individual, can it be unreasonable to suppose 
that such bodies should acquire protection for 
some rights which are indispensable to the 
realization of their objectives ? The protection 
of human rights is designed to facilitate the 
development of man. Used for the same end, 
but at one remove, organizations would seem 
to merit tl:ie same interest. In protecting the 
rights of groups, human rights are protected 
through them. 

The point is echoed by Professor M. Pinto (*) 
in the questions : how can one refuse to organi
zations created by men, that which one accords 

(•) Universite Catholique de Louvain. Premier Colloque du 
Departement des Droits de !'Homme, 24 octobre 1969; 
Les Droits de !'Homme et les Personnes Morales. Bru
xelles, Emile Bruylant, 1970, 166 p. 
See also: Ernst Hass. Human Rights and International 
Action; the case of freedom of association, Stanford Uni
versity Press, 1970. J.E. Knott. Jr. Freedom of Association; 
a study of the role of nongovernmental orgai:izations in 
the development process of emerging countries, Brussels, 
Union of International Associations. 



J the men which compose thern; is one to 
·efuse rights to the orouµ which th:~:y have, in 

·one sense, substituted for therns::!lves in order 
to improve their ability to c:.ct ? 
•From these points emerges the possibility that 
the ability to group, if facilitated, could be the 
key to man's mastery of the social processes in 
which he is embedded, Just as the lever has 
been the key to his mastery of the physical 
environment within which he lives. 

The same arguments should apply equally 
· whenever man identifies some portion of his 
freedom to act and binds if within rules in terms 
of which he functions only periodically - thus 
enabling him to detach himself at other times 
from the obligations incumbent upon such dele
gated aspects of his personality (i.e. roles). This 
occurs when he -functions through : organiza
tions, and disciplines (whether physical or men
tal) and includes, of course, his own personal 
role activity. 

·:Furthermore, if social development !eads to a 
considerable decrease in the effectiveness of 
the (extended) family as the prime social unit 
or, alternatively, to needs not satisfied by such 
relationships, then the attempts made by the 
individual to substitute partially for, or extend, 
the family network by organizational contacts 
or via patterns of collective activity (whether 
academic ·disciplines or sports, for example), 
should be as well protected by society as the 
family traditionally has been.) 
{Ill) the first set lacks any sense of dynamism 

which is the major characte11istic of modern 
society. It appears to have been designed 
to protect rights in a static society 
unconscious of the manner by which social 
change takes place or Hs relationsh_ip to 

· the fulfillment of the persons growing up 
within that society and the consequent 
implication for social structures. 

(The first set makes n,o provision for protection 
against structural violence which in ·developed 
societies eliminates the need for personal vio
lence or restriction of rights. 

To date no systematic criteria for establishing 
the existence of such forms of violence have 
been recognized or ·proposed at governmental 
level.) 

"The contrasts, not to say flagrant antagonisms, which 
exist between rich countries and poor countries should 

not :blind us to the "structural violence " exercised in a. 
thousand different ways in even .the most "privileged » 

societies . ., 
(Unesco's contribution to peace and its tasks with respect 
to the elimination or raoial'ism and colonialism : Report 
of the Director-General and proposals for long-term plan 
of in1egrated action, para. 13) 

(c) The answer to the criticism that the additio
nal three sets of rights « let in » precisely 
what the first set was trying to « keep out », 

namely some modes of thought and activity 
by some types of organization is that : 
(I)·· Article 30 of the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights stands unextended and 
therefore excludes such interpretations 
and any unfortunate contradictions. 

(II) in fact the additional three sets reinforce 
and amplify the sense of the first, .exclu
ding easily ignored subtle forms of abuse 
which can lead to the barbarous acts 
covered by the first set. Additional 
freedoms are acknowledg.ed but the 
number of responsibilities also increases 
(see Article 29) with each set - such 
responsibilities are f_urther increased by 
the interaction. between the four sets and 
the ·implications of Article 30. 

(Ill) social development should result in the 
increase ·in the freedom and responsi
bility of each social entity. The Decla
ration poin1s to some freedoms which 
we are far from acquiring. The reasons 
why we cannot acquire them immedia
tely, except under special conditions, 

. should stimulate debate on the asso
ciated responsibilities - it shou'ld also 
throw· light on the conditions under 
which respect for the equivalent 
« human rights » {a) is more difficult. 

(d) There are obvious weaknesses and inconsis
tencies know to the author, many others 
will be glaringly apparent to specialists in 
certain disciplines. The first have not been 
eliminated because they signal unresolved 
problems. (A particular example of this is 
the need for clarity on the relationship 
between the « Jaw » governing territorial and 
non-territorial organizations and disciplines 
in a complex social systern). The second 
should be eHminated by a multidisciplinary 
team at a later stage should the project be 
considered worth continuing. 
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(c) The answc~r to t:~e criticis;1~ that the Declara
tion as given -here tOLi>;h 1::;s o;i too many 
additional aspects of the rights of " human 
organization '" whore one . might recf~ive 
more serious attention is that, this :is not an 
attempt at providing a politicaily acceptable 
minimum cor.1promise, but an exercise in 
envisaging the rights th2t c>hould be recogni
zed in or-cler to protect ag2inst abuse -- as 
such it is relc:ted to the ·dsbate on the values 
and long term goals by which man should 
guide his activity. What human ·rights will 
man need 100 years hence and how iong 
does history show that it t<:::!\es for envisaged 
right·s to be recognized ? 

Final Comment 
The Articles of tho Declaration of the Rights of 
Human Organization in some cases note what 
is already taken as obvious, in others what is 
present in some national legislation, in otflers 
what has already been suggested as necessary, 
and in others suggest intriguing implications 
for future developments and concepts of the 
relationship between man and his psycho-social 
structures. 
The four sets of rights can be considered in 
·isolation or together. To the author they rein
force, comp·lement and clarify one another. 
The fourth set, which needs great improvement 
by appropriate specialists, suggests to the 
individual (for the first time) how he as a person 
should reduce the barriers between the different 
aspects of his personality as a precondition for 
an integrated and fulfilling life. This reduction 
in internal tensions may also be considered to 
be a precondition for the person, acting in 
society, to be able to take decisions permitting 
human rights to others (see article ih next issue). 
The fourth set is also an aide memoire for 
those concerned specifically with the human 
rights of social units, in that their activities may 
nc! necessarily lead to an improvement in 
personal rights but may in fact threaten them 
through « social development " programmes, 
leading to structural violence. 
The main stimulus for the production of this 
extended Declaration was the realization that 
the fruitless attempts to obtain legal status 
for international nongovernmental organizations 
presupposed a social recognition of the value 
of nongovernmental structures which was in 
fact lacking in many important quarters (see 
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documents in this issue). {This lack of socia 
recognition of some types of organizations also 
appeared to be symptomatic of a universal 
under-current of discrimination against anything 
associated with change.) Universal legal 
recognition is however also lacking for human 
rights- thre is no Universal Convention {**) -
but the. social recognition established via the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights has 
proved to be a very adequate stimulus to 
political action in the spirit of the Declaration. 

·• The existence of the Declaration has stimulated 
action to produce various regional or specia
lized Conventions cove-ring points raised in the 
Articles of the Declaration {*). 
On this basis, some form of Declaration is 
required to obtain universal social recognition 
for organizations, before any successful attempt 
can be made to obtain legal recognition (which 
may in the long run not be necessary). 
This conclusion forced the author to examine 

(•) International Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Racial Discrimination (Dec 1965), International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and 
that on Civil and Political Rights with its Optional Protocol 
(Dec 1956), Proclamation of the International Conference 
on Human Rights (Teheren, 1968). 
!LO has eight instruments concerned with trade union 
freedom of association, including the International Free
dom of Association and Protection of the Right to 
Organize Convention (1948), and the International Right 
1o Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention (1949). 
One of the principal topics at the 1970 ILO International 
Labour Conference was trade union rights and their 
relation ·lo civic liberties. 
For an extensive list, see : Multilateral treaties in respect 
of which the Secretary-General performs depository 
functions. United Nations, 1970, ST/LEG/SER. 0/3. 

(**) The two Covenants and the Optional Protocol represent 
the first step to give legal form to a wide range of rights 
indicated in the Declaration of Human Rights. The 
Covenants were adopted unirnimously in December 1966 
by the General Assembly. As of February 1970 the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (approved by 105 Member States in 1966) had been 
signed by 39 and ratified by 6. The International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights (approved by 106 Member 
States in 1966) had been signed by 39 and ratified by 6. 
The Optional Protocol to the latter (adopted by 66 votes 
to 2 with 38 abstentions) had been signed by 13 and 
ratified by 3. (E/CN.4/907/Rev.6, 11 February 1970.) The 
Covenan·is require 35 ratifications before entering into 
force. It is difficult to determine whether a ratified 
convention is applied in a given country. (For an analysis 
of the vague implications of these instruments for the 
rights of organizations, see : Les Drotts de !'Hamme et 
las Personnes Morales. Bruxelles, E.mlle Bruylant, 1970.) 



elated aspects of social activity which also 
1acked wide :,ocial recoghition and in pe;riicular 
the social relevance of all modes of thought 
and activity and the psycl;ological arid /beha
vioural implications of social activity in a 
fragmented society. 

It would be politically naive to expect that 
any such Declaration could hope to be accepted 
by the United Nations or recognized in its 
present form by member governments. It is 
however a stimulus to debate and provides 
a framework within which an extension to 
human rights can be considered. 
The danger in seeking legal recognition of 

·organizational rights (b) via an internationc'll 
convention is that unless there already exists 
a very comprehensive ar,id carefully thought 
out multidisciplinary statement - like the 
Universal Declaration of the Rights of Man -
by nongovernmental bodies, which spells out 
the needed rights, government initiated action 
would impose a superficial or " straight
jacketing ,, convention in terms of the current 
governmental perspective of what nongovern
mental bodies should have, be or do. In the 
present political context this would be 
drsastrous in view of the lack of knowledge 
of the specialized social functions performed 
by such bodies. INGOs could, therefore, well 
consider formulating a joint statement of this 
kind, as a basis for 1 governmental examination 
of the question, but principally as a framework . 
against which to measure and label current 
infringement of organizational rights. 

Similar arguments could be developed for the 
rights of disciplines (c) as a response to the 
debate on their social and environmental res
ponsibility and for the rights of personal roles 
(d) as a framework against which to measure 
psychological fragmentation caused by structu
ral violence. In each case a statement of social 
recognition by the bodies affected must 
precede regional or universal social recognition 
by government. Either many even replace the 
need for legal recognition by governments, 
where the latter is possible. 
The rights and responsibilities of human beings 
in society cannot be satisfactorily encompassed 
by some statement. They evolve with time 
and with the increase in the abiiity of each 
social entity to permit greater and more subtle 
freedoms to others without fearing a consequent 

t11r8at to its ov;n identity. They must now 
evolve to highiiQl1t the social, psychological 
and behavioural chains impeding balanced 
and fulfilling development - now that human 
social welfare is an internationally recogr.izod 
right, if only in principle. 
Finally, it is vital that such issues should be 
clarified in preparation for the "incalculable, 
but nevertheless welcome, psycho-social and 
political revivifying impact of the return to 
gfobal sanity heraided by the cessation of 
discrimination against the entry of the Peoples 
Republic of China into the United Nations -
now expected for the end ot this year - and 
into Unesco - probably at the beginning of 
the next GenGral Conference in 1972. Many 
traditional assumptions and procedures \Nill 
need to be re·-examined for relevance to the 
new context. A. J. 

Resume jiwH;ais de /'article (page 7) : 
DEC LARA T/ON UNI VER.SELLE 

DES DROITS DE L'ORGAN/SA TION 
HUMAINE 

- wu' extension experimentalc de la 
Dr!clarat ion Un iversel/e des Droits de /'Homme 

Le terme • organisation humaine » - au sens generique, 
pas singulier - dans la Declaration des Droits de /'Orga
nisation Humaine est employe pour englober toute orga
nisation psycho-sociale qui est basec sur une expression 
ou extension directe de la « raison et conscience » de 
l'homme - c'est-a-dire toute emanation non-materielle 
de /"homme. Une telie. organisation cesse d'exister des 
que /es personnes en question cessent d'exister. Ainsi 
le terme couvre fes droits de l'homme tels qu'on /es 
entend actuelfement (ceux qui sont identifies dans 
l'actuelfe Declaration Universe/le des Droits de /'Homme 
- /es paragraphes precedes pas (a}, page 13). 
Le terme couvre egalement Jes droits des groupes, mou
vements et organisations actives ainsi que d'autres 
structures sociales similaires, comme expression sociale
ment organisee de la raison et de la conscience des etres 
humains. (Jes paragraphes precedes par (bj). 
D'une maniere analogique Jes droits des modes sociale
ment actifs de pensee et d'action, caracterises par /es 
disciplines intelfectuelfes, sont identifies (fes paragraphes 
precedes par (c) ). Ces trois valets representent les droits 
que l'Etat ou fa societe donn·e et protege, soit explicitement, 
soit implicitement. · 
// existe une relation importJnte. entre /es droits donnes 
aux membres de la societe par l'Etat et /es droits et liber
tes qu'une personne est prete a se donner pour ses 
propres modes de pensee et d'action - c'est-a-dire le 
degre de liberte et d'interaction qu'elle permet aux dif
f6rentes fonctions qui constituent sa personnalite. (Cette 
conception est developpee dans le numero de fevrier 
1971 ). Ces droits personnels constituent un quatrieme 
valet (les paragraphes precedes par (d) . 
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B. Experimental version of the proposed Univenal Declaration of the Rights of Human Organ1L,,L;n. 

PREAMBLE 
Whereas 

(a) Recognition of the Inherent dignity 
and of the equal and inalil?nable 
rights of all members of the humnn 
family is the foundation of freedom, 
justice and peace in the world; 

Whereas 

(a) Disregard and contempt for human 
rights have resulted in barbarous 
acts which have · outraged the 
conscience of mankind, and the 
advent of a world in which human 
beings shall enjoy· freedom of 
speech and belief an·d freedom from 
fear and want has been proclaimed 
as the highest aspiration of the 
common people; 

Paragraphs preceded by : 
(a) represent human rights. These are 

indicated in bold text in the left 
hand column. This is the authorized 
text of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights as contained in the 
Official Records of the Third Session 
of the United Nations General 
Assembly, Doc. N810. Minor (;han
ges have been made ·to paragraph 
punctuation and use of capitals; 

(b) represent organizational rights and 
the rights of groups; 

(c) represent the rights of disciplines 
and other modes of thought and 
activity; 

(d) represent personal rights, namely 
the rights C\ person should permit 
his. own roles and all his own 
modes of thought and activity. 

(b) recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal Rnd inalienable ri.:;ti!s 
of all human groups and organs of society, evolved within each and every 
social process, is the organizational foundation for b;-ilanced and adcquaic 
progrsss towards a frne,.just and peaceful world; 

c) recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equa·I and inalienable ri;jhts 
of all human ·modes of thought and activity, evolved in each and every 
sector of the social process, is the conceptual iounds.tion for bal<:n..:ed 
and adequate progress towards a free, just, peaceful and fulfilling world; 

(d) recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights 
of all one's modes of thought and activity, . evolved in the course of all 
aspects of one's life, is the psychological foundation for balanced and 
adequate progres.s towards a free, peaceful and fulfilling personal life. . 

(b) disregard and contempt for the rights and significance of all human groups 
and collective social entities have resulted in ignominious and irresponsible 
acts which have : destroyed or eroded vital social structures, processes and 
cultures; opposed full participation of all concerned groups in the solution 
of social problems and the compensation for inadequacies in each group's 
activities; caused the creation of an impenetrable maze of non-interacting 
social organs; thus: wasting human and material resources; frustrating and 
alienating the individual; critically reducing the efficacy with which man's 
increasingly complex problems are detected and resolved; and increasing 
the probability of global disaster -
the advent of a world in which groups shall enjoy freedom of expression 
and belief, and freedom from oppression and inability to interact effectively 
or respond to the consequences their own activity has been proc-laimed as 
,a vital means of fulfillment for the common people embedded in complex 
social processes; 

(c) disregard and con1empt for the rights and significance of all human modes 
of thought and activity have resulted in ignominious and irresponsible acts 
which have : destroyed, eroded or ·threatened the natural and social environ
mental processes; opposed full or balanced use of all relevant disciplines 
in the solution of social problems and the compensation for ini:1dequacies 
in the perspective of each such discipline; caused the creation of an 
impenetrable maze of unintegrated specialized modes of thought and activity 
each unable to defect the wider consequences of its own use or to define 
satisfactorily the limits of its own relevance; thus : wasting human and 
material resources; frustrating and alienating the individua:; critically redu
cing the efficacy with which man's increasingly complex problems are 
detected and resolved; and increasing t,he probability of global disaster -
the advent of a world in which all desired modes of thought and activity 
shall be freely expressed, and freedom from oppression . and inabiliiy to 
interact effectively or respond to the consequences of their own use has 
been proclaimed as a vital means of fulfillment for the common people 
embedded in complex social processes; 

(d) aisegard and contempt for the rights and significance of all one's modes 
of thought and activity tend to result in harsh and unbalanced acts which 

·destroy; erode or threaten one's physical, emotional anti mental healtn: 
oppose full or. belanced use of all one's physical and osycno1oqica1 
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Whereas 

(a) It Is essential, if man is not to be 
compelled to have recourse, as a 
last resort, to rebellion against 
tyranny and oppression, that human 
rights should be protected by the 
rule of law; 

I 
! 

Whereas: 

(a) It Is essential to promote the deve
lopment of friendly relations bet
ween nations; 

Whereas 

(a) The peoples of the United Nations 
have in the Charter reaffirmed 
their faith in fundamental human 
rights, in the dignity and worth of 
the human person and in equal 
rights of men and women and have 
determined to promote social pro
gress and better standards of life 
In larger freedom; 

Wh::~::as 

(a) Member States have pledged them
selves to achieve, in cooperation 
with the United Nations, the pro
motion of universal respect for and 
observance of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms; 

z.111/ 

resources in the solution of personal and family problems anr! in th0 
compensation for inadequacies in the perspective cf each of one'~ roles; 
cause the creation of a complex maze of partially or totally uniniegrated 
roles each unable to detect the wider consequences of its own activity or 
to define satisfactorily the limits of its own relevance; thus: diminishing 
one's physical and psychological resourc;es; frustrating and isolating the 
.roles in question; critically reducing the efficacy with which one's increa
singly complex problems are detected and resolved; increasing the proba
bility of physical or mental breakdown -
the possibility of a personal 'life in which all one's desired modes of 
thought and activity can be freely expressed, and freedom from fear and 
the inabilfty of roles to interact effectively or respond to the con::;equences 
of their own activity has heen proclaimed as a vital means of self-iulfillment 
and role development. 

(b) it is essential, if a group is not to have ~ecourse, as a last resort, to rebel
·lion against tyranny and oppression, that the rights of groups should be 
protected by the rule of law, the community of organizatir:'"'.s and an adequate 
availability of information; 

(c) it is essential, if a mode of 1hought or activity is not to be protected, as 
a •last resort, by rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that the rights 
of disciplines should be protected by the rule of law, the community of 
disciplines and an adequate availability of information; 

(d) it is essential, if one of one's modes of thought or activity is not to be 
compelled, as a last resort, to protect itse'if by rebelling against one's 
rigidity and oppression, that the rights of roles should be protected by 
the rule of one's conscience. 

(b) it is essential to promote the development of cooperation between groups; 

(c) it is essential to promote the development of interaction between disciplines; 

(d) it is essential to promote the development of interaction betwet:n one's 
roles. 

(b) the peoples of the United Nations reaffirm their faith in fundamental rights 
of human organizations and in the dignity and worth of each such group 
within its own context; 

(c) the peoples of the United Nations reaffirm their faith in fundamental rights 
of human behavioural patterns and the dignity and worth of each such 
organization of activity within its own context; 

(d) one reaffirms one's faith in fundamental rights of each of one"s roles and 
the dignity and worth of each such organization of one's 'activity within 
its behavioural context. 

(b) Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in cooperation with 
the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance 
of the rights and fundamental freedoms of human groups; 

(c) Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in cooperation with 
the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance 
of the rights of all modes of human thought and activity; 

(d) individuals have pledged themselves to achieve, in coopP.ration with one 
another, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of the 
rights of all modes of human thought and ·activity. 
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Whereas 

A common understanding of these 
rights and freedoms is of the greatest 
Importance for the full realization of 
this pledge; 

Now, Therefore, 
The General Assembly 
Proclaims this Universal Declaration of the Rights of Human Organization as a 
common standard of achievement for all peoples, groups, nations and disci:'. 
jplines, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping, 
this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education 
to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, 
national, international ·and interdisciplinary, to secure their universal and 
effective recognition and observance both among the peoples of Member Stales 
themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. 

Article 1 

(a) All human beings are born free 
and equal in dignity and rights. 
They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should act towards 
one another in a spirit of brother
hood; 

Article 2 

(a) Everyone is entitled to all the 
rights and freedoms set forth in 
this Declaration without distinction 
of any kind, such as race, colour, 
sex, language, religion, political or 
other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, birth or other 
status:. 
Furthermore, no distinction shall be 
made on the basis of political, fu
rlsdiciioual or International status 
of the country or territory to which 
a person belongs, whether it be in
dependent, trust, non-self-governing 
or under any other limitation of 
sovereignty; 

(b) ,all human groups are created or evolved free and equal in dignity, rights 
and significance within their own context. They are 1he organized expres
sion and extension of the reason and conscience of human beings and 
shou'ld act towards one another in a spirit of cooperation; 

(c) aN human modes of thought and activity are conceived or evolved free and 
equal in dignity, rights and significance within their own context. They are 
the philosophical, intellectual, emotional or behavioural expression of the 
reason and conscience of human beings and should be related to one 
another in a spirit of synthesis; 

(d) all one's modes of thought and activity are conceived or evolved free and 
equal in dignity, rights and significance wtihin their own behavioural context. 
They are the philosophical, intellectual emotional or behavioural expression 
and response of one's conscience and should be related to one another 
In a spirit of integration. 

(b) every group is entited to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this 
Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as might be based upon 
race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, purpose or 
activity, national or social origin, method or degree of organization, pro
perty, patronage" governmental or professional ·stand1ing, or other status. 
Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of political, juris
dictional inter-organizational or international status of the organ1izational, 
functional or geographical territory with which the group ,is associated, 
whether it be independent, autonomous, non-self-governing or under any 
other limitation of self-control; 

(c) every mode of thought and activity is entitled to all the rights and freedoms 
set forth in this Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as might 
be based upon disciplinary or behavioural context, method of expression, 
belief or philosophical foundation, political or other context, purpose, social 
or intellectual origin, method of defining or ordering facts, patronage, 
academic or other status. 
Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of political, juris
dictional, interdisciplinary or international status of the organizational, 
functional or geographical territory with whioh the mode of thought or 
activity is associated, whether it be independent, autonomous, non-self
governing or under any other limitation of set-control; 
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Article 3 

(a) Everyone has the right to life, liber
ty and security of person; 

Article 4 

(a) No one shall be held in slavery or 
servitude; slavery and the slnve 
trade shall be prohibited in all 
their forms; 

Article 5 

(a) No one shall be subjected to tor
ture or to cruel, inhuman or de
grading treatment or punishment; 

Article 6 

(a) Everyone has the right to recogni
tion everywhere as a person before 
the law; 

Article 7 

(a) All are equal before ~he law and 
ere entitled without any discrimina
tion to equal protection of the law. 
All are entitled to equal protection 
against any discrimination in vio
lation of this Declaration and 
against any Incitement to such 
discrimination; 

(d) each of one's modes of thought and activity is entitled to all the rights an 
freedoms set forth in this Declaration without distinction of any kind, suet. 
as might be based upon disciplinary context, method of expression, belief 
or philosophical foundation, purpose, social or intellectual origin, method 
of defining or relating facts, or other status. 
Furthermore, no distinction should be made on the basis of the political, 
jurisdictional or interdisciplinary status of the behavioural context with which 
the mode of thought or activity is associated whether it be accepted as 
independent of, or aependent upon, the activity of others, or under any 
other limitation on self-control. 

(b) €Very group has the right to life, liberty and security whilst human be·ings' 
conti11ue to express the desire to remain associated with 'it and to express 
1hemselvos througl:i it; 

(c) every discipline has the right to be freely expressed in a suitable environ
ment whilst human beings continue to express a desire for it; 

(d) ·each of one's modes of thought and activity should have the right to be 
freely expressed in a suitable environment whilst one continues to desire 
such a method of expression. 

(b) no group shall be constrained to act contrary to the desires of its members 
under the control of some other group; the ·use of " front " organizations 
in all their forms shall be prohibited; 

(c) no di$cipline shall be constrained to define itself within the framework 
of some other discipline; 

(d) none of one's modes of thought or activity should be constrained to 
integrate itself within the framework of some other role. 

(b) no group shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment; 

(c) no human mode of thought or activity shall be deliberately perverted or 
misrepresented or in other ways subject to dishonourable or degrading 
treatment; 

(d) none of one's modes of thought or activity should be deliberately perverted 
or misrepresented or in other ways subjected to dishonourable or degrading 
t.reatment. 

(b) every group has the right to recognition everywhere as a human organi
zation before the law and the community of organizations; 

(c) every discipHne has the right to recognition everywhere as a human pattern 
of activity before the law and the community of disciplines; 

(d) each of one's modes of thought and activity should have the right under 
911 conditions to recognition before one's conscience as valid Within the 
network of on.e's .psycho-social processes. 

(b) all groups are equal before the law and a're entitled without any discrimi
nation to equal protection of the ·law. Al! groups are -entitled to equal 
protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and 
against any incitement to such discrimination; 
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Arlicl0 8 

(a) Everyone h<Js the right to rm effec
tive rem,..c:y by the competent na
tional trHw11;;Js for acts violating 
the fundc:nentnl rights grsnlod hiin 
by the constitution or by l<iw; 

Article 9 

(a) No one shall be subjected to arbi
trary arrest, de!cntion or exile; 

Article 10 

(a) Everyone Is entitled in full equality 
to a fair and public hearing by an 
Independent and impartial tribunal, 
In the determination of his rights 
and obligations and of any criminal 
charge against him; 

Article 11 

(a) 1. Everyone charged with a penal 
offence has the right to be pre
sumed innocent until proved 
guilty according to law in a 
public trial at which he has had 
all the guarantees necessary for 
his defence; 

2. No one shall be held guilty of 
any penal offence on account of 
any act or omission which did 
not constitute a penal offence, 
under national or International 

(c) all human modes of thought and activity are equal before the law and are 
entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law. All 
modes of activity are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination 
in violation of this Declaration and against any i·ncitement to such dicri
mination; 

(d} all one's modes of thought and activity should be equal before one's 
conscience and should be ·entitled without any discrimination to equal 
protection of one's conscience. All modes of activity should be entitled 
to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration 
and a'gainst any incitement to such discrimination. 

(b) eve1y group has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national, 
international or inter-organizational tribunals for acts violating the funda
"mental rights granted it by the constitution or by law; 

(c) every mode of thought and activity has the right to an effective remedy 
by the competent national, international or inter-disciplinary tribunals for 
acts. violating the fundamental rights granted it by the constitution or by law; 

(d) each of one's modes of thought and activity should have the right to an 
effective remedy before one"s conscience for acts violating the fundamental 
rights granted it in terms of one's principles. 

(a) no group shall be S'.Jbjected to arbitrary arrest, detention, exile or disband-
ment; 

(c) no mode of thought or activity shall be subjected to arbitrary restriction, 
containment, banishment or repression; 

(d) none of one's modes of thought or activity should be subjected to arbitrary, 
restriction, containment or repression. 

(b) every group is entitled in fuH equality to a fair and public hearing by an 
.independent and impartial tribunal, In ~he determination of its rights and 
obligations and of any criminal charge against it; 

(c) every mode of thought and activity is entitled to a fair and public hearing 
by an independent and impartial tribunal, ·in the determination of its rights 
and obligations and of any criminal charge against it; 

(d) each of one's modes of thought and activity should be entitled to fair 
examination before one's conscience at a time when on·e is calm and can 
consider the matter in a detached and balanced manner to determine its 
rights and obligations and of any crime against one's conscieni:e with 
which one wishes to charge it. 

(b) 1. every group charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed 
innocent until proved guilty according to law in a pubHc trial at which 
ft has had all the guarantees necessary for its defence; 

2. no group shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any 
act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national 
or international la'#, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a 
heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time 
the penal offence was committed; 
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law, at the time when It was com
mitted. Nor shall a heavier pe
nalty be Imposed than the one 
that was applicable at the time 
when the penal .· offence was 
committed. 

Article 12 

(a) No one shall be subjected to arbi
lary Interference with his privacy, 
family, home or correspondence, 
nor to attacks upon his honour a11d 
reputation. Everyone has the right 
to protection of the law against 
such Interference or attacks; 

Article 13 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to freedom 
of movement and residence within 
the borders of each State; 

2. Everyone has the right to leave
any country, including his own, 
and to return to his country; 

Article 14· 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to seek 
and to enjoy In other countries 
asylum from persecution; 

2. This right may not be invoked In 
the case of prosecutions genuinely 
arising from non-political crimes 
or from acts contrary to the pur· 
poses and principles of the United 
Nations; 

2of 

(c) 1. every mode of thought or activity charged with dysfunc'.ionalitY within 
the social process has the right to be presumed innocent until proved 
guilty according to law in a public trial at which its supporters have had 
all the guarant"les necessary for its defence; 

2. no mode of thought or activity shall be held dysfunctional on account ol 
any act or omission which did not constitute dysfunctionality, under 
national or international law, at the time the offence wi1s committed; 

(d) 1. each of one's modes of thought and activity which orw considers guilty 
of an offence against one's principles should have Um right to be 
presumed innocent until proved guilty during a calm, balanced and 
conscious examination of the matter during which all arguments for its 
defence are considered; 

2. none of one's modes of thought or activity should be considered 
dysfunctional on account of any act or omission which did not constitute 
dysfunctionality in the light of one's conscience at the time when the 
act was committed. Nor should one impose a heavier penalty on such 
a role than was applicable at the time when the offence was committed. 

(b) no group shall be subjected to arbitary interference with its privacy, imme
diate contacts, offices or correspondence, nor to attacks upon its honour 
and reputation. Every group has the right to the protection of the law 
against such interference or attacks; 

(c) no discipline sh-all be subjected to arbitary interference with its internal 
concerns, relationships or supporting information, nor to attacks upon its 
integrity and reputation. Every mode of activity has the right to the 
protection of the law against such interference or attacks; 

-
(d) ·none of one's roles should be subjected to arbitary interference with its 

sub-roles, relationships to other roles, legitimizing concepts, nor to attacks 
upon its integrity and reputation. Each of one's modes of activity should 
have the right to the protection of one's conscience against such inter
ference or attacks. 

(b) 1. every group has the right to move its activities and base of operations 
within the borders of each State; 

2. every group has the right to move its base of operations from any 
country, including its own, and to return it to its country; 

(c) 1. every mode of thought and activity has the right to be expressed within 
the borders of each State; 

2. every mode of thought and activity has the right to be propagated across 
all national ·frontiers, including those of its country of origin; 

(d) 1. each of one's modes of thought and activity should have the right to be 
eipressed wherever one goes. 

(b) 1. every group has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum 
from persecution; 

2. this right may not be invoked In the case of persecutions §enuinely 
arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes 
and principies oi the United Nations; 

(c) 1. every mode of thought and activity has the right to be expressed in other 
countries when faced with persecution in its own; 

2. this right may not be invoked in the case of persecutions arising from 
non-political irresponsible acts or from acts contrary to the purposes 
and principles of the United Nations; 
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(Photo : UNJ;:SCO) 

Society has evolved to a realization that for its own survival some aspect of each man's nature - at present· 
very ill-defined - should be considered to be of a significance and value exactly equal in importance to that of 
the same aspect in all other human beings. . 
This un{/erstanding is being achieved at great social cost. The question is : Is there some aspect of each group or 
organization's natur~ - similarly ill-defined - which should be considered to be of a significance and value 
exactly equal In importance to that of the same aspect in all other human organizations, such as, in the extreme 
case, the sovereignty of States? ls recognition of 1his of equivalent importance to survival of our society? Who, 
if anybody, is responsible for promulgating this understanding ? What social costs will probably be incurred, in 
the light of the history of human rights, if this equality is not .admitted ? 
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Article 15 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to a na
tionality; 

2. No one shall be arbitrarily. de
prived of his nationality nor de
nied the right to change his na
tionality; 

Article 16 

(a) 1. Men and women of full age, wit
hout any limitz::tion due to race, 
nationality or religion, have the 
right to marry and to found a 
family. They are entitled to equal 
rights as to- marriage, during 
marriage and at Its dissolution; 

2. Marriage shall be enternd Into 
only with the free and full consent 
of the Intending spouses; 

3. The family is the natural and 
fundamental group unit of socie
ty and Is entitled to protection by 
society and the State; 

z. 10 

(d) 1. each of one·s roles should have the nght to seek and to enjoy protection 
from persecution within the framework of some other more general role; 

2, this right should not be invoked in the case of persecution genuinely 
arising from acts contrary to one's purposes and principles. 

(b) 1. every group has the right to function in terms of a particular national 
legislation; 

2. no gr9up shall be arbitrarily deprived of its national legal status nor 
denied the right to change its national legal status; 

3. transnational and international groups have the right to a special status 
within each national legislation. 

(c) 1. every discipline _has the right to function in terms of the principles and 
methods of a more general discipline; 

2. no discipline shall be arbitrarily required to modify the principles and 
methods in terms of which it functions nor denied the right to change 
them; 

3. transdisciplinary, interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary groups have the 
right to a special status within each discipline; 

(d) 1. each of one's roles should have the right to be associated specifically 
with one of one's more general role complexes; 

2. none of one's roles should be arbitrarily deprived of the pattern of 
activity within which it functions, nor denied the right to function within 
the framework of some other role; 

3. more general or highly integrated roles should have the right to special 
consideration in terms· of a given role perspective. 

(b) 1. human groups, without any limitation due to social ongin, nationality, 
governmental status, purpose or beliefs have the right to •link, merge or 
associate and to create subsidiaries, affiliates or joint programmes. They 
are entitled to proportional rights, in terms of their mutually agreed contri
butions on linkage, during the association and the dissolution of the 
linkage; · 

2. links between groups shall be entered into only with free and full consent 
of the intending partners; 

3. linkage between social entities, whether human beings or groups, is the 
fundamental process of social integration. Links are entitled to protection 
by society and the State; 

(c) 1. human modes of thought and .activity, without any ·limitation due to 
racial, national, social or religious origin, have ·the right to be integrated, 
merged or associated and to be sub-divided into sub-disciplines. The 
contributions of the participating disciplines are entitled to respect during 
the period of association; 

2. interaction between disciplines shall be undertaken only as a mutually 
agreed natural consequence of the development of the potential of the 
intending partners; 

3. the· relationships between concept or activity patterns are the intellectual 
or behavioural foundation of human and social organization. Such 
relationships are entitfed to protection by society and the State; 

(d) 1. each of one's modes. of thought and activity, without any limitation due 
to racial, national, social, or religious origin, should have the right to be 
integrated, merged or associated with other modes and to be fragmented 
into sub-disciplines. The contributions of each of the participating modes 
shot.: .d be entitled to consideration during the period tl·f association; 

2. inte1 action between one's modes of thought or activity should be under
takon only as a naiural consequence of the development of the potential 
of all of the participating modes; 
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Article 17 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to own 
prop0rly alone as wa!l as In 
assocfatic>n v1lth o!her:;; 

2. No one shall be arbitrarily depri
ved of h!s property; 

Article 18 

(a) Everyone has the right to fr&edool 
of thought, conscience ::md rel!glon; 
this right lnc!udc.'6 freedom to 
change his religlon or bdic<f, and 
freedom, either alone or in com
munity with others and In public 
or private, to manifost his religion 
or belleif In teaching, pmctice, 
worship and observance; 

Article 19 

(a) Everyone has the right to freedom 
of opinion and expression; this 
right includes freedom to hold opi
nions without interference and to 
seek, receive and Impart information 
and Ideas through any media and 
regardless of frontiers; 

Article 20 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to freedom 
of peaceful assembly and asso
ciation; 

2. No one many be compeiied to be
long to an association; 

3. tile relation0!1ips between on.;'s concept or activity patterns are the 
psychologi~al ur behavioural foundation of the organization of one's 
personality. Such relationships should be entitied to the protection and 
support of one's whole personality. 

(b} 1. every group has the right to own property alone as well as in association 
with other groups; 

2. no group shall be arbitrarily deprived of its property; 

(c) 1. every discipline has the right to base itself upon substantiating data, 
procedures and arguments alone as well . as in association with other 
disciplines; 

2. no discipline shall be arbitrarily deprived of such intellectual property; 

(d) 1. each of one's roles should have the right to base itself upon legitimizing 
data, procedures and arguments, by itself as .well as in association with 
other roles: 

2. none of one's roles should be arbitrarily deprived of such foundations. 

(b) every group has the right to freBdom of thought, conscience and religion; 
this right includes freedom to change its belief, and freedom, either alone 
or in community with others groups and in public or private, to manifest 
its belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance; 

(c) every discipline has the right to freedom of paradigm; this right inolud~s 
freedom to change its paradigm, and freedom, either alone or )n association 
with other disciplines and ·in public or private, to manifest its belief in 
teaching, practice, worship and observance; 

(d) each of one's roles should have the right to freedom of thought, conscience 
and belief ; this right should include freedom to change its belief, and 
.freedom, eith0r alone or in association with other roles and consciously or 
uncomlciously to manifest its belief in te~ching, practice, worship and 
observance. 

(b} every group has the right to freedom of opinion and expression, this 
right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, 
receive and impart information and ideas though any media and regardless 
of frontiers; 

I 
(c) every human mode of thought and activity has the right to be freely 

expressed; this right includes the freedom to be held without interference 
and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media 
and regardless of frontiers; 

(d) each of one's roles should have the right to be freely expressed;. this 
-right should include the freedom to be activated without interference and 
to seek, receive and impart i:iformation and ideas through any media 
and regardless of frontiers. 

(b} 1. every group has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and associa
tion with other groups; 

2. no group may be compelled to belong to an association; 

(c} 1. every discipline has the right to be freely associated with other modes 
of thought and activity; 

2. no discipline may be constrained to integrate itself into the frame
work of some other discipline; 

2. I I 
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Arllcle 21 

(a) 1. Eve1yooe has lh"l right to take 
p?ti In the 9cv12mr11ent of · his 
C:."(.•tmtry,· dlroct1y or through fret'>!y 
chos&·n reprecentaiivcs; 

2. Ev<>ryone ha~> the right of cqunl 
acce-ss to pul>!ic service In hi:> 
country; 

3. Tha will of 1112 people shall be 
the bas!s of ihe atrthority of· 
government; tbls wm shall be 
e;ipre3sed in prtriodic and genui
ne elections which shall be by 
universal and equal suffrage and 
shall l>e heid by secret vote or 
by equivalent free voling proce
dures; 

Article 22 

(a) Everyone, as a member of society, 
has the right to social security and 
Is entitled to realization, through 
national effort and international 
cooperation and In accordance with 
the organization and resources of 
each State, of the economic, sociaf 
and cultural rights indispensable 
for his dignity and the free develop
ment of his personality; 

Article 23 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to work, to 
free choice of employment, to 
just and favourable conditions of 
work and to protection against 
unemployment; 

2., l. 

(d) 1. each of one's roles should have the right to be freely and peacefully 
'- associated with other modes of thought and activity; 
2. none of one's roles should be constrained to integrate itself into the 

perspective of some other more general role. 

(b) 1. every group has the right to take part in the government of its country, 
directly or through freely chosen repres·entatives; 

2. every group has the right of equal consideration in the public selection 
of appropriate social organs through which new programmes should be 
implemented; 

3. the will of the members shall be the basis of the authority of government 
of a group; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections 
whioh shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by 
secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures; 

{c) 1. every mode of thought and activity has the right to be taken into account 
in the government of the country, directly or through freely chosen repre
sentatives; 

2. every mode of thought and activity has the right of equal consideration 
in the public selection of the most relevant patterns of operation •upon 
which new programmes should be based; 

3. the will of the members shall be the basis of the authority of organization 
of a discipline; this will shall be expressed in genuine and continuous 
debate which shall be based upon universal ·and equal ability to submit 
alternative views; 

(d) 1. each of one's roles should have the right to be taken into account in the 
government of one's conduct, directly or via the views expressed through 
.a natural hierarchy of roles; 

2. each of one's roles should have the right of equal consideration in the 
conscious selection of the most relevant modes of thought or activity 
upon which new action should be based; 

3. the consensus expressed by afl one's roles shou.1.d be the basis of the 
government and organization of one's conduct; this consensus should 
be expresed via genuine and continuous debate which should be based upon 
the equal ability of all one's roles to provide alternative perspectives. 

(b) every group, as a social organ, has the right to social security and is 
entitled to realization, through national effort and international and inter
organizational cooperation ahd in accordance with the organization and 
resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights 
indispensable for its dignity and the free deve.Jopment of its potential; 

(c) every mode of thought and activity, as a social function and an extension 
of man, has the right to social support and is ·entitled to realization, through 
national effort and international and interdisciplinary cooperation an<l in. 
accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the 
economic, social and cultural riqhts indispensable for its dignity and the 
free development of its potential; 

(d) each of one's roles, as a psycho-social extensio11 of one's personality, 
- should have the right to support and should be entiUed to realization 

through the cbmbined effort of one's associated roles and in accordance 
with the organisation and resources of one's personality, of the rights to 
the psycho-social resources indispensable for its dignity and the free 
development of its potential. 

(b) 1. every group has the right to productive social activity, to free choice of 
sphere of activity, to just and favourable conditions for such activity and 
to protection against lack of opportunity for such activity; 
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2. Everyone, without any discrimi
nation, hns the right to equal pay 
for equal work; 

3. Everyone wito works has the right 
lo just and favourable rnmuoora
lion Insuring for himself and his 
family 1m existence worthy of hu
man. dignity, iind supplemented, 
if neccr.~:my, by other menns of 
social protection; 

4. Everyone has the l'ight to form 
and to join trade unions for the 
protection of his interests; 

Article 24 

(a) Everyone has fue right to rest and 
leisure, including reasonable limi
tation of working hours and perio
dic holidays with pay; 

Artiole 25 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right to a 
standard of li'!ing adequate for 
the health and well-being of 
himself and his family, Including 
food, clothing, housing and medi
cal care and necessary social 
services, and lhe right to security 
in the even! of unemployment, 
sickness, disability, widowhood, 
old age or other lack of livelihood 
to circumstances beyond his 
control; 

2. Motherhood and childhood are 
entitled to special care and assis
tance. All children whether born 
in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy 
the same social protection; 

2. every group, without any discimination, has the right to equal remunera
tion for equal productie social activity; 

3. every socially active group has the right to just and favourable remuneration 
ensuring for itself and its dependent bodies an existence worthy of the 
dignity of a human group, ·and supplemented, if necessary, by other 
means oi social protection; 

4. every group has the right to form and join larger groups for the protection 
of its own interests; 

(c) 1. every mode of thought and activity has the right to perform its function 
within society under favourable conditions and to protection against 
inadequate use; 

2. every mode of thought and activity, without any discrimination, has the 
right to an equal share of available resources for equal productive 
social activity; 

3. every active mode of thought and activity has the right to just and 
favourable support ensuring for itself and its dependent disciplines, an 
efficacity worthy of the dignity of human activity, an°d supplemented, if 
necessary, by other means of social protection; 

4. every mode of thought and activity has the right to formulate and be 
integrated within more general modes to provide itself with a broader 
foundation; 

(d) 1. each of one's roles should have the right to perform its function within 
one's personality under favourable conditions and to protection against 
inadequate use; 

2. each of one's rotes, without any discimination, should have the right 
to an equal share of one's availabl·e resources for activity equally 
productive for one's personality; 

3. each of one's roles should have the right to just and favourable support 
ensuring for itself and its dependent roles an efficacity worthy of the 
dignity of human role activity, and supplemented, if necessary by other 
means of psycho-social protection; 

4. each of one's roles should have the right to formulate and be integrated 
within more general roles to provide itself with a broader framework 
of support. 

(b) every group has the right to periods of re-creation, including reasonable 
limitation on length of periods of continuous productive social activity; 

(c) every discipline has the ~ight to periods of consolidation and readjustment, 
including reasonable limitation on periods of productive social activity; 

(d) each of one's roles should have the right to periods of rest and readjust
ment, inclusing reasonable limitation on the length of the periods of 
activation. 

(b) 1. every group has the right to a standard of organization and operation 
adequate for its own health and well-being and that of its dependent 
bodies, including funds, information, physical facilities, management 
assistance and necessary related services, and the right to support in the 
event of temporary disuse, malfunction, ineffectiveness, lack of funds or 
other inability to perform productive social activity in circumstances 
beyond its control; 

2. periods of major organizational adjustment to new social problems or 
opportunities including mergers and the creation of specialized or regional 
dependent bodies, are entitled to special support and assistance. All 
newly created groups, whether or not their creation was legitimized by 
society, shall enjoy the same social protection; 
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Article 26 

(a) 1. Everyone ha$ the right to educa
tion. Education shall be free, at 
least in the elementary and 
fundamental stages. Elementary 
education shall be compulsory. 
Technical and professional edu
cation shall be made generally 
available and higher education 
shall be equally accessible lo all 
on the basis of merit; 

2. Education shall be directed to 
the full developmen of the human 
personality and to the strengthe
ning of respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms. It 
shall promote understanding, to
lerance and friendship among all 
nations, racial or religious groups, 
and shall further the activities of 
the United Nations for the mainte
nance of peace; 

3. Parents have a prior right to 
choose the kind of education that 
shall be given to their children; 

(c) r. every human mode of thought and activity has the right to a standard 
.•. of organization and operation adequate for its own health and well-being 

and that of its dependent disciplines, including funds, information, physical 
facilities, assistance in ·the solution of internal problems which are the 
special concern of related disciplines, and the right to support in the 
event of temporary disuse, malfunction, ineffectiveness, lack of funds 
or other inability to perform productive social activity in circumstances 
beyond its control; 

2. periods of major conceptual or behavioural adjustment to new social 
problems or opportunities, including discipline sub-division and the creation 
of new or mission-oriented disciplines, are entitled to special support and 
assistance. All newly formulated modes of thought and activity, whether or, 
not their formulation was legitimized by society, shall enjoy the same 
protection; 

(d) 1. each of one's roles should have the right to a standard of organization and 
operation adequate for its health and well-being and that of its dependent 
roles including information, assistance in the solution of internal problems, 
and the right to support in the event of temporary disuse, malfunction, 
ineffectiveness, or any inability to perform productive psycho-social 
activity in circumstances beyond its control; 

2. periods of major role adjtstment to new psycho-social problems or 
opportunities, including role sub-divis·ion and the creation of new or 
mission-orienied roles, should be entitled to special attention and 
assistance. All newly formulated modes of thought and activity, whether 
or not one consciously instigated the·ir formulation, should enjoy the 
same care and protection. 

(b) 1. every human group has the right to education. Education shall be free, 
at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education 
shall be compulsory. More specialized education shall be made generally 
available and advanced education shall be equally accessible to all 
groups on the basis of merit; 

2. education shall be directed to the full development of the potential of 
the group and to the strengthening of respect for the rights, inferdepen
dence, and fundamental freedoms of all organized entities within the 
social system. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and cooperation 
among all groups and shall further the activities of all inter-group bodies 
for the maintenance qf peace; 

3, the founder members, or parent bodies, have a prior right to choose the 
kind of education to be received by the group they have created; 

(c) 1. every mode of thought and activity hac the right to guidance for its own 
improvement. Such guidance shall be free, at least in the elementary 
and fundamental stages. Elementary guidance shall be compulsory. More 
specialized guidance shall be generaHy available and advanced guidance 

· shall be equally accessible to all disciplines on the basis of merit; 
2. guidance shall be directed to the full development of the potential of 

the discipline and to the strengthening of respect for the rights, inter
dependence, and fundamental freedoms of all forms of activity within the 
social system. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and a spirit of in,te
gration among all modes of thought and activity and shall further the 
activities of all transdisciplinary activity as a key to the maintenance 
of peace; 

3. the founding members or parent disciplines have a prior right to choose 
the kind of guidance to be received by the discipline they have initiated;, 

(d) 1. ·each of one's roles should have the right to guidan9e and education for 
its own improvement. Such guidance should be free, at least in the 
elementary and fundamental stages. More specialized guidance should 
be made generally available and advanced guidance should be equally 
accessible to all roles on the basis of merit; 
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Article 27 

(a) 1. Everyone has the right freely to 
participate in the cul!ural life of 
the community, io enjoy the arts 
and to share in scienliiic advan
cement and its beno!ils; 

2. Everyone has the rioht to the 
protection of the moral and ma
terial interests resulting from 
any scientific, liternry or artisitic 
production of which he is the 
aulhor; 

Article 28 

(a) Everyone is entitled to a social and 
international order in which the 
rights and freedoms set forth in this 
Declaration can be fully realized; 

Article 29 

(a) 1. Everyone has duties to the com
munity in which alone the free and 
full development of his personality 
is possible; 

2. In the exercise of hir rights and 
freedoms everyone shall be sub
ject only to such limllations as are 
cfa!<;;·;:iined by law solely for the 
purpose of securing due recogni
tion and respect for the rights 
and freedoms of others and of 
meeting the Just requirements of 
morality, public order imd the ge
neral welfare in a democraiic so
ciety; 

3. These rights and freedoms may in 
no case be exercised contrary lo 
the purposes and principles of 
the United Nations; 

2. guidance should be directed to the full development of the potential of 
the role and to tlie strengthening of respect for the rights, interdependence, 
and fundamcnlal freedoms or all forms of one's psycho-social activity. 
It should promote understanding, tolerance and a spirit of integration 
among all one·s modes of thought and activity and should further the 
activities of role integration as a key to the maintenance of a balanced 
persone,ity; 

3. those uf one's roles which generate new role:; should have the right to 
influence the choice of guidance they receive. 

{b) 1. every group hcis the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the 
community and in related social processes and to share in scientific 
advancement and its benefits. 

2. every group hns the right to the protection of the moral and material 
. interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of 

which it is the author. 

(c) 1. every discipline has the right to be freely represented in the cultur-al life 
of the community, to enjoy artistic representation of its preoccupations 
and to shnre in advancement in other disciplines and in its benefits. · 

2. every discipline has the right to the protection of the moral and material 
interests resulting from any of its activity. 

{d) 1. each of one's roles should have the righ1 to be freely represented in 
one's communal psycho-social activity, to enjoy artistic representntion of 
its preoccupations and to share in the consequences of the development 
of other roles. 

2. each of one's roles should have the right to the protection of the moral 
and material interests resulting from any of its activity. 

{b) every group is entitled to a social, international and inter-organizational 
order in whici1 the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration oan be 
fully realized; 

(c) every discipline is entitled to a social and interdisciplinary order in which 
the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized; 

(d) each of one's roles should be entitled to a psycho-social order and degree 
of personality integration in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this 
DeclaraNon can be fully realized. 

(b) 1. every group has duties to tile community in which alonP, the free and 
full development of its potential is possible. Groups that wish to deal 
responsibly with their social surrounds should be capable of eliciting 
and evaluting responses and collaborating with those bod,ies which realize 
that they are affected by the group's activity but which are ordinarily silent 
and those which are affected but may not realize it: 

2. in the exercise or its rights and freedoms every group shall be subject 
only to such limitations as me determined by law and the community of 
organizations sole~y for 1he purpose of securing due recognition and 
respect for the riqhts and freedoms of ·individuals and other groups and 
of meeting the just requirement of morality, public order and the general 
welfare in a democratic society; 

3. these rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the 
purposes and principles of the UnHed Nations and the community of 
organizations; 
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Article 30 

(a) Nothing in this Declaration may be 
Interpreted as implying for any 
State, group or person any right 
to engage in any activity or to 
perform any act aimed at the des
truction of any of the rights and 
freedoms set forth herein. 

(c) 1. every discipline has duties to the social and intellectual community in 
, which alone the free and full development of its potential is possible. 

Disciplines that wish to deal responsibly with their social ·and intellectual 
surrounds should be capable of elicting and evaluating responses from 
and collaborating with those disciplines wh•ich realize that they are 
affected by the discipline's activity but which are ordinarily silent and 
tnose which are affected but may not realize it; 

2. in the exercise of its rights and freedoms every discipline shall be subject 
only to such limitations as are determined by law and the community 
of disciplines solely for the purpose of securing due recognition for the 
rights and freedoms of individuals, and other disciplines and of meeting 
the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in 
a democratic society; 

3. these rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the 
purposes and p.rinciples of the United Nations and the community of 
disciplines; 

(d) 1. each of one's modes of thought and activity has duties to the network 
of one's roles •in which alone the free and full development of its potential 
is possible. Roles that wish to deal responsibly and sensitively with their 
psycho-social surrounds should be capable of eliciting and evaluating 
responses from, and coll·aborating with, those roles which realize that they 
are affected by the .role's activity, but which are ordinarily silent, and 
from those which are affected but may not realize it; 

2. in the exercise of its rights and freedoms each of one's modes of thought 
and activity should be subject only to such limitations as are determined 
by one's conscience and the network of one's roles for the purpose of 
securing due recognition for rights and freedoms and of meeting the just 
requirements of morality, a balanced personality and the general welfare 
in a democratic society; 

3. these rights and freedoms should in no case be exercised contrary to 
one's conscience or principles. 
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